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Absîract 

The inherently teleoiogical project of 'nation-building' which pnvileges the ultimate 
objective of Canadian unity provides the foundation for various narratives of Canadian 
nationalism. In the quest to provide an effective unity discourse, these narratives are 
driven by an entrenched national mythoiogy ihat is associated with, and ultimately 
legitimized by, a sense of common purpose. This mythology consists of fiindamental 
Canadian beliefs that are comrnonly endorsed for their contribution to a hoped-for 
Canadian unity, while rarely deconstmcted to identify their resemblance to quixotic 
Canadian myths. 

This thesis offers an interpretive analysis of the different frameworks of mythology and 
nationalism which arise fiom the Canadian preoccupation with unity, and the 
manifestation of these narratives within a prominent campaign of Canadian identity. 
Specifically. this study will examine the role of mythology in the Heritage Minutes- a 
private initiative promoting Canadian historical self-knowledge - and will specifically 
identiQ the ways in which the Minutes convey the images and stories of bothnegative 
and heritage nationalism. By dissecting the storylines and characters of the Heritage 
Minutes, as well as the more nebulous elements ofsyrnbolism. imagery, and allusion, this 
thesis will identifj both the direct and indirect ways in which the Minutes inform our 
understanding of what it is to be Canadian. 
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Introduction 

Nation-states are not artless structures. They demand constant cultivation, both politically and 

cuituraily. While its geographical presence is generaily without question, a natio~state's civic 

personaiity, and in some cases its politicai stability, is ody  maintained by mapping character ont0 

territory. Globalization and conversely, localization have undermined the state as the basic political, 

economic, and social measurement. it is becoming clear that the nation-state does not exist as an 

uncontnved grouping, but instead might be seen as a construction of space and belonging. As 

Benedict Anderson has note& most nation-states are too large for individual members to intenct 

rneaninghlly and be able to directly experience a sense of national community.' Thus, the invisible 

meta-entity of the nation-state "must be personified before it can be seen, symbolized before it can be 

loved. imagined before it can be conceived.'" 

Nationalism 

The cultivation of a national consciousness is often iissociated with the concept of nurionalism. 

Like the nebulous nution, nationalisrn cm Vary in form and definition, earning it the description of 

.'an ideologically empty bottle with strength and shape, but no particular content."-' However, whik 

nationalisms Vary considerably, each involves the basic identification of those principles and 

characteristics which organize national belonging. NationaIism ultimately invotves the ideological 

conviction that some "sense ofsameness over time and space" can be identified to explain and 

legitimize the concept of national identityl 

1 Benedict Anderson, Imagined Cornmuniries (New York Verso, 1983), see introduction. 
2 Waltzer. 1967 as cited m Brian Osborne, "<<Grounding» National Mythologies: The Case of Canadii' m Spuce 
und Culture, ed, Serge Courville and Nomand Seguin [SamteFoy: Les Presses de l'université Laval. 1995). 265. 
3 Iain Mclean. 7ne Concise fiford Dictionan. of Politics (New York Oxford University Press. 1996), 334. 
1 John R GilIis, "Memory and 1dentis.r The History of a ReIationship." in Commemorarions: The Politics of 



Canada is a nation consumed with identifying an essential narrative of nationdism? Various 

national liabilities point to the need for carehl creative work 10 be done in configwing the pan- 

Canadian identity. ReIatively shallow historical mots, combined with a crippliag linguistic divide, 

vast regional differences, and an increasingly rnulticultural citizenry, do not allow Canada an easy or 

obvious sense of naûonhood. In addition, Canada's dependence on other world powers - first France 

and Bntain, and more recently the United States - has created a chronic uncertainty regarding the 

autonomy and even relevance of the Canadian nation. It is under the shadows of these internai and 

extemal threats that Canadian elites have sought to came out a sense of nationhood. Whether for the 

purpose of presenting a discemable international presence, or for the development of workable 

constitutional amendment, much public energy has been devoted to uncovering what it is that rnakes 

Canadians distinct. and how this distinction should be marketed in order to bolster national unity. 

This protncted project of -nation-building' has earned Canada the reputation o fa  purely political or 

'synthetic' nation. 

Identiîv versus Unitv in Canada 

Canadian nationalism. in its various foms. bas the dificult task of reconciling two 0th 

incompatible concepts. Like the orphan's search for birth parents, the quest for an ultimate sense of 

national purpose seeks out the genetic foundations of the nation in order to provide key insight into 

the essential traits, and in turn. familid bonds of Canadians. Yet, the -essential traits' of Canadians 

are most eady mapped according to division; the elements of Ianguage, region. culture. and political 

identiry. ed G i l h  (Princeton: Princeton University Press. 1994). 3. 
5 n e  routine references made to 'Canadian' natiodim. as weil as its syrnùols. myths, and elements of berongmg, 
refer to a holistic, orpan-Canadian d v e  of identity. Unfortunately, a study of thÏsIen& does not offer mom to 
adequately address the numemus discrepancies between different 'subnationai nationaIisms,' inchrding French 
EngIish (which itsetf can be further subdn-ided), and Aborigmal. It is understoob and is in k t  the point of !hi 
study to argue. that the nanatives of nationalism as  discussed in the foliowing arguments afenythicd nanatives of 
unity, and are not embraced by al1 Canadiaas; their most notabIe n$~tion is IikeIy to corne h m  those m Quebec. or 
in Fint Nations communities. instead the reductiooin phraseoiogy o€'Canadiaa nationalism' is used to show that 
inese narratives are o h  superimposeci on ail Canadians, assuming that they share this vision of national beionging. 



and economic power provide points of difference that are naturai, inescapable and resistant. The 

'common bonds' which tie Canadians together are, in cornparison, syathetic. uneasy, and fluctuating. 

Thus, while the quest for national identity in Canada is inextricably Iinked to the hunger for national 

uni& these remain confl icting, if not mutually exclusive objectives for the Canadian polity. 

Northrop Frye has commented on the esscntial incompatibility of identity and unity in Canada- He 

suggests that while the search for unity is national in reference and is largeiy concerned with issues 

of political stability and autonomy, identity is a concept based on the exclusivity and prestige of 

recognized selfhood, and is moted in the local and the cu1tural.b In Frye8s words. "the tension 

between this political sensr of unity and the imaginative sense of locality is the essence of whatever 

the word 'Canadian' means."' While many nations are able to equate the ideas of essentid identity 

and national cohesion, Canada's cultural. geographical, and political decentm.ii(ization mean that 

identity is often situated at a subnational level. at a distance h m  the discourse of parrCanadimism. 

As Charles Taylor States. the integration ofthe two concepts in Canada is blocked not only by the 

'obvious' obstacle of bilingualism or the 'mosaic' obstacle of rnulticulturalism, but by the suucrural 

divisions rooted in "regional sepantion and economic interest. ..history, background, luid tradition."" 

When looking at the historicd aspect of the incongntity between identity and unity in Canada, it 

becomes clear that obsessive concern with the latter h m  the early days of Confederation has meant 

that identity has been consistently conceived withui the context of unity. The push to create 

communications and trade links, the constant stntggle to maintain a workable separation of powers. 

and the critical operationa1 goaI of preventing provincial secession paint a clear picture of a nation 

preoccupied with the establishment of a distinct "feeling of colIeciive e ~ ~ t e r ~ r i s e ~ ~  This entrenched 

6 Northrop Frye, Tiie b& garden: ess+x on the Canadian haginarion (Toronto: Anansi. 1971) iii. 
7 ibid. 
8 Charies Taylor. Reconciling the Solirudes (Montreal: McGill-Queen's University Press. I993), 26. 
9 Ibid, 27. 



Canadian narrative of nation-building produces an interesting dichotomy. Idenrity, as a lived, local, 

and most importantly subnational phenornenon, represents the danger of difference? and thus is 

perceived as aproblem. Unity, which promises an element of socid cohesion, national allegiance, 

and politicai stability, represents sdety and community. It is perceived as the ultimatesoltrrion to the 

Canadian dilemma, and has thus created attempts throughout Canada's history to construct, ïnstill, 

and evoke a pan-Canadian identity. 

The Mvtholoev of Canadian Unity 

The inherently teleological project of 'nation-building', which subordinates identity to the ultimate 

objective of Canadian unity, provides the foundation for various narratives of Canadian nationalism. 

In the quest to establish an effective unity discourse, these narratives are driven by an entrenched 

national mythology that is associated with, and ultimately legitimized by, a sense of common 

purpose. This mythology consists of tùndamental Canadian beliefs that are commonly endorsed for 

their contribution to a hoped-for Canadian unity, while rarely deconstructeci to identi@ their 

resemblance to quixotic Canadian rnyths. Evolving into a central doctrine of unquestioned and self 

perpetuating national misrns, the acceptance of this national mythology becomes an exercise in 

"bconsensual hallu~ination."'~ RonaId Wright notes the weight of societal m y h ,  stating: 

Myth is an arrangement of the pst, whether real or imagined, in patterns that resonate with a culturees 
deepest values and aspirations. Myths create and reinforce archetypes so taken for granted, so 
seemingly axiomatic, that they go unchahenged. Myths are so Fraught with meaning chat we live and 
die by thern. They are the maps by which cultures navigate through tirne!' 

In the Canadian case. this coltection of national myths clearly speaks to the social conditions under 

which it was and is produceci; a mythological narrative of belonging provides an escape from the 

bewildering compIexity of Canadian Society and the seemingly incompatible identifications of its 

10 This phase is amibuted to cyberpunk novelist William Gibson, in Daniel Fancis. National Dream: h@th 
~Memoty and Canadian Histoty (Vancouver: h u a i  Pulp Press. 1997), 10. 
1 1 Ronald Wright, Stolen Conrinenw nte <iVeiv W o r l h  rhrough Indian &va Since 1492 (Toronto: Viking, 199 l), 



diverse citizenry. By embracing these myths, Canadians are allowed the opportunity to imagine their 

society as a cohesive cuitUrai community. 

Neeative - and Heritage Nationaiisms 

Daniel Francis States that a "nation is a group of people who share the same illusions about 

themselves."" In Canada, this is evidenced by two particular hmeworks of national belonging. 

The first and most obvious, is the conception of national identity that depends on a continuai 

comparison to the threatening presence of the United States. This f'ework can be termed negative 

nurionalism. and depends on an extemal foi[ to create a unified and proud national image. Relying 

on a politicized emotional constnrct of castigation and resenùnent. narratives of negative nationalism 

provide a comforting exercise in iùnencan fault-finding. These perceived shoncomings are the 

foundations for a shared feeling of comparative supen'ority: Canadians hold tightly to the 

oppositional traits of civility, non-violence, hurnility. benevolence. and diversity. 

These national quaiities also provide the bais for a second narrative of Canadian belonging, that of 

herituge nationalism. This nationalist discourse similarty d i e s  on proud mythological attributes to 

provide Canadians a sense of shared experience. However. rather than using an extemal threat !O 

uni@ Canadians, heritage nationalism uses the past as a place to address the contemporary anxiety 

surroundiig Canadian unity. Through a stntegic narrative of omission and distortion, heritage 

nationaiism constructs the story of Canada, providing an historic rationaie for proud Canadian 

belonging. By emphasizing the continuity of Canadian citizenship, this nationai narrative also uses 

the past in an attempt to secure a common Canadian iüture. Brian Osborne points out chat the 

discourse which awards a nation an historic legitimization of its existence is not solely concerned 

as cited in Brian Osborne ~«Groundig»." 266. 
12 Francis. National. 10. 



with the past, but involves a more intricate temporal equation. He states that this heritage narrative 

entails "'the choreographing of an invwted history, grounding it in an imagined geography, ce 

enacting it in the real present, in order to ensure a hoped-for fi~ture."'~ 

Constructeci Narratives of Canadian Nationalism 

ïhese mythological narratives of nationalism have many avenues of social substance. They are 

sbaped within the public and private spheres, and are used to maintain the stability of nationd 

institutions and retain partisan political power, as well as to sirnply seIl a certain product or evoke a 

specified response. Direct discourses of nationalism include the national holidays we celebrate, the 

policies and institutions that structure our society. and the syrnbols and heroes with which Canadians 

identiQ. Other national elements provide a tacit re-creation and reinforcement of a particular 

doctrine of Canadian civic ideology,14 and include such things as the books, products. sports. and 

even advertising images of Canadian society. Rooted in the mythological constructs of Canadian 

unity and identity, these narratives are examples of"strategies of culturai identification.. .that signiCy 

a people, a nation. or a national cult~re."'~ They provide an imaginary sense of the nation rooted 

strongly in the desire for unity, and weakly in the actuai complexity of Canadian society. As charged 

constructions rather than unfiltered reproductions, these national narratives highlight the difference 

between the 'performative' and 'pedagogical' aspects of the nation, something that Greg Nielsen and 

John Jackson have labeled %e distinction between lived and official cu~ture."'~ The oflcial 

13 Brian Osborne, "Figuring Space, Marking Time: contested identities in Canada," InrernationolJoumal of 
Heriiage Studies 2,1&2 ( 1996): 26. 
14 ~r&cis, National. 10. Francis defines 'civic ideology' as "a fiamework of ideas imd aspirations which expresses 
ifseIf as an alIegiance to certah public policies and ins&tions." Francis cites the CBC. the socid safety net, 
universal health care, and hockey as some of the components of the Canadian civic ideoloey. 
15 Homi Bhabha, "Dissdation: time, narrative. and the margins of the modem nation: in Nan'on and 
Narration, ed Bhabha (London: Routledge, 1990), 292, 
16 ï h e  terms 'pedagogicai' and 'performative' are used by Homi Bhabha mnDissdation." 297. Greg M. 
NieIsen and John D. Jackson discuss the difference between the'lived' and 'officiai' narratives of Canadian cuIture 
in theuarticle, "Cu~iunl studies, a sociological poetics: instiiutions of the Canadian imaginary," Cmadian Revim 
of Saciologÿ and ..lnrhropoIogy 28.2 (tg9 1): 279. 



messages and images which 'write the nation' as a unified and proud entity, provide a set of social 

cues which instruct Canadians on who they are, what they have in common, and why they should 

love their country." This idedistic sense of Canadian belonging is, more ofien than not, 

incompatible with the lived Canadian culture that stems from direct experience with a complex 

plurality.'8 

,The Heritaee Proiect 

The Heritage Project is one exarnpie of a contemporary narrative of national rneaning. Through a 

selective retelling of the events of Canadian history, the Project provides Canadians with stories of 

national continuity. deveiopment. and purpose, The rnost notable elernents of The Heritage Project 

are its Heritage Minutes. a series of sixty-second historical vignettes which air as commercials on 

Canadian television networks and as trailers in movie theatres. Widely seen by Canadians. these 

dramatic and engaging stories manipulate the Canadian past to consûuct a contemporary narrative of 

national belonging. 

At first glance. the Minutes seem to carry an obvious celebration ofdifference. The scories told 

include traditional poIiticaI and military milestones as well as 'everyday' examples of Canadian 

courage. perseverance, and accomplishrnent. However, the topics of the Minutes, and to a greater 

extent, the themes guiding these national Stones, remain anchored in a mythological discourse of 

Canadian unity. The Heriiage Minutes exist as an o r n a i  or pedagogicul representation of the 

Canadian nation, and are a tool of both negative and heritage nationalism. Combining present 

motivations with historical content, the Project is able to take a convoluted and divergent set of 

17 The idea of "îvriting the nation" is taken h m  Bhabha, 292. 
18 Nielsen & Jackson note that this  'lived' culture is one which"begins with direct experience.." and suggest that 
"the only way of knowing a sociaIty constructeci world is knoting it h m  w i W  128 1). 



histories, and clarie it with invented and exaggerated elements of Canadian es~entialism!~ ûriven 

by contemporary wncems of Canadian unity and nationd identity, the Project shapes and polishes 

Canadian history until it becomes u n i m g  d e r  than divisive, proud and ciramatic rather than 

humdrum. Through the emphasis of 'essentially Canadian' attributes like unsung heroism, modesty, 

benevolence, innovation, and other un-Amencan virtues, the Minutes are able to thematically 

integrate a diverse series of historical anecdotes into a cohesive and patnotic heritage narrative. 

While rnyths are often disrnissed as lies, Daniel Francis States that they can also be "ways of getting 

to the truth."" An examination of the mythology of the Heritage Minutes provides interesting 

uisight into the construction of the Canadian nation. A close look at the Minutes highlights the 

rernarkable divergence between image and actuality when it cornes to narnting the nation. The 

. glorious. noble. and unified version of Canada presented in these pedagogical narratives bears little 

resernblance to the contentious, discontinuous, and ofien unpalatable stories of past and present-day 

Canada. This divergence does not suggest a conscious misrepresentation of the Canadian historical 

record on the part of the staff at The Herituge Projecr, or an intentional injection of a particular 

mythology into the stories of the Heritage Minutes. hstead, it highlights the Canadian tendency to 

straight-jacket our chaotic complexity in return for a coherent national rnythology. 

This study will examine the role of mythology in the Heritage Minutes. and will specificaiiy identify 

the ways in which the Minutes convey the images and stories of both negative and heritage 

19 As a theme of both negative and herimge nationalism, and a smng motif ofThe Heriiage Projecr, the idea of an 
essential Canadian character is an important one m ihis study. By C~iadii'rssentiaiim'. 1 mean a set of essentid, 
tùnhental. and vital characteristics that are mberentiy cornmon to ail Canadians. These characteristics are 
essential m the fact that they belong to Canadiankm iiseIf, and thus are aiways present in al1 Canadians; 
findumenral because they provide the foundations for the identity of Canadians; andvital because they are 
necessary to the continued existence of Canadianism. These ideas are derived h m  the definition ofessential 
provided by ,C.femOm-Webster's Collegiute Dicrionan. LO" Edition (SpringfieId: Merrïiun-Webster. I993), 396. 
20 Daniel Francis. "Myth and History," Queen S Quunerly 105,3 ( F d  1998): 474. 



nationalism. This examination does not offer a quantitative study of the Minutes, but an interpretive 

anaiysis of the different frameworks of mythology and nationaiism which arise fiom the national 

preoccupation with unity, and the manifestation of these narratives within a prominent campaign of 

Canadian identity. While other scholars have offered analyses of The Heritage Project and its 

Minutes, they have provided only brief and generalized comments on the form and content, and have 

not undertaken a comprehensive deconstniction of the narratives of the individual Minutes within the 

series of sixty. By dissecting the storylines and chancters of the Minutes, as well as the more 

nebulous elements of syrnbolism, imagery. and allusion, this study wiIl identify both the direct and 

indirect ways in which the Minutes inform Our understanding of what it is to be Canadian. 

Thesis Ovewiew 

This study seeks IO analyze the ways in which the c e n a l  goal of national unity in Canada has 

resulted in a downplay of interna1 ideniity difference. The first two chapters will outline two 

narratives of nationalism which work to paper over the cteavages of Canadian society. The first of 

these involves the construction of a unified national purpose using the United States as the 

congealing 'Other'. Drawing From the works ofdifferent scholars. the first chapter outlines the 

various elements that contribute to an entrenched ideology of national definition by contrast, or 

negurive nutionulism. Following this theoretical investigation are several practical examples of how 

the principles of negative nationalism creep into the public and private discourse of everyday 

Canadian life. and how this mythologicd sense of oppositional commonality cm work against 

Canadians in their efforts to comprehend the actuai lived difference of Canadian society. 

The second chapter outlines a framework of Canadian nationdism that awards the Canadian past the 

same consolidating role given to the United States. The idea of herituge nutionulism involves "the 



invention of traditi~n,"~' and uses selective history to shape a cohesive and noble narrative of the 

nation. in the Canadian case, a constructed narrative of proud national progress and glorified 

citizenship is able to address the contemporary issue of national unity by stressing the nobility and 

continuity of the Canadian nation. This chapter draws fiom the ideas of David Lowenthal and a few 

other notable scholars to distinguish between the concepts of 'history' and 'hentage', and illustrates 

the convenience of the concept of heritage to a nation whose historical record exists as highly 

contestable temin. 

The third chapter will outline the development of the private philanthopic initiative known as The 

Herituge Project using information supplied by interviews with senior administrators. as well as 

intemal documents and promotional rnaterials. It will also include a brief review of what other 

scholars have written about the Project. and a response to these critiques. The final chapter uses the 

a ove rnost prominent aspect of the Projecr, its Heritage Minutes, to analyze the ways in which the -b 

fnmeworks of nationalism work to construct a national mythology of unity. After outlining the 

methodology used this study will commence an intensive viewing of the Heritage Minutes. The 

examination ofthis 'official' representation of Canadian belonging uncovers structures of meaning 

which closely adhere to the narratives of both negative and heritage nationalism, and the general 

myhlogy of Canadian unity. A close investigation of the Heritage Minutes exposes a narrative in 

which "certain series of happenings are narned as important events in the story of Canadian identity 

while others are excluded or re-articulated to fit the overal coherence of the ~ t o r y . " ~  

The conchsion of this study will provide a few bief critiques of the pervasive presence of 

2 1 This phrase is commonly used in works andyzing the narration o f  the nation: here it is taken h m  Kamqma 
Rukstto. "National Encounters: Narnuig Canada and the Plurality of Difference:' IntemanonulJournal of 
Canudiun Studies 16 (Fd 1997): 149. 
22 [bid.. 151. 



rnythology in the narration of the Canadian nation. The dominant desire for Canadian unity 

privileges fiameworks of nationalism that downplay the plurd actuaiity of Canadian society using 

the strategic presence of an external threat, or a caiculated reconstruction of past events. As the 

driving force behind various narratives of policial and cultural legitimacy - such as the Heritage 

Minutes - these nationalist fnmeworks are ofleu accepted as representations of actual societal 

activities and relationships, making them important apparatuses of power? As Ramsay Cook states, 

the consciousness of belonging to a nation provides Canadians with beliefs and assumptions "around 

which to organize the past, cnticize the present, and constnict the future.*"" 

In their presentation of an imagined vision of national unity, those narratives which consuuct a 

publicly intelligible sense of Canadian identity work to misrepresent the lived plunlity of the nation. 

and deny the dominant characteristic of Canadianism - difficult difference. As Daniel Francis warns, 

while these narratives of rnythological unity provide a comforting commonality, they also constnict 

barriers to understanding. He states chat if we, as Canadians, "are not telling ourselves the nght 

narratives, then we cannot imagine ourselves acting together to resolve our problems."" The 

national dream of a unified Canadian nation provides an unstable foundation for the waking reality of 

Canadian difference. 

23 Ibid. 
34 Ramsay Cook The Mupie Leaf Forever(Toronto: Copp Clark Pitman, 1986), 19 1. WhiIe Ramsay Cook applia 
ihese tempord organizationd prùiciples to Cmdianmionalise. the pervasive nature of the symbols and ideas of 
Canadian nationalism which will be outlined in this sntdy niggest that ihese principles crui be e~tended to Canadians 
in generai. 
25 Francis, "Myth," 475. 



Chapter 1 

Negative Nationalism 

The Roots of Canadian Diversity 

Confederation provided the Fnmework for what would become a 'typically Canadian' way of 

establishing alliance: political elites sitting around a conference table negotiating and compromising 

until a barely workable arrangement is reached16 Retreating frorn extemal threats. Canadian 

provinces seemed to back into Confederation like companies merging to avoid hostile takeover. 

While this pragrnatic frarnework was merint to be a foundation upon which a more efTortless and 

confident union would develop, Canada remaineci "at best a blueprint only," laid thinly over the 

hostile territory and fragmentcd populace within its borders:' 

Rooted in concession rather than desire. Canada was born a political community, not a sociological 

or emotional one.?' Thus, there never existed an obvious or intnnsic sense of pan-Canadian 

nationalism. The narrative of Canadian identity and belonging has been compromised by nurnerous 

factors throughout the nation's history. Competing accounts of histoncal belonging from pre- 

Confederation to conternporary Canada provide insight into the dificulty of constmcting a unified 

national narrative. The onginal inhabitants of the temtory that would become Canada were the 

Indian and Inuit peoples. Displacecl by the anival of European settlers in the lrh cenhny, Aboriginal 

Peoples would be long excluded from the 'founding nations' label reserved for the French and 

~ritish.'~ The conflict beween these two European groups eventualIy ended in British victory, but 

26 Francis. Naiional. XI. 
27 Cynthia Flood, My Father Took a Cuke io France (Vancouver: Talonbooks. 19921, as cited in R B. Fiemiog, 
"The Unbearable Lighmss of Being Canadian," Journul of Canudiun Sittdies 27,2 (Summer 1992): 132. 
28 Richard Gwyn. rVaiionalirm Wi~ftout Walk: The Unbearable Lighrners of Being Canadim (Toronto: McCIeftand 
& Stewart 1995). 255. 
29 John Meisel and Jean Van Loon. "Cultivating rhe Bushgarden: C u l W  PoIicy m Canada" in The Patron Sure: 
Govemmenr and the Arts in Europe, North AmerÏca. andJapan. ed. Milton C. Cummings Jr. and Richard S. Katz 
(New York: Oxford University Press. 1987),27b. 



the antagonisrn remained and cultural and linguistic duality became an entrenched element of 

Canadian society. Tbis binary constitution soon spread to include 'new' immigrants delivered by the 

2oh century, which coincided with the partial eclipse of the British and French influences on 

Canadian society by the inescapable presence of an American superpower to the south, This 

hgmentation was compounded by the geographical differences and federal political structures 

already dividing Canadians into regional and provincial units. More current trends toward the bipolar 

thrusts of globalization on one hand, and more local and postmodem attachrnents on the other. have 

left nationd loyalties - especially the tenuous ones existing toward the already patchy Canadian 

nation - weak and vulnerable. 

ïiterature on Canadian nationalism 

The search for collective solidarity in Canada has included constant attempts to delineate the 

different narratives of pan-Canadian nationalism. Roger Gibbins' work. ïhe New Fuce of Cunudiun 

Naiionaiism points out a number of important nationalist discounes in the latter part of the 20Ih 

century. Gibbins suggests that five narratives of nationalism cm be identified: defensive 

nationalism; state enterprise nationalisrn; international nationalism or Canada as global peacekeeper: 

two-nations nationalisrn; and Trudeau nationalism or rnulticulturalism in a bilingual f ramew~rk .~  

Gibbins States that while these narratives have enjoyed varying levels of influence over the last few 

decades, giobalization, multicuituralism, Charter individualism, and Quebec distinctiveness are a few 

of the developrnents that have undermined the foundations of these five frarneworks. Gibbins fears 

that new forms of pan-Canadian nationalism are likely to respond to the fnistration of Canadian 

complexity with a "less accommodating and more hornogenizing.' articulation of the nation." Sylvia 

Bashevkin aIso discusses the different manifestations of nationalism. but reduces the idea of P m  

30 Roger Gibbins. The Nor. Fuce of Cunadian 1Vurionu10.m (Kingston: Institue o f  Intergovemental Relations. 
1995),2. 



Canadianism to ''the oganized pursuit of a more independent and distinctive in-group on the North- 

Amencan continent," a goal which pnmady involves public policy initiatives designed to restrict 

Amencan influence?' Bashevkin suggests that whiIe this conception of pan-Canadianism 

incorporates three distinct streams -cultural, trade, and investment nationalism - these different areas 

encounter the same problems. The idea of a cohesive Canadian in-group not only comes up againsi 

inescapable diversity and particulanstic subnationalisms. but is forced to define a sense of Canadian 

.. 
distinctiveness and supenonty in contrat to a hegemonic American 'out-group'." Like Gibbins. 

Bashevkin asserts that while an inclusive and tolemt narrative of Canadian nationalism may be the 

most desirable course, the obstacles to this vision of pan-Canadianism are many and varied. 

Charles Taylor and Alan Cairns suggest that a workable fmework of pamcanadianism involves the 

necessaq recognition of "the multiple rertlity of belonging' in ~ i u i a d a . ~  Charles Taylor assens that 

any conceptualization of Canadian society must involve a "deep diversity;' and recognize the 

"plurality of ways of belonging' to the nation.'5 He States that a strict concept of unity only pushes 

Canada to the point of breakup in the name of unifonnity. while a "first-level" diversity based on 

Charter individualism and officiai multiculturalism does not accommodate Quebec or Aboriginal 

comrnunitie~.~~ Alan Cairns similarly caib for the recognition of a multifaceted narrative of 

Canadian belonging, suggesting that membership in the Canadian community is not the same for 

everyone. and thus cannot be represented by a uniform Canadim identity?' In his discussion of the 

fragmentation of Canadian citizenship, Cairns points to three distinct sociological nations in Canada 

3 1 Ibid. 12. 
32 Sylvia Bashevicin. Tnre Patriot Love: Thr Pul i i i~~ of Cnnaùiun   vat ion al km (Toronto: ûxford University Press. 
199 I), viii. 
33 ibid.. ix. 
34 MichaeI Ignatieff. "Nationalism and the Narcissism of Minor Difference." Quern S Quarter!~ 102 ( 1995): 16. 
3 5 Charles Taylor, Reconciling, 183. 
36 ibid, 182-183. 
37 Alan C. Cairns. "The Fragmentation of Canadian Cituenship," in Belonging: n e  ~Meaning and Firrtrre of 
Canadicm Cirkenship. ed. William Kaplan (Montreai: McGili-QueenTs University Press. 1993), 184. 



- Quebec, the rest of Canada, and Aboriginal. The author suggests that a homogenizing pan- 

Canadian narrative cannot adequately represent these groups, as "the extent and nature of their 

political organization Vary; their members belong to and identifi with the partcanadian community 

with differing degrees of enthusiasm. Their nationalisms are dissimilar and generate distinctive 

constitutional arnbiti~ns."~~ Cairns aiso States that provincial measurement as weIl as different social, 

ethnic, and gender diversities deny the possibility for a single narrative of national belonging. 

This recognition of the inescapable diversity of Canadian society bas created the comrnon conception 

that frameworks of Canadian nationalism rnust be driven by the pragmatic recognition of difference, 

rather than the romantic and idealistic goal of national unity. This involves accepting several sets of 

ideas and identities, and creating new syrnbofs based on a plunl, rather than a consensus vision of 

Canada. John Ralston Saul suggests that white Canadians cannot create effective belonging by 

reducing nationalism to rnere Iegal citizenship - ostensibly the easiest answer to the question of 

identity differencdindifference - it is important to avoid the opposite extreme of using a purely 

emotional scale to measure nationatist attachent. Saul suggests that while the exaggention of 

national feelings of fear, anger, or victory might be a convenient way to construct Canadian 

nationalism, it does not contriSute to a meaningful or Iasting cultural identity.j9 Saul concludes with 

the familiar sounds of Canadian practicality, in his assertion that 'ive need not tie nationalism to 

joy.,.A swse of place. of belonging is central to creative nationalism. but what makes it positive is a 

strong sense of how society works and should work.'"' 

38 Ibid. 186. 
39 John Ralston Saul, RL.fTctions of a Siamese Tirin: Cmada ut the end ofthe Tiwntieth Centun: (Toronto: Viking, 
199ï), 436. 
JO Ibid. 



Negative Nationalism 

Despite the caIl to recognize the complex nature of the Canadian nation. there remain strong 

mythological narratives that reject the pmgrnatism of a nationalism anchored in institutional 

workings and diverse identities. The desperate cumplexity of Canadian çociety has prodüced a 

number of Fnmeworks of beIonging which chase afier unity by espousing an ethereal Canadian 

essentidism. Facing an intricate patchwork of rcuts, inhabitanis, landscapes. classes, and cultures. 

these narratives of nationalism seek out "the indispensable thread in our country's f a b r i ~ ' ~ '  

Many assenions of Canadian nationalism are defined by the dominant national attitudes of nihilism 

and negativism. Canada's poor m c k  record of seIf-identification has resulted in a defensive and 

cynical attitude toward national pide. A comparatively underdeveloped ssnse of patrîotism has Iêd to 

a surrendering of sorts: broken by years of disappointing results in the search for cornmon ground, 

Canadians surrender their nation to the pedantic task ofsurvival, and relinquish the arduous job of 

seeking out their own sense ofmeaningfùl national belonging? As Nielsen and Jackson note in their 

study of the 'Canadian imaginq,'  in Our "post-literate age. ..the 'Canadian-self is consumed by the 

uiblism of its own circumstances.. .the general crisis [is] the sign or the inability and even the 

undesirability of relating any qresentation to a reai referent in contemporary sacial 

configurations.'J3 This sense of 'national forfeit' has characterized and consequently compromised 

attempts to m a t e  tangible narratives o€national belonging. Richard Gwyn comments that this 

uncertainty begins with the debate over whether to cal1 ourselves "A state-nation rather than a nation- 

1 1  This quote is taken h m  Tom Axworthy."Curing the Historical Amnesia that is killing Canada:' Canadian 
Speeches 1 i . 6  (October 1997): 19-25. Webspirs. CBCA Ful~te~t Reference 1947 database, $3978776. While 
.4xwortby speaks about the need lor Canadians to have a sense of themeIves through a shared history ostensibly 
an indkpmble thread in itself- this quote specifically refers to the Canadian CIub of Toronto. where krworthy 
gave his speech. 
12 In recent years. ibis disappoinunent bas corne h m  such things as the lhreat of Quebec secession. p w i n g  
Western grievance. and an inabiIity to arnend the Constitution. 



state. A nationless state, A pst-sovereignty state. A postmodern one. ..[or] an invented 

community.'* Some authors suggest that this nihilism indeed falls under the title of the Canadian 

postmodem~5 asserthg that the Canadian route to defining a sense of nationhood is to renoimce sel/- 

definirion. The irony that defines this nihilistic nationalism has been articulated by numerous 

scholars, inctuding Michael Bliss, who suggests that while Canada is "divided in its unity," it 

remains %nited in its  division^;'^^ Michael Adams. who States that Canadians "are strongly atîached 

to our weak attachments to each ~ t h e r ; ' ~ ~  and J.B. MacKinnon. who asserts that. "with nothing left to 

hang onto. we've decided that nothingness unites us.'J" 

While this 'nonexistent nationalism' provides a jumping-ot'f point for nationai unity. it proves an 

unsound foundation for exercises in national pride. Negative nationalism - one that cornes at the 

expense of outsiders - is the logical extension of this precarious and cynical self-image. Canadian 

nationalism has strongly relied on a survivalist, or 'us versus them' way of thinking. As Nielsen and 

Jackson note, English-Canada "communicates a sense of othemess that is almost always defined 

negatively and almost always measured against the United States, as in earlier years it was rneasured 

against British cult~re."'~ A national identity based on exclusion and rivalry need not involve seIf 

generated elements of national pride. and a consequent willingness to fight for their protection. 1t can 

instead be Fueled by externally-focused fear, anger, and fnisiration, and can involve the identification 

and inflation of negative qualities belonging to other countnes. In the Canadian case, the tedious task 

43 Nielsen & Jackson. 293. 
44 Gwp. 254. 
45 These authon include Linda Hutcheon, in 71ie Canadian Posmoden: A Sol& of Conrmporaty Canudian 
Ficrion (Toronto: Oxford University Press. 1989); Richard Gwyn, inNationulkm Ch. 14, "Posmodem Dominion:- 
and Tom Henighan, in The Premmprion of C~~Iture: StrtrctUre. Strategy. and Simival in the Crrnadian Culrural 
Landrcope (Vancouver: Raincoast Books, 1996). 
46 LM. Bliss. "Searching for Canadian History. Queen S Quarrer(v 75.3 ( 1968): 508. 
17 Michel Adams. as cited in Gwyn. 182. 
18 JB MacKinnoa "1 am anti-lanadian. Canada a caring. sharing nations? Not m rny lifetime? T'ris Mugrt=ine 34. 
2 (Sept/Oct. 2000): 18-21. Webspirs, CBCA FuUtext Refemce 1/W12/00 database, #495115L 
49 Nielsen & Jackson 283. 



of discovering the positive elements that bring Canadians together is replaced by the simplistic idea 

that a national narrative of beIonging ''needn't be uniquely Canadian so long as it isn't a copy of the 

United  tat tes," As Homi Bhabha notes in his Nation and Narration, this process circumvents the 

"sovereignty of a nation's self-generation." by using ''the Other or the Outside" to provide its own 

defining social narrative?' Bhabha cites Freud's ideas on the congealing effects of love and hate on 

temtorial communities, and includes his notion that "it is always possible to bind together a 

considerable number of people in love, so long as there are other people left to receive the 

manifestation of their aggressiveness."5i Once Canadians have identified the 'OtherT by which they 

c m  distinguish their national discourse, they are left only to congratulate themselves for 'not being 

tike thatJthem'. This exercise provides Canadians backdoor access to elements of common pride. 

and thus creates their most promising, albeit well-concealed, national attachments. Interestingly. 

even this long sought-after sense of national worth must be muted, in order to set Canadians apart 

from the perceived bravado and egotism of other States. It is the ntgative characteristics - closely 

associated with Amencan attitudes - of "flag-waving braggadocio," and "pyrotechnical patriotism" 

by which Canada has defmed its humble attributes of muted pride, and cynical nationalism?' 

WhiIe the negative approach to Canadian nationalism can be understood as a defensive reaction to 

the insecurity of the Canadian identity, it cannot be forgiven or endorsed as such. Deflecting 

afîention away using an extemai focus makes for a trivial and unstable sense of national 

identification- Negative nationaiism seems even more dangerous han the dreary monotony that 

accompanies national forfeit, Using another actor to define a narcissistic sense of selE means relying 

50 Gad Horowie, "On the Fear of Nationalkm." in Narionalism. Socialism. and Canadiun Independence. ed. Gad 
Horowitz. Charles Taylor, and C.W. Gonick (Winnipeg: 1967). 67. 
5 1 Bhabha 299. 
52 Ibid., 300. 
53 Randal1 Scotland, "Herïtage program a promotional challenge." 27re Financial Pmt Dai& 5,176 (December 8. 
1992): 17. 



on the increasingiy infïnn boundaries between temtories and national identities. As Homi Bbabha 

points out, the neurotic nahue of this type of national discome is both "ambivalent and vacillating 

[in its] repre~entatioa."~~ Thus, the certainty of its meaning is open to collapse, resulting in the 

admission of o&er narratives of ciifference. In this case, the "paranoid projections 'outwards' r e m  

to hau t  and split the place from which they are made."j5 This comrnonly comes when the supposeci 

Tacts' regarding the deficiencies of other nations do not hold up to experiential assesment, and the 

gap between 'offtcial' and 'Iived' narratives is closcci through the acquisition of cultural knowiedge, 

A second danger of negative nationalism is one that is far more conceming for Canada. Building a 

sense of self out of other nations' imperfections inevitably leads to the neglect and possible denial of 

important domestic problems. Furthemore. the ultimate goal of a unifying Canadian nationhood - a 

search for something that Nielsen and Jackson have termed 'the canada''' - invites homogenization. 

almost by definition. The authors state that the "dilemma of any nation-state that aims to promote its 

official cultural sovereignty," lies in the fact that "the moment the cultural Iifeworld of the nation is 

defined.. .[it] must absorb, exclude, or repress convadictory IifeworIds occupying the same spacei4' 

These hazards are particularly relevant to the Canadian case, as the motivating force behind most 

nation-building efforts in Canada has ostensibiy involved escapism of one fom or another. 

Involvement in a task that demands the absence of sub-national divisions - whether through 

inattention. circumvention, or suppression - offers an escape h m  the seemingly interminabIe 

interna1 conflict plaguing Canadian society. Negative nationalism offers one such escape with its 

totalization of national boundiines. 

54 Bhabha, 300. 
55 ibid 
56 Nielsen & Jackson, 277 (italics added). 
57 hi&. 289. The term 'Iifeworid' is taken fiom Jurgen Habermas. The ï'heory ofCommunicuriïe ilcrion. V o k  I 
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interpretive accomplishments and background convictions. the smicntres of meaning between m o n  tbat distinguish 
one p u p  h m  another." or "a consensus which demascates one social group h m  anothe~.~ 286. 



An ODdtional Sense of the Canada 

The story of the heroic Canadian nation relies on well-carved out d e s  for threatening international 

antagonists. As mentioned above, Canada has often practiced negative nationalism by using other 

international actors as character foils. As David Bell writes, this "ïncomplete political philosophy" is 

grounded in a "strong sense of self-righteous resentrnent," primarily aimed at American cultural and 

political hegemonySS This indisputable anti-Americanism is joined by a lingering sense of colonial 

infenority resulting from former British domination. Britishness has long been unavailable as the 

primary source for Canadian unity. This is due not only to the obvious exclusion of French 

Canadians, but to the extreme variance in loyalty to British provenance that exists outside of 

~ u e b e c . ~ ~  The Arnerican presence thus provides the dominant motivation for contemporary 

narratives of Canadian distinctiveness. 

With a mal1 population that hugs the border of a world superpower. there is no denying that the 

Canadian identity crisis is largely linked to American supremacy. Both physically and culturally, 

Canada is inexticable from the American presence. Not only are we naturally sirnilar in tums of 

language, climate. media, religion. and other social and political institutions, but Canadians actively 

consume American popular culture. Scholars such as John Meisel have shown that Canadians prefer 

American movies, sports, magazines, clothing, and most importantly, American tele~ision.~ While 

the evidence of culturai absorption mounts, this only resuIts in an intensification of the Canadian 

claim that "a sense of national purpose, mission, or destiny establishes an elemental difference 

58 David J. Bell. i3e Roofs of Dkinity.- A Sm& of Cunadian Political Culture (Toronto: ûxford University Press. 
1992), 55. 
59 Charles Taytor, Reconciling. 58. 
60 See John Meisel, "Escapmg Extinction: Cuihiral DiKince  of  an Undefended Bordersw Cunadiun Journal of 
Polirical and Social Theop 10 1-2 (1986). Also see Walter Pitman, ".Arts PoIicy in Canada and the USA: A 
Comparative Perspective." in Free Expression. Public Support, and Censorship. ed, Michel hilargolis (New York 
University Ress o f  Amerka 1994), a d  Frederick E~"Communications Media and Identity Formation m 



between her icans  and Canadians of identical age, religious, and occupationai groups.'"' Strategies 

of cdturai unification &at a h  to construct 'the Canada' dernand a "non-pluralistic politics of 

differen~e. '~~ For this pwpose, the United States bas historically occupied the place of the 'Other'. 

While Canadians have a dificuit time identilj6ng a fiesstanding and constructive national purpose, 

we c m  aiways defer to a comparative sense of superionty. Charles Taylor, in his famous work 

"Shared and Divergent Values," shows that Canadians ofien answer the question of "what common 

goals ought to animate this country?" with the need to preserve an alternative political culture to that 

of the United ~tates,6~ Thus, the question of What is Canada for?'& automatically shifis to -what is 

Canada against'? 

Taylor discusses several core differences perceived by Canadians to distinguish their nation from the 

United States: Iess violence and conflict; a stronger commitment to collectivities and social 

programs; attention to regional equalization; multiculturalism; and the Charter of Rights and 

~reedorns? He suggests that there is a fair amount of evidence which might be cited to support 

these ctaims. Canadians certainly seem to show a substantial commitment to 'peace. order and good 

government', with a lower crime rate, and a greater level of deference to police patroi?b In terms of 

commitment to the collective, there is the much-cited exampie of universai heaith care to vault us 

above Our southeni neighbours. The remaining discrepancies cited by Taylor also have some 

evidence to their truth. Canada has a federal cornmiunent to redistribution, boasts immigration and 

education pdicies which officially recognize cultural difference. and has a Charter which ostensibly 

Canada," in Communicufions in Cunurlion Society, ed. Benjamin D. Singer (Toronto: Copp Clark. 1972). 
6 1 Bliss pomis out this common Canadian attitude in"Searching," 503. 
62 Bhabha 305. 
63 Charles Taylor, Reconciling. 159. 
64 nid, 157. 
65 See Charles Taylor, Reconciling, 158-162. Taylor cites these diitinguishing feam as important for both 
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extra item - the importance of nation- to French Canada's Iist 
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respects individual and group rights. On the surface, these factors set Canada apart from the United 

States as a peaceful, compassionate, and principled mosaic community. However, this enviable 

profile has been constructed in contrast to a hyperbolic society füeled by guns, litigation, poverty, 

ignorance, and racism. 

Taylor's elements of difference rely on a mythical representation that Nielsen and Jackson rem "the 

imaginary but not necessarily fictional construction of the other.'&' While rooted in reality, these 

points of conhast have developed into mythological Canadianisms. Our insistence that we remain 

untouched by the levels of violence and corruption to the south has resulted in what some might see 

as a naïve trust in, and deference to, authority such as "the strange rductance of the Canadian public 

to condemn the RCMP, even after ail the revelations of its dubious behaviour.'"' The Canadian 

beliefthat our univenal health care and lower levels of poverty elevate us above Arnericans in terms 

of col1ective provision does nothing to address our severe shortage of resources and declining levels 

of service in these areas. Emphasis on the noble practice of federal redistribution as a bonding 

principle obviousiy ignores immense provincial inequality, not to mention the cultural and most 

recently, partisan political divisions drawn dong regional lines.@ Finally, the much-cited 'Canadian 

mosaic' has consistently been compared to the more assimiIationist 'melting potT in the United 

States. While this feature is seen to be another shining exampie of Canada's narrative of 'unity out 

of ùnpropriety ( 159). 
67 Nielsen & Jackson, 283, 
68 Charles Taylor, Reconciling, 159. See also Daniel Francis, Nafional. Ch. 2, entitled 'The Myth of the RCMP-" 
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of differenceT, it only exists as such with necessary omissions. Racism, etbaic coaflict, and 

assimilation policies, both pst and present, are an undeniable part of Canadian s ~ c i e t y . ~  

The Internat 'Other' 

Canadian conceptions of nationahm have demonstrated a notable element of irony. Nihilism has 

produced nationalism, selfdeprecation has resulted in selçlprotection. and a chronic inferiority 

complex has generated an aggressive campaign CO establish comparative national superiority. The 

use of the United States as the 'Other' in the Canadian pedagogicai narrative of unity is equally 

peculiar. considering that the most glaring examples of 'othering' exist inside Canadian borders." 

English-Canada's rnost common, and most definirtg 'other' is, in fact. French-Canada. This interna1 

foi1 has provided English-Canadians with the most glaring evidence to the inadequacy of their own 

nationhood, whiie at the same time delivering a cenain level of comparative congealment. Engiish 

Canada's underdeveloped and defensive sense of nationalism often results in the inability to 

understand. and/or the unwiilingness to recognize and respect, the entrenched elemenis of French 

culture." The bypothetical and extemally-realized concept of difference that lays the foundation for 

an insecure pan-Canadian nationalism disailows the real intemal diversity of subsidiary nationaiism 

and belonging. 

It is obvious that English-Canada Ends it easier to deai with the contrast provided by the United 

States, than that of French-Canada, This is due in part to the common belief that States require an 

eIement of interna1 uni@, but c m  also be atm'buted to the desire for English-Canada to be able to 

70 See Francis, Nutional. Ch. 3- which debudis Canadian myùis based on the ideas of 'the master race', md 'the 
rnosaic'. AIso see David BelL Ch. 3. whece the author d i s m  the realicy ofracism in Canada. 
7 1 This id- is derïved h m  Ruksno, "Nalional," 15 1. 
72 The most obvious example of this 6 the undlingoes on the part of many Canadians to rtxognize QueMs 
distinct society m tbe unsuccessfirI constitutionai rounds of 1987, and 1992. 



"anticipate its ~ther."'~ To maintain the guise of a unified national narrative, it is obvious that one 

must be able to attniute certain common attitudes to members of the in-group. Attempting to use the 

topic of French-Canada to elicit a common response fiom English-Canadians, l a  alone Canadians of 

both native languages, would be a disastrous endeavour. This element of difference is not oniy an 

irnmediate and passionate part of Canadian existence, but it is also an area where a thousand shades 

of gray separate the extremes of black and white. The chances of being able to predict the opinion of 

a randomly chosen Canadian on the subject of French-English relations are quite low. English- 

Canadians attitudes toward the United States exhibit both a lower degree of controversy and a higher 

degree of predictabitity. A comforting reassurance of common conviction comes from the fact 

"we(?). 'Engiish-speaking Canadians,' might be seen to share one quality in that we anticipate a 

certain attitude, a particular rejoinder from each other as we discuss Americans among ~urselves.'''~ 

[ronically, while English-Canadians anticipate a pan-Canadian resentrnent of the United States, 

Quebec reinforces its own nationalism through the anticipation of English-Canadian attitudes toward 

its cultural distinctiveness. 

This act of privileging a congealed national identity based on an outward projection of Fear and 

disdain not only ignores, but exacerbates the more irnmediate power stmggles emanating Crom 

domestic divisions. Intemal complacency is the naturai outgrowth of this misplaced attention. As 

Ramsay Cook notes, when Canadians revert to the comfort of "a heady, emotion-satis@ing anti- 

Americanisrn," if inevitably "affects the quality of our response to Canadian prob1ems-~75 

Comparative national measurement will always uncover lesser nations for the purpose ofredirecting 

critical attention. Further to this, a lack of foreign experiential knowiedge allows for the flowishing 

of myth. stereotype, and caricature in the Canadian-consiructed narratives of rivai nations. Al1 of the 

73 Nielsen & Jackson. 282. 
74 ibih 



negative Amencan aspects cited in the dominant narrative of Canadian national pride c m  be matched 

with similar domestic vices. While some of the afflictions of Amencan society are accelerated in 

comparison to Canada, there is a possibiiity that this is due primarily to differences in population and 

historical circumstance, and not to diffkring national essences. As David Bell States, our departure 

fiom American society is one of o u  own insistence. and is actualized in a very minimal way; "in 

photographie terms. we are merely the bnegative'."ï6 

Public and Private Narratives of Negative Nationalism 

Various atternpts at marketing the Canadian identity can be used to illustrate the continual re-creation 

and reinforcernent of a national civic ideology based on opposition." These negative identity 

narratives are shaped in both the public and private spheres. and work to construct a holistic concept 

of the Canada in response to extemal threats, which are both perceived and real. 

It is under the shadows of internai complexity and extemal encroachment that Canadian elites have 

anempted to establish an identifiable Canadian nation. hMic atternpts to construct a narrative of 

essential Canadian identity have customarily generaied more heat than light. The marketing of an 

officiai fideral version of nationaiism to a population both divided dong numerous identity lines, and 

genenlly unconvinced of the rnerits and feasibility of Canadian nationaiism, is an arduous and 

unappealing task to most federal political figures and agencies. Though hs tn ted  by the perpetual 

inability to pinpoint Canada's diagnostic identity, most political elites remain convinced of the 

importance of the task. The diffrculty iovolved in the creation ofa  cohesive national narrative and its 

perceived indispensability have resulted in a pervasive and often crippling governmental 

75 Cook. ïhe Mapie. 4. 
76 Bell, 55. 
77 Francis. Nafionai, 1 O. 



preoccupation with Canada's "common cultural capital.''n Few would deny that "nationaiism has 

been a strong motivation for support for the arts and humanities in Canada, and the maintenance of 

cultural institutions by the federal government.T'79 

As with most elements of Canadian nationaiism, the motivating force behind govermentai aftempts 

to establish a central narrative of Canadian identity is the fear of American absorption. However, the 

k a t  to local self-expression provided by American cultural infiltration is less an example of the 

hrperbolic Amencan villziny outlined above, than a govemment-sanctioned basis €or its widespread 

acceptance. Early on. the United States was entrenched as Canada's cultural nemesis, and became 

well-known as the .Other' by which Canada defined its protectionist policies?O Through funding 

and regulation. cultural agencies like the Canada Council, CRTC and Telefilm Canada were 

established to provide support to public openting bodies like the Canadian Broadcasting 

Corporation, RadioCanada. and the National Film ~oard." The creation of conditions and quotas32 

seemingly shifted cultural activity in Canada from a purely aesthetic to a strategic ririlirariun 

enterprise, and assigned the survivalist charge of safeguarding and strengthening national cohesion 

and self-awarene~s.'~ The establishment of this custodial responsibility for the cultural sector 

78 While this tenn is weli-used in politicai studies. here it is taken h m  Jack Granatstein."History as Victimology." 
in Great Quesrions of Canada. ed. Rudyard Griffith (Toronto: Stoddart. 2000), 5. In a response to Granatstein's 
usage. MichaeI Ipatieff presumes its deîïnition to be "a set of understandings, widely shared by Canadians about 
how the country came to be. what its basic niles are, and what it stands for? Michel Ignatieff."The History that 
Matters Most" in Great @testions of Canada. ed. Rudyard Griffiths (Toronto Stoddart. 2000). 19. 
79 k y  Cohnstaedt, "Shoulder to Fingertip: Arm's Lengh and Points Between in Canadian Cultural Policy: in 
Cube and Democracy. ed Andrew Buchwaiter (Boutder: Westview Press, 1992), 170. 
80 It is not rny intention to xgue that Canadian protectionist policies are invalid or inappropriate. 1 only seek to 
point out that Canadian cuitUrai poticy has done its part to establish the United States as thebOther' in the mincis of 
Canadians. and has produced 'negative nationaiist' agencies that can be seen to exist in opposition to Amerïcan 
culturai domination. 
81 Although it is important to mention these bodies for their roies in the pubtic attempt to establish ideotity 
narratives in Canada. the hiIl significance of these iistitutions cannot be adequately addressed here. For an 
informative summary. see MeiseI & Van LOOL 
82 These quotas are known as Canadian content, orbCancon' requirements. and are applied to Ca[l;~d-an television. 
radio and print media. 
83 Meisel & Van Loon. 30 1. For example. The Broadcasting Act of 1968, stiil used today. s p e c i h  that the 
Canadian Broadcastiag System"shou1d safeguard enrich. and strengthen the cultural, political, socid and economic 



awarded a victory to protectionists who maintained that cultural policy must focus outward, and 

devote its energy to leveling the playing field shared with Canada's southem neighbour. Thus, the 

important public bodies that attempt to defme Canadians to themselves are in essence, extemally- 

detemined. Furthemore, the inability of the CBC and NFB to compete with the mammoth 

Amencan entertainment industry m e m  that these Canadian landmarks continually project a 

wounded and defensive public image to Canadians. In the true fashion of negative nationalism, they 

are routinrfy banling for recognition, and oflen stmggle just to stay dive- much iike the Canadian 

nation. 

A recent advertising campaign by Molson cunadianW demonstrates a similar use of oppositional 

identity within pnvate or corporate narratives of Canadian belonging. The '1 Am' advertisements 

present popular narratives which highlight the prototypical Canadian reliance on negative American 

stereotypes. The most notable ad of Canadian's 2000 campaign appeared on television and in 

theatres in March. and was known simply as the 'Rant'. Its premise is fairly straightfonvard: a 

twenty-something Canadian gets up on stage and speaks about his country. White the plot and 

dialogue of this advertisement are fueled by simple, predictable Canadianisms, the monumental 

response to the 'Rant' has elevated it to the status of a national cultural phenomenon:5 instead of 

fabric of Canada." 
84 When rekmng to Moison's product by that name. the word'Canadian' is itaiicized. 
85 MoIson tecetved thousands of phon~alls.  emails, faxes. and letters in praise of their efforts, while the Ad Critic. 
an American agency followed closely by the indwtry, ranked the'RantT as the number two commercial for the 
initiai weeks of its release - an extnordinary achievernent for a spot aimed solely at Canadds small market of 30 
million (Kerty GiIIespie, "Haw that Molson ad hit our nationaiist nerve with the rant that rocksr The Toronro Star. 
15 April2000. A30). Federal politicians used the lines in their speeches (Brent P a ~ 1 , " ~ h c h a i r  critics forum 'Rant 
Ad'." Finuncial Post 15 May 2000. Webspirs, CBCA Fulltext Reference I/W9/00 database M846843). while Jeff 
Douglas - or. 'Joe Canadian' h m  the TV spots - became a famikir face and name to rnany Canadians. Douglas 
perfomed a !ive version of the 'Rant' to screaming fans at NHL hockey games and C m &  &y celebrauons, and 
was iaterviewed by numerous television, radio and print media Molson's Iumca website immediately focused on 
lbis new cmpaign of negative nationdism. estab1uhing"a place to submit your ram" the submissions. wrought 
with anti-herican sentiment finish the sentence-[ am Canadian because...' with ideas iike 'there are more 
Canadians than guns'; 'I know what a toque if; 'it is MuchMusic, not MTV': '1 can get sick and it won? cost me 
my house'; '1 watch the CFL, not the NFL'; '1 know we are not the ody counay' (Website is located at 
htrpf/llwww.iam.caihomef~tl~~I~ Accessed JanlOl). 



merely gaining people's attention, the 'Raat' almost forcïbly extracteci a reaction fiom its audiences6 

As one commentatm noted, "when was the Iast tirne you witnessed an audience applauding a 

commercial when it appeared on the screen prior to a feature fh? Or bar patrons reciting the words 

and clinking glasses when it plays on the TV monitor-"'' The ovenvhelming support received by the 

ad elevatited it to the status of legend, and vaulted the 'Raat' into position as one of, if not the most 

popular ad in Canadian television history. 

The popularity of the 'Rant' speaks less to beer preference and marketing gimmick than to a much 

deeper national 1e;ining. The initial spot and its follow-up ads are rooted in the sirnplest and most 

tenacious foms ofCanadian nationaiism: myth, stereotype, and most Unponanrly. antiAmericanism. 

The spots backslide into a wwk. defensive identity narrative reiying on the generalized concepts of 

the Canada, The young man in the 'Rant' is quiet and apoIogetic to start, obviously Canadian in his 

desire not to impose or offend. As he humbly questions some perceived stereotypes conceming 

Canadians - residing in igloos. working as Iumberjacks, owning dogsieds - corresponding images 

flash on a screen behind the speaker to enhance the idiocy of these assumptions. While initia1 

sentiments are indirectly aimed at American ignorance, the remaining dialogue is an overt and very 

pointed reprimand from a speaker who. careh1 not IO be smug, allows his delivesr to k o m e  

increasingIy self-assured. The identiGing national references continue to be tnte, hyperbolized 

characterizations, with lines such as: 

1 speak English and French, not American. ..I c m  pmudly sew my counws flag on my backpac k..I 
beiieve in peacekeeping, not poiicing; diversity, not assimilation; and that the baver is a tmIy proud 
and noble animai- A toque is a hat, a chestertield is a couch and it is pronounced 'zed' not 'tee' - 
kd'. 

86 Panick Allossery, "Molson gets Canadian: the brewery's most narionalistic spot ever is a hit for irs flagship 
bran4' Fhanciaf Post lNarionof Posrj, I O  ApriI2000, CS. Webspk, CBCA Fullrext Reference lfM1-9/00 database. 
M823 146. 
87 Ibid. 
88 The full m t  of the commercid. as taken fmm Gillespie A30, is as follows: 

"Hey. I'm oot a Iunibe jack or a liir trader- 1 don? tive in an igloo or eat blubbw or own a dog sled And 1 don? 
know Jimmy, Sally, ar Swie fium Canada (dti~ugh i'm certain hey're really. d l y  nict). f have a prime 



Toward the end of the dialogue. the young Canadian is overcome with emotion. yelling the closing 

statement: "Canada is the second largest land mass, the first nation of hockey, and the best part of 

North America. My name is Joe and 1 am Canadian!" After r e b g  to his self-conscious and 

courteous Canadian self, Joe gives a meek but polite 'rhank-you", and exits the stage. And with that, 

your average Joe, or your average Joe Canada, or more acmte ly ,  your average Joe beerdnnker 

provides one of the most compelling pieces of nationalist propaganda ever remembered by the 

Canadian public. 

The diatribe of Joe Canadian is an empowering appeal for national pride. It is also a nation's temper- 

tantrum. This fantastical condemnatian of mythical American ignorance uses the negative nationalist 

reasoning that 'defense is the best offense*, For every stereotype i t  attempts to collapse. another is 

constructed. While loe spondically reminds us of his underlying humility and charity, his dialogue 

is heled by the self-congratulatory bravado and insular perception so loathed in his imagined 

American rivais. In fact. it is obvious that this supposedly noble and dignified salute would be a 

disgustingly arrogant outburst when spoken through the mouth of any American. The justification 

for this double standard is twofold, and relies on the central ideas of negative nationalism. Firstly, 

Molson depends on the entrenched belief of Canadians that their nationality is inherently virtuous in 

cornparison to American citizenship. Secondly, in the fight for national pride, when underdog 

Canadians see themselves backed into a corner by their bigger, meaner American counterparts, they 

must corne out swinging. It is justified as a matter of Canadian dignity, and ultimately, national 

survïvai. This form of nationalism is pure self-defense; it's visceral and involuntary. For the purposes 

of nationaI unity and nationalist fervor, it 0 t h  helps when the conflict itself is contrived, and the 

minister not a president. 1 speak English and French, not American, and i pronounce it'about' not 'aboot'. 1 can 
proudly sew my country's flag on my backpack 1 believe in peacekeeping* noipolicmg, diversity, not 
assimilation, and that the beaver is a tmty proud and noble animal Canada is the second largest landmass. the 



Amencan contingent involved is unaware of the anim~sity!~ 

The Colla~se of Negative Nationdism 

There are a few circumstances in which the default nanative of negative nationalism is not 

ernployable for Canadian narratives of belonging. The absence of the surefire element of collective 

ill-will toward the United States leaves the ditTicuIt task of constructing autonomous and inclusive 

narratives of national self-definition. Without Amencan backs upon which to build a national self- 

image. one is let? with Iittle evidence that Canadians are able ar willing to identify a meaningful and 

fiee-standing detinition of our common cuItural capital. 

The most telling example of the inadequacy of ngative nationalism as a defining national narrative 

is the long-standing inability of Canadians to arnend their constitution. It is in the area of 

constitutional dynarnics that Canada eams its reputation as a "perpetually incomplete e ~ ~ e r i m e n t . " ~  

As Peter Russell notes. the continuing inability to ratiQ an inclusive constitution is formal evidence 

to the absence of a nation's social contnct; "the Canadian people or peoples have not explicitly 

affirmed a common understanding of the political community ihey share."" Including and beyond 

the Constitution Act, Canada has expenenced grievous constitutional malaise. In an attempt to bring 

Quebec into the document after its exclusion fiom final ratification in 1982. Canada would endure 

the failure of two very high-profile constitutional rounds: defeats that led to a sovereignty 

fust nation of hockey and the best part of Nonh America My name is Joe and 1 am Canadian! Thank yod-' 
89 Though Molson products are sotd m the United States, the'Rant' was not broadcast on American television. and 
went IargeIy unnoticed by Amencan audiences. See"Ameriwis haven't noticed We Are Canadian," Cariadian 
Press Namrire. 18 ApnI 2000. Webspirs, CBCA Fulltext Reference 1100-9100database. M835077. A h .  there are 
numerous examples of Canadians who attack and mock unsuspecting Amencans, knowing that chitinside joke' 
among Canadians will never be seen or understood by au American audience. The best exam+ of this is the 
'Talkùig to Amencans' segment of the popular IV show. This Hour hm 22 Mnutes. Here. Rick Mercer travels to 
different locations in the U.S. and mcks unwittïng Americans into believhg outrageous stones about Canadian 
soc ie .  such as having a 2CLhour clock, onIy one telephone area code. and a giant igloo encasing Parliament HiIl. 
90 Sad, 15. 
9 1 Peter RusselL Consfirutional O&s- 2* ed (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1993), 235. 



referendum that resulted in a narrow avoidance o€Quebec secession. Whether behind the closed- 

doors of the elitist Meech Lake talks, or part of the mindbogglingly open and complex proces of 

Charlottetown, Canadians have seemingly ody been able to agree on official disagreement. Unable 

to include the congealing presence of an always reliable Amencan adversary in documents of official 

selfdefinition, Canadians are forced to reconcile an oçficial narrative of searnless. though elusive 

Canadian essentialism with their nihilistic attitudes concerning lived Canadian difference. It is in this 

way that constitutional rounds embody the difficult intersection of lived and official belonging. The 

selffother configuration. so convincingly fulfilled by an unaware and thus unresponsive United 

States, becomes a sub-national equation. with 'others' (Iooking surprisingly similar to the 'self) 

sitting across the table asking for proper recognition. This startling reality results in the collapse of 

the Canada. and ultimately in constitutionai Mure. Instead of merely representing an unratified 

document. this defeat exposes the consequences of the faise security provided by an official and 

dominantly oppositional version of homogenous Canadian culture. Because "the accual imaginary 

inherent in 'the Canada' is based on a negation of the other as a consequence of its centralizing 

tendencies,"*' the me complexity of Canadian mie ty  is u n ~ a l  and incomprehensible in cornparison. 

Daniel Francis eloquently summarizes this problem of perception. stating that 'The namtives that 

we construct ...p roduce the Ianguage that we use to describe ourselves as a community. If we are not 

telling ourselves the right narratives. then we cannot imagine ourselves acting together to resolve our 

problems.93 

The clash of officiai and lived culture is dso evident in the attempts to construct a 'Canada Clause' 

for the Charlottetown Accord. The 'Clause' sought to establish an essentialkt poetic of Canadian 

culture over and above the day-today discord of Canadian society. Once again a sanctioned vision 

92 Nielsen & Jackson, 293. 
93 Francis. "Mytb." 475. 



of the Canada privileged an abstract and compromised version of official culture, over a more 

representative difference of lived society.% Not surprisingIy, early versions of the Canada Clause 

focused on romantic and ciiched imagery?' When subnational groups began demanding 

representation as distinctive elements of Canadian society, oficial homogeneity and liveddifference 

clashed, and the Clause, according to Ramsay Cook, ended up constitutionalizing a cacophony of 

stubbom "tnial allegiances." " 6 e  search for an essentialized version of the Canada to inchde in 

the constitution stunts the development of new narratives of understanding by offering another piece 

of ofticial camouflage to conceaI the fact that the onIy true Canada is a divided and largely political 

entity. Attempts to construct a Canada Clause demonstrated that, caught in the headlights of an 

imagineci essentialism. Canadians could not conceive of forms ofpragrnatic compromise. and were 

leA with "an inability to distinguish between a clear statement of the values of civic culture or 

political nationality and a list of the anxieties of a number ofgroups about their identities.""' 

94 Nielsen & Jackson, 294. 
95 S e  Fleming, 13 1. where he inchdes a tentative drafi h m  the Writed U ~ o n  of Canada that begm"Canada is 
the Iand stretching h m  sea to sea, across mountains and prairies. forests. nvers and laites. a northeru laucüiarsh 
and beautifid." 
96 Ramsay Cook. Canada. Quebec. und the usa of Nationaikm zad rd (Toronto: McCIeIiaud md S t e \ m  1993 
235. 
97 Ibid, 234-235. 



Chapter il 

Heritage Nationalism 

Temitorv as Tradition 

Narratives of Canadian nationaiism often utilize a symbolic national history in the attempt to address 

contemporary Eragmentation and provide a convincmg foundation for collective identity. A sense of 

'common memory' works to underpin the cohesion and identity of' nations by using temporal 

landmarks to create what Bnan Osbome has labeled " a  psychic terrain."98 Here. time works to 

symbolize and puncturite the nation, and provides historic justification for its existence. Negative 

nationalism concems itself with spufial encroachment; an external presence threatens the Canadian 

space, in physical. cultural and economic terms. This historical delineation of the nation - best 

tenned herituge nutionulism - adds a tempord dimension to the national unity narrative. relying on 

history to syrnbolically connect the citizens of a divided modem temtory. Homi ~habha  highlights 

the signification that the concept oftirne brings to a nation's strategic narrative. He suggests that, 

... the political unity of the nation consists in a continua1 displacernent of its irredeemably plural 
modern space, bounded by different. even hostile nations, into a sigdying space that is archaic and 
mythical, paradoxically representing the nation's modem territoriality, in the patriotic, atavistic 
ternporality of ~raditionalism?~ 

By locating the nation in space and tirne, a national discourse is constmcted using a combination of 

totaIizing boundaries and essentialist identities. Donald Creighton suggests that the past might be 

considered "an encounter between character and cir~umstance."'~~ Heritage nationalism carefully 

manipulates this equation to emphasize the continuity of the Canadian churucter, thus detncting 

h m  the circz~mstantiul volatility of Canadian society. Therefore, when temtory becomes tradition, 

its people are not only united against the world outside its borders through the sharing of a unique 

nationid story, but are tied together through time in an ongoing account of identity and belonging. 

98 Brian Osborne, "Fipïng: 25. 
99 Bhabha, 300. 



Through the 'invention of tradition', heritage nationalism constructs a narrative of national cohesion 

wherein 'The difference of space re tms  as the Sameness of time."'O' 

Canada's vast 'difference of space' seems to beg for a uni@ing heritage narrative. Jack Granatstein 

points out that "history has social utility in a nation like ours."'" Canada. perpetually unsure of its 

ability to endure as a collectivity, could utilize a common national history to instill a sense of 

collective belonging. The continuity associated with a common understanding of the count j s  past 

has the potential to provide an historic rationale for Canadian national identity. and couId help to 

highlight the original foundations of our civic ideology. However. the issues and events of Canadàs 

past are not m i l y  synthesized into a nationalist meta-namtive. While Mackenzie King was right in 

his assertion that a young country iike Canada does not have to contend with too mtrch history, a . 

muIticultun1. multiregional, and bilingual citizenry means it is in danger of having too muny 

histories. ' O 3  Marc Starowicz, in his role as executive-director of CBC's 30-hour documentw on 

Canadian historyJol. has directly experienced the difficulty of reconciling the numerous histo~cal 

perspectives of Canada's peoptes, He ponders. 

Whose history do we tell? ... There are at least two perfectly valid and distinct views of Canadian 
History. English and French. I would add a third, the aboriginal view. and a fourih. the 2O"h century 
immigrant view, and one can go on with the perspective of women, the perspective of labour and 
class ... How da you possibly decide what to inciude and e x ~ l u d e ? ' ~ ~  

100 As cited in J.R. Miller, 'The Invisible Hisionan." Jorrrnul of l e  Cunudiun Hisroricul .-LVsociu!ion, New S&es 8 
( l99T): 5. 
101 B h a b h  300. 
IO2 Granatstein. "History," 5. 
103 King's farnous quote."If some countries have too rnuch history, we have too much geography.' k cited in 
David Olive, Cwah Inside Out, (Toronto: Doubleday. 1996). 71. 
104 Canada's History Project is Idpart, 30-hour dramatic series to air over two years on CBC television. Defading 
four hundred years of nationbuilding in bolb English and French. the project is cited as'lthe first history ofCanada 
m the television age-* In production since 1996, the k t  episode aired in the fall of 2000. At a reported 25 minion 
dollars, it is the most expensive project in the history of CBC television. Information taken fiorn"CBC plans to KO 
fall viewers." Cunudian Press hkesivire. 8 June 2000. Webspirs. CBCA Fulltext Reference l/O&l1/00 &tabase. 
84867252, 
105 Mark Starowicz. "The Fate of Memory in the Digiral Age," presented as part of the Giving fhe Past a Future 
Conference, Ianuary 1999. Located oniine at: httpJ/wwwhistorymatters.com/sp IO.htmi. 



This complexity is compounded by the fact that many of the power struggles between these histoncal 

groups are still at play in contemporary society. Michael Jgnatieff suggests that national history is 

the story of our arguments, and how we have worked to resolve thern or why we haven't.Io6 Yet, the 

'historic' arguments that he cites - French versus Engiish, Native-bom venus new anivals, region 

versus region - are al1 examples of'unresolved' cleavages, and c m  be seen to fiel the contemporary 

Canadian problem of fmding common national ground. Not only do these conflicts remain unsettled 

and rnisunderstood, but they seem to move hrther away from resolution with the passage of time. 

As Starowicz suggests, the immediacy ofhistoricaI conflict in our everyday lives tris limited our 

ability to teach, and leam from, the Canadian past. He states that 'We are afiaid of our history not 

because it is boring, but because it is sri11 dive .A is a living and evolving political model."lm [t 

takes only the mention of reopening constitutional rounds - events that have come to be associated 

with an insurmountable set of historical grimances - to leave Canadians feeling anxious and 

fatalistic. Aboriginal treaty rights, Quebec secession issues. and provincial power distributions art a 

few examples of farniliar Canadian cleavages which seem to widen with each historical root exposed. 

If the past has given Canadians anything, it is the knowledge that fragmented and ofte~conflicting 

historical narratives do not easily lend thernselves to a unimg collective memory, especially wben 

their embattlement remains at the heart of contemporary Canadian society. As David Lowenthal 

suggests. no nation in search of a hannonking historical record "cm afford such a bleak 

t r anspa ren~~ . '~ '~~  

It is clear that the pictures of Canada's p s t  do not fit within the fiames of national unity and 

belonging. As Michael Ignatieff eloquently states. 

106 Ignatieff. 10. 
107 ibib 
108 David LowenthaI. fie H e h g e  Crusade and the Spoils of H i s t o ~  (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. 



History can never speak with the one voice that our need for belonging requires. It cannot heal the hurt 
of loss. Our knowledge of the past cannot satisfi our desire for the past. What we can kww about the 
past, and what we want h m  it are different things. 'O9  

This divergence between untidy actuality and desireci image has not kilIed the past as an instrument 

of nationaI unity. It has, howeve. made for an intereshg discourse on the functions of Canadian 

history, and the appropriate method of ' k i t h g  the nation-""@ 

The Conceut of Heritage 

Heritage nationalism, which also might be termed the politics of memov, allows for a stntegic 

narration of the country's past."' Heritage narratives provide a set of social cues that inform the 

nation of its ultimate purpose by pointing to the endurance of its institutions, and the moral strength 

of its ancestors. David Bell notes that. 

What a nation rernernbers about itsel f... is a major source of its political culture. History as rrudition 
Literally 'gives across' or hands down instiîutions, practices, symbols. and slogans frorn one genetation 
to the next. History offers us 'rnyths' that rnake our values, beliefs. and assurnptions clear. concrete. 
Ignoring history is like travelling without a rnap or compass . .' " 

Like its negative counterpart, heritage nationalism uses the ideas of comparative national virtue and 

Canadian essentialism to create an imaginary sense of homogeneity, and reify a symbolic national 

community. Through intentional omission and emphasis of histoncal events. the nation is shaped 

and packaged for popular public consumption. Myth, symbol, legend. hdscape, and 

commemontion are heritage tools that effectively fuse present and past, and establish national 

1997). 123. 
109 Michael Ignatieff. as Cited inWQuotations on History," located at 'Giving the P s t  a Future' Conference 
Website: http~.historymaners.comifamo~~ quotes.hml. Accessed 3/4/00. 
110 Bhabha 292. 
1 1 I Whüe the concept of heritage outlined in ihis chapterdraws h m  the ideas of a number of scholars. a few 
thinkers provide key arguments. The most signiticant of these figures is David Lowenthai. whose bookThe 
Herïrage Crusade and the Spoiis of fiisron: gives a detaiied description of the mam components of heritage, as weIl 
as the differences between heritage and hktory. Brian Osborne, who draws h m  Lowenthai. provides valuable 
arguments on symbolic spaces in Canada, and the imagiMig of the nation h u g h  constructed versions of its past 
Fmally, John Giliis' piece "Memory and Identip: the History of a Relatimhip." as well as the other articles in his 
edited work. Commemorations: The Polilics of Iden- provide significant insight into the interplay of memory and 
identity. 
1 12 Bell. 5. 



identity and co1Iective memory as inextricable and mutuaily reinforcing concepts. 

Heritage, Iike any theoretical concept, is a fluid and expansive sec of ideas that continuaily merges 

and interacts with other ideational redms, notably: history, mythology, and propaganda. [ts careh1 

negotiation between the present and the past haç also been labeled 'collective' or 'public' memory.' " 

Despite k i n g  vague in its definition, heritage continues to enjoy an expanding usage thai. has made it 

one of the key political and social bumvords ~Pcontemporary society. Heritage sites, heritage days. 

and men a Federal Deparmient of Canadian Heritage have established the concept as a positive one - 

something that evokes pide. something which should be celebmted, something we should work to 

keep. The importance ot'heritage in the constmction of Canadian narratives of consensus drmands a 

detailed investigation of its theoretical foundations and hnctional toois. 

Heritage is more than mere history. It is the practice ofselective and seductive s to~el l ing,  and 

works to provide a sculpted namtive of individual or societal ancestry. To equate the subjective 

memory of heritage with historical fact is to ignore the overt as well as underlying ways in which it 

manipulates, and is rnanipulated by, identity construction. John Gillis notes. 

That identities and memories change over t h e  tends to be obscured by the fact that we too 0 t h  =fer 
to both as if they had the status of matend objects..,we need to be reminded that [they] are not fixed 
things, but representations and constructs of mlity, subjective rather than objective phenomena.. .we 
are constantiy revising our memories to suit our current identities- 114 

Social memories are not museum artifacts mounted for spondic observation, but the living Ienses 

through which we continuaily think ourselves into existence. George Grant points out that when we 

represent the past as object, we stand a h v e  it as subject, and elevate ourselves to the role of 

I 13 Peter Sekas. "Negoiiating Past and Present: A Review of New Materiah for Teaching Canadian History m the 
Schoois." Canadian Hktoncal Review 80.4 (December 1999): 688. The author points out that the term'heritage' is 
attn'buted to David Lowenthd, while'mditionai' is Jorn Rusen's- The ternis 'public memory' and 'coIfective 
memory' are commonly use& hey are outtined in the various articles ~Kownemorationî. ed John R Gillis 
(Rinceto~  P ~ c e t o n  U~versity Press. t994)- 
114 GiHk 3. 



"traascendiig ~ummonsers.'"~ Rather than giving insight as an interpretive cultural exercise. this 

view establishes history as a tourist destination where "you can learn about the past; [but] you cannot 

l e m  Crom the past"''6 This interpretation mates  a past which is fixed, organized, and pristine. 

Inaccessible to conternporary maniputahon, our history provides a cornforthg bedrock of knowledge 

in an accelerated modem environment. While the strict temporal equation of 'obsenruig our past, 

living our present, and anticipating our future' might be convenient. it does not accurately represent 

the continuum of time that marks our society. The questions, -where are we now. and where are we 

going?' dernand some consideration of 'how did we get here?"I7 Yet. our looking back is inevitably 

affected by the present circurnstances in which we find ourselves, and the concems we hold about 

what is to come. This temporal see-saw translates into an identity exercise where "the core meaning 

of any individual or group identity. namely, a sense of sameness over time and space. is sustained by 

remembering: and what is remembered is defined by the assumed identity."'lS The past is not sealed- 

off from contemponry manipulation; Our memory of what has come before is imperative to present 

day purposes. At the same time that ourpast defines us. we define it. This catch-22 is at the hem of 

'the politics of memory'. and involves rhetoric, symbols, and cornmernorative activities which are 

based in the past, but mobilized for present political purposes. 

Produced within the context ofcontemporary concern. heritage narratives shape the past to produce 

embraceable and restorative national Iegacies. While individuals and subgroups ofien search the past 

for something that sets them apart. the state looks to history to provide a sense of national purpose 

that might serve to heai conternporary divisions. Thus, while individua1 memory underpins personal 

identity, 'social memory' becomes a tool for both identity und cohesion. The past provides a 

- - 

1 15 George Grant Technoiogy and harice (Toronto: Anansi. 1986), 99. 
1 16 Ibid, 100. 
I 17 Nonhrop Frye. Divisions on a ground (Toronto: hansi, 1982), 183. 
118 GilIk, 3. 



symbolic national space where the divisions and contradictions of a modem sociaI system cm be 

tranquilized. The elements of contemporary national fiagility are combatted with Ilitensified 

commemorative efforts that giorifL a shared tradition. As John Gillis suggests, "If the conflicts of the 

present seern intractable, the past offer[s] a screw onto which desires for unity and conrinuity, that is, 

identity, [cm] be projected.""9 

Hentage versus History 

Seeking an historical ntionalization for identity and national unity casts history in the rote of national 

saviour. Yet. historian Marcel Tmdel states that "history used as a defense, history used for 

preaching; history used as a tool is no longer hi~tory.*'"~ In fact. history granted this sense of agency 

and purpose is not histo?, but herituge. Semantically. the difference between histoy and herituge is 

a precarious one. Despite their designations. both histoy and herituge involve the concept of 

historical understanding. However. while heritage uses the past as its basic context. it is far from the 

unadultented and disciplined chronicle that history - ris an account of the past. and not the past itself 

- srrives to be. '" History views the past as an end in itself, while heritage views it only as a means to 

a greater goal. tn other words, the two realms respectively employ history as knodedge, and history 

as tactic. 

The most usehl delineation of the concept of heritage is provided by David Lowenthal. in bis book 

fie Herituge Cnrsade und the Spoils of Histmy. The title itseIf suggests that heritage is comrnonly 

perceiveci as 'spoiled' history, or history employed chiefiy for profit. However, Lowenthai's title 

119 lbid. 9. 
120 As ated in Bliss "Searching," 507. 
I21 Here, [ am refèning to thepmctice of history as it would be defmed in a scholûrly setth& rather than the 
definition ofhistory which identifies it merely asthe part. David Lowenthal notes that when considering the 
concept of history. people tend to coniise and merge the past thatwas, and the past as chronicled- He notes that it Ïs 
0th assumed that there is an aithentic past that"can be remeved intact and untamished." a view which posits that 
m e  history is not made but found (107). The concept of heritage outlined hem invoIves no such double m&g. 



ais0 hints at a definition of heritage that makes it more than history's flunkey. fie Heritage Cnuade 

implies a deeper mission, a type of Hoiy GraiI. Lowenthai suggests that instead of automatically 

condemning heritage as shabby history, we should face up to the differences between the two 

concepts, and l e m  to judge each by a distinctive set of criteria. He States, 

These two routes to the past are habitualIy confused witb each other, yet they are also defined as 
antithetical. Hentage is apt to be Iabeled as fdse, deceitful, sleazy, presentist, chauvinist, self-serving - 
as indeed it oflen is. But such charges.. .are usually leveled on the mistaken assumption that hentage is 
'bad' history. In fact, heritage is not history at aiI: while it borrows h m  and enlivens historical study, 
heritage is not an inquiry into the past, but a cetebration of it, not an effort to know what actually 
happeneci, but a profession of faith in a past tailored to present-day purPoses.'" 

Lowenthal's desire to differentiate these concepts so that we c m  "live more fruitfully with both" 

does not imply an exclusive dichotomy; history and heritage continually travel the continuum 

between bias and histoncal reality.'" Most people do not create or consume within one of these 

categories, but dnw from both in concerted efforts to know the past, as well as in everyday 

experience. What set these two enterprises apart are their goais. Historical accounts seek a 

comprehensive, objective, and detached investigation of the past. Although it ofien succurnbs to bias 

and faisehood - potential dangers of any investigative practice - history uses documentation to drive 

towards wuth and knowledge, and thus is aIways open to inspection and verification. 

Heritage is less about an accurate past than a usefiri past. It is a snapshot of history, f m e d  in the 

contemporary desire to historically justi@, and thusbfix the identity and enhance the well-being of 

some chosen individual or folk."'" To do this, hentage mandates distortion, invention, and 

omission, and creates a set of faiths .'nutritive not despite but owing to their flaws."'" The emotive 

fictions of bentage are both irnmediate and accessible. and seek to stir up sentiment through romantic 

images and selfkongratulatory depictions. As Bnan Osborne points out, "the diagnostic feature of 

122 Lowenthai, K. 
123 Ibid- 250. 
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history is the fmtnote; the diagnostic feature of heritage is some indicator of response. It could be 

gate receipts, wet handkerchiefs, or flag purchases.""b Because the mythmaking of heritage is 

concerneci with coherent, self-affinning history - the history that we wish happened versus the 

difficulty of the true past - it relies on faith to eclipse fact. Many heritage nanatives are able to 

evade critical scrutiny, toting a set of traditions and Iegends that is accepted "not because it is 

demonstrably m e  but because it oirght to be.""' David Lowenthal suggests that this reliance on 

f ' t h  over reason assigns heritage the same virtues and vices of religion. While heritage narratives 

can work to strengthen identity by provoking a visceral response from the intended audience. their 

reductionist treatrnent of actual historical cornpltxity c m  result in misundentanding, intolerance and 

conflict. Lowenthal suggests that an effective examination of heritage must go beyond its 

condernnation as 'bad history' on one hand. and its impulsive ernbrace as glorified gospel on the 

other. As an important element in the social construction of identity, the figures, events and themes 

that are hidden and highlighted by heritage narratives cm help to explain the foundational myths of 

contemporary cultures. 

Heritage as Nation-Builder 

While heritage works on individual as well as collective levels, it can be seen as a vital tool for the 

strengthening of national identity. As outlined above, the semi-fictional narratives of heritage are not 

meant to stand up to critical historical inquiry; they are a set of social cues designed to activate 

belonging. Thus, while history is for everyone and is emiched by widespread dissanination and 

reaction, heritage creates a body of nationai mythology whose significance demands excIusiviry. 

Heritage invokes national pride by providing a narrative of noble distinction, and in doing so aids the 

'+the nation-state's ideological mission. ..to nurture peopie's identity with a politicised emotional 

125 ibid, 129. 
126 Brian Osborne. Personal interview conducted by author. I 3  ApriI ZOO0 



constnrct and fabcicate a collective national consci~usness.~"~~ Our past is unlike any other nation's, 

and thus makes us unique; Our heritage provides an exclusive sense of common purpose, and thus 

makes us sziperior. For those nations lacking a strong sense of national community, heritage legacies 

not only console, but enlist citizen5 in the preservation of the nation's founding ideas. As David 

Lowenthal states, "Lined linkage justifies holding on to possessions; to keep al1 we gain may seem 

selfish, but to keep what we inherit is a famity duty, binding us in a chain of ~aretakers..*"~ 

Nations commonly develop a 'bureaucracy of rnemory', that allows 'official memory' to eclipse 

more disorganized narratives of grassroots commernontion."~ohn Bodnar suggests that this 

otEcial cultuni expression cornes from those elites who "share a common interest in social unity, the 

continuiry of existing institutions. and loyalty to the status quo."'" This dite memory attempts to 

paper over the divisions of the 'vernacular culture'. whose diverse and vacillating interests pose a 

danger to the coherence of the sanctioned narrative of public memory. While it is individuals who 

remember - not groups or institutions - they cannot penonaily mal1 the events of national h i~ tor~ . '~ '  

Thus. individuals rely on the assistance of the mes provided by institutionalized commemoration - 

symbols, sites, legends, and traditions - cues created by elites in govemment, the media, and 

education arnong others. This construction ofa meaningfitl past might be seen as an abuse of 

history; those in power conven the past into propaganda to control the powerless, and maintain their 

privileged positions.'33 A less cynical view recognizes the construction of an 'oficial memory' as a 

manifestation of the social need for community. as well the need for states to maintain stability by 

- -  - -  
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claiming a suftïcient unity of outlooks amotig the units comprishg itJH As Maurice Halbwachs 

This is why society tends to erase h m  its memory al1 that might separate individuals, or that might 
distance groups h m  each oher. It is also why society, in each period, arranges its recolIections in 
such a way as to adjust them to the variable conditions of its equilibnum ... to inmuduce greater 
coherence. 135 

Regardless of the intention, heritage commemoration has become an unquestionable part of civic 

dlegiance and has transcended partisan divisions. Central to tounsm. culture. and patriotisrn, 

national hentage invades the collective consciousness though symbols, entenainment. folklore, and 

popular va~ues.''~ Narratives of heritage nationalism combine contemporary concems and past 

events; rnythology and history; and memory and identity to create a biueprint for common national 

belonging. 

- - - 
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Cbapter III 

The Heritage Projeci 

As noted above, Canadian history is Iittered with attempts at creating a stable sense of national 

community. Public and private initiatives have been exercised in fields such as broadcasting, sports. 

the arts, education, and the economy in order to assert and protect a collective Canadian identity. 

Some otthe most telling activities of identity cultivation are those undertaken in the field of heritage- 

By looking at the Canadian discourse of collective memory through projects that have given it social 

substance. one can effectively identify the symbols, myths. and traditions that not only tell Canadians 

who they are, but instnict hem on who they should want tr, be. 

Not surprisingly, nearly al1 ofthe Canadian attempts to use institutionalized memory to promote 

patriotic sentiment have been kderal governent initiatives.'" Ottawa has worked steadily. through 

hnding and replation. to strengthen Canadian pride and community. and has been the source of our 

major syrnbols, including our national flag, national anthem, and most national monuments and 

institutions. However, when looking at attempts to develop, or perhaps impose, a narrative of 

national hisroc, few federal projects have achieved the popular success required for the task. The 

seeming failure of Canadian governrnents to provide successfiil largescale heritage initiatives bas 

opened the door for private investment in the area of heritage setf-knowledge. There is no better 

example of this than the Charles R. Bronfïnan Heritage ~roject ."~ The Project offers its own 

i 37 ibid. 
138 [t is miportant to note that the selection of this title does not suggest an active considetation, on the part of 
adrnmistntors. of any iheorrticat differencesbetween the concepts of history and herïtage (dong ihe lmes of above 
arguments). htenriewed sianers and pmmotional materiais do aot m a r k  on any intentionduse of the terni  

heritage. and use histary and Renlage mierchangeabiy in their comments. Whiie there might have k e n  some 
sategy involved in the usage ofheriroge. it seems more Iikeiy to invohe the eIements of marketing and aesthetics, 
and be bas& on the idea that the tide ofHimm Project might scare offmembers of the target audience- namely, 
kids. Also, The Heritage Project. as discussed in th% section, c d  to exist as of December t999. It was replaced 
by Hktor!ca. wbch was created to pteserve the ideas and initiatives of7ïte Hentoge Pruject while relieving 
Brotifnian of his role as prÏmary investor. Hkfor!ca was ignïted with a 25 million doiiar pledge by BronfEian, 



version of oficiai Canadian history in what Brian Osborne calls "a dynamic agenda of reconstnicting 

national memory.. .and national ider~tity-'+'~~ An astronomical budget and a popular mandate gant 

the Projecr something that like-minded public programs crave - widespread societal exposure. The 

ProjectTs construction and presentation of national symbols, figures, and legends is achieved through 

the telling orselective stories from Canadian history. The best known element of the Project are its 

Herituge Minirtes, a series of sixty-second dramatic anecdotes that rack up major airtime on al1 

prominent Canadian networks. Similar to the other cornrnercials on television. these Minutes are 

used to se11 a product - namely, Canadian identity. 

The Oneins of The Herirme ~ r ~ i r c r ' ~ "  

Whiie The Herttuge Project had ifs otlicial launch in 199 1, the ideas behind the Prujrct were ten 

years in development, In 198 1, well-known S e a g m  heir and Montreal. businessman. Charles R. 

Bronhan received the Order of Canada for his comrnitment to philanthropie endeavours. M i l e  

listening to the citations of the other people receiving the same distinction, Bronfman thought it 

unfortunate that, apart from those at the ceremony, few would ever know of the accomplishments of 

these distinguished Canadians. He realized that. due to various media influences. Canadians had 

more knowledge of American, British, and French celebrities and events. than of the everyday 

heroism in their own country.'" As Bronfman States, "1 Iooked around the room and realized that 

here were these fabulous people who never asked for any credit for their works-but hlly deserveci 

which was to be matched with private sector dollars. This new bodywiii continue to produce the Minutes and m 
the Fairs: the biggest change will be in the areaof new technology, wbich will be the primary focus ofHkror!ca. 
I 17 Brian Osborne. "Figuring," 23. 
140 The following text which oufmes the creation and evolution ofXie Herirage Project. is based on information 
provided by senior adminismtors. ïhose interviewed include AM Dadson, Administrative Director; khanne 
McDonaId. Director of Operations; Deborah Morrison. Director of Communications and Dweiopment Patti 
Robson. Manager of The Heringe Fairs Prognmme: and John Fielding, Chief Educatiod Advisor to The Herirage 
Project- These arguments also reIy on several mternaI. promotionaI, and educational documents provided to me by 
the above individuais. 
141 As stated by Johanne McDonald, Personal interview conducted by author, 7 March 2000. 



much greater attention."'" This event would eventually determine the greater goal of The Herïtage 

Projecr: to tell the stories of those Canadians who are the custodians of national accomplishment, and 

in the process, enhance national pride and belonging. 

In the mid-1980Ts, Bronfman set up a charitable Coundation for the purposes of influencing public 

poticy and opinion both in Canada and abroad. Modeled afler American bodies like the Ford and 

Carnegie Foundations, the CRB - or Charles R Bronfman - Fottndution sought out potential sectors 

in which it could effectively focus its resources. The fields that were chosen as two possible bases 

for the Fotrndution's activities focused on the concept of identity, and represented the two major 

areas of Bronfrnan's self-identification: Judaism and Canadianism. Due to the substantial amount of 

the projected investment. the Fotrndurion did extensive market research to ensure that financial 

partners could be secured, and that some measure of tangible results might be achieved. 

In the early 1990's the Foirndurion started research on the connections between Diaspora Jews and 

the state of Israel. conternplating the impact that visits to Israel might have on Jewish identity and 

community building.'"3 Its second research portfolio sought to determine how much Canadians 

know about their country's history. and whether they want to know more. At the time of this 

investigation. Canada was caught up in yet mother constitutional round - one that seemed plagued by 

issues involving historical divisions and identifications. The open approach of Charlottetown 

included the formulation of a report by Keith Spicer. which boristed the consultation of over six 

hundred thousand Canadians on their perceptions of Canada, as  well as their concems about its 

142 Anthony WiIsowSmith, The Charles Bronfman Way," Maclean 's. Toronto ed 1 [ 1.37 (September 
1998).Webspirs, CBCA FuIlte~t Reference 1998 database. M276257. This Order of Canada story was cited- 
alrnost word for word- by ail Heritage Project mterviewees. including A m  Dadson, bhanne McDonaid, Deborah 
Monïson. and Pani Robson. 
143 The CRE Forindarion: The Firsr Decade. CRB Foundation Promotional Mataiai. 10. 



tùture.'u The Report noted that: 

Citizens told us countless h e s  about their lack of knowledge and diable information about their 
bistory. their country, and their fetlow citizeas. ..Participants often faulted the education system for 
fading to equip them with sumcient understanding of our history and cultural evo~ution."~ 

This observation made itself apparent in the notabie lack orhistorical understanding tbat ultimately 

Led to the demise of the Charlottetown round in 1992. 

in line wîth these events, the Foirndution conducted its own surveys to gauge the kmwledge of 

Canadians about their country's past, In doing so, they discovered a telling paradox: while 

respondents beIieved that Canadians should h o w  more about their history, results found shockingly 

low levels of histotical knowledge. with huge gaps existing between the responses oCEnglish and 

French   ana di ans.''' Furthemore. while most Canadians believed that their history had the potential 

to be an exciting area of study, boih French and English respondents had trouble identi$ing 

Canadian events or achievements in which they took pride.'4' In addition to these survey results. the 

fo~rndution found governmental activity in the field of heritage education to be sornewhat 

ineffective. While atlrimd policy was a hi&-profile part of federal activity in the area of identity 

and citizenship. heritage activity was focused on the preservation of historic sites and ailing 

mu~eums. '~~  History education in the classroom - arguably the most effective route to impacting 

national historicai knowledge and understanding - was suffering from severe fragmentation as a 

144 Patrick J. Monahan. "The Sounds of SiIence." in The ChcirI~trelo%~n Accord. the Refirendum, und the Future of 
Canada. e d  Kenneth McRoberts and Patnck Monahan (Toronto: University ofToronto Press, t993), 225. 
145 Citizens' Forum on Canada's Future. Repon zo the Peuple and Guvernment of Canadd Keith Spica, Chairman 
(Ottawa: Minister of SuppIy and Services Canada, 1991). 38. 
146 As cited in Axworthy "History." For example. the 199 t m e y  found that more than 10% of Canadians were 
unable to name the fmt Canadian prime minister. or idenri@ the year of Canadian Confederation, while 95% of 
respondents amss  Canada (includmg Quebec) feIt that evg.  Canadian should know more about Canadian history. 
147 As Cited in Stephrn GodFrey."They mriy fil1 some gaps. but Herïtage Minutes aIso pomt to some gaping holes? 
n e  Globe und Mail, Metro ed., 19 April 199 1. Cl. The survey saw only 529'0 of Engiish Canadians (compared with 
68% of French Quebeckers) able to identify the Quiet RevoIution. white 38% of French Quebeckers (compared with 
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148 The discovery of this 'void' m public history and heritage education was relayed by Deborah Momison. in a 
Persona1 hm-ew conducted by author. 9 March 2000. 



result of the diversified curricula of provinciaily administered educational institutions. 

At the same time, it didn't take much research to uncover the political instability ofthe country in the 

late 1980's and early 1990Ts, and more generally, to recognize the traditional anxiety regarding the 

Fragility of the Canadian identity. The Foundution recognized that the bifurcation wherein "schools 

and university tau& history and political elites detined our national identities," meant that while 

unity and identity swayed violentIy according to the political and constitutional developments of the 

day, the calming and continuous thread of history was being overlooked as a potential unifj.ing 

factor."' In order to give Canadians an avenue for expressing their identity on their own ternis, the 

Foundation decided to enter the lifeless heritage education landscape in order to hse history and 

identity. and with luck. "influence the country's agenda."I5' 

In 199 1. The Herituge Project began its intentionaily unspecific goal 0f"enhancing Canadianism" 

through hentage education."' In a tield historically dorninaied by govemment initiatives at both the 

federai and provincial levels. the Project, in its establishment of a unique path for itself within the 

Canadian b'consciousness indu~try,"'~' essentially had to 'create' a market for private heritage 

products. The boundless financial cornmitment offered by the Bronfinan fortune alIowed The 

Heriruge Projeci the flexibility to explore different media alternatives, and to exhaustively research 

the feasibility of possible program directions before commining to their production. With a personai 

wealth estirnated at three billion dollars and an initial pledge of one hundred million to fie CRB 

Fonndarion, the everyday restraints of Iimited Funding and budget cuts did not impact ïhe Herirnge 

149 This idea cornes h m  i3r Hkto- of The Heritage Project- 1986-1999. Heritage P e t  intemal Document. L. 
150 Ibid 
15 1 The First Decade. 1 1. 
152 This term is taken h m  Ham Mapus Enzenberger, The Conscior~~ness Induhy (New York: Seabury Press, 
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Project the way that they did its public co~nterparts!~~ With financial limitations rernoved, the 

Project also enjoyed expanded marketing options, increased t h e  allowed for completion of projects, 

creative freedom independent of the ideologicd motivations of outside financial backers, and the 

choice of leading experts to head up the creative and administrative staff. Able to attract some of the 

rnost prominent administrators and creative consultants from both the public and private sectors, The 

Heritage Project came under the direction of such notable tigures as Tom Axworthy, Laurier 

LaPierre, and Patrick ~ a t s o n . ' ' ~  

Decisions Reearding Format 

The Herituge Project entered the knowledge industty with the goal of educating young Canadians 

about their country's past. This açe bracket not only provides the most receptive - and in the case of 

the classroom. most captive - audience. but also represents a generation of Canadians who have 

encountered a continuai decline in the amount of Canadian history being taught in schools.'" 

Staffers believed that connecting children to the past would not only allow them a national narrative 

in which to situate themselves. but would open up an important intergenerational dialogue. While 

the Project was initially aimed at kids of al1 ages. advisors in the field of pedagogicd research 

insisted that the market was most receptive in later yem, where the histoncal imagination clicks in 

153 The information on the Bronhan fornine is taken h m  WiEsoüSrnith. Projeet administrators are exaemely 
tight-lipped about openting budgets. khanne McDonaId, Director of Opentions for The Herirage Pruject rissexteri 
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down each provmce's social science cunicu1um by grade and subject Updated each year, Fieldiig suggests that it 
is the only one of its kind m Canada 



and bistory begins to be taught with a more nationaI emphasis in scho~ls."~ The Het-itage Project 

sought to tap into this pm-Canadian focus, and use accessiMe and engaging media pathways to 

market Canadian history and citizenship to a new generation. As the Administrative Director of the 

Project Ann Dadson, notes, 

If one educates the future generation about thcu land, their ancestors. and the bdamental principles of 
the nation of which they are a part, they are more iikely to act in light of these ideas in the future, rather 
than rïsk their extinction, and thus compromise the uni.ing narratives which bind together a nation!57 

Believing chat previous attempts CO instili a homogeneous and meaningfd citizenship had k e n  

overtly political and had focused on swaying the electonte to support different elite views of 

constitutional amendment. the staffers at the Projecr chose the educational realm as a less political. 

and seerningly more effective avenue."' Reaching in at the formative stage of leaming, the Projecf 

had the potential &O reconnect a fonvard-looking generation of Canadians with the past, and 

emphasize the rote of history in the shaping of the future. 

Seeing many before them rail in their atternpts to establish a nationaI history cunicutum within a 

provincially-detennined system, Project administrators did not want to rush into lobbying for 

national history standards. They also decided agriinst the production of anoiher textbook or 

documentary. likely to be relegated to the dust-covered archives of Canadian history materid. 

Instead, people at the Projecr crime to the conclusion that the first step to making history more 

exciting, and more usefiil to Canadians in their quest for unity. was io change the medium of 

communication. The second step was to present history as a series of stories. where drama and 

emotionai attachent outweighed the need for informative. comprehensive history. 

ïhe different Iandscapes within which The Herituge Project wwas uying to ignite ideas - nameiy, 

156 This information was conveyed by khnFielding. 
157 Ann Dadson. Personal Interview conducted by author. 8 March 2000. 



Canadian tetevision and heritage education - were rather lifeless. Initially, it was thought chat the 

Project would provide financial support to innovative television programming a h e d  at kids, aged 8- 

14. A cal1 for proposais did not yield desued results; although informative, submissions were ofien 

dry, serious, and inaccessible to the young imagination. At the sarne tirne, music videos were 

gaining in popularity, prompting one staff member to suggest the creation of short historical dramas, 

or 'history cornmercia~s'.'~~ Television advertising was recognized to be a powerful sociaIizing 

force. and seerned a natural medium for The Heritage Project to try to impact the formation of 

coIlective attitudes and values. Like other teIevision commercials. these cornpressed narratives 

would focus on ernotion over information. selling Canadian hentage like any other product on the 

marke~. '~ 

The Develo~ment of the Heritarre Minutes 

While the benetits of this format seemed clear, there were a number of obstacles involved in the 

production of what would come to be known as the Herituge Minrites. Patrick Watson. a weil-known 

ftlmmaker who was hired on as Creative Director of the Project, insisted that while these Minutes 

should involve a sparing amount of historical information, in order to advance "the dnmatic 

nucleus," there couId not be a similar sparing of expense in tenns of production quality.'b' Watson 

suggested that the drarnas should be considered 'mini movies' and should involve good acting, high- 

quality lighting and sound, original music, authentic costumes and sets. and even the use of 35- 

158 The Histo- ofthe Heniage Project, 1. 
t59 Deborah Monison cites Michael Jackson's Thrillervideo as the example that led to idea of the Minutes. 
Surprkingly, none of the inerviewed staffers could remember the name of the individual who had come up with the 
idea for the Minutes, It is in one of the promotional videos that formerHeritage Projecr staffer. Pauicia Lavoie. is 
cited as the mind behind this format (Minute by Minute: The Making of a CanadÏan iMvthology. as part of the 
videocassette recording, The CRB Foimndation Heritage Minutes; The Herïtage Project, 1998). 
160 Patrick Watson, Crearive Director of the Project States, "If we can use 30 second slots or one mhue dots on 
television to persuade people that cornflakes or u n d m  deodorant, or CadiUacs are interesthg. could we not use 
the same period on television to persuade Canadians that they have an interesthg past?' Taken fiom .bfimte b ~ -  
Mnute- 
16 1 Patrick Watson, as cited in Christopher Moore, "Our History, Minute by Minute:' Ine Beaver 75,3 (JundJuly 



millimeter film used more comrnonly for the big screen than for te~evision.'~' These costly 

production standards set the price of a single Minute at well over 250,000 dollars. a budget that was 

originally intended to buy Tlie Heritage Project a whole series of television pi~ots.'63 Another 

drawback to the Minutes was the expense of television advertising time, estimated at close to eleven 

million dollars per year for nomal commercial rotation on the various Canadian broadcast 

ne twork~, '~  Luckily, tbis problem was sidestepped through another prominent advisor to the 

Project, entertainment lawyer Michael Levine. who managed to convince CRTC officiais that these 

mini-dramas were worth their weight in Canadian Content points. M e r  the Minutes were awarded 

150 percent Canadian statu, networks who had traditionally stniggled to meet the bare minimum of 

legislated Cancon obligations were suddenly eager to include them in rheir commercial rotation.lb5 

Yet. even with large endowrnent from the CRB Foundation. and the savings that resulted tiom the 

Cancon ruling, the CRB Foiindation board maintained that the pricetag on The Hrriruge I C/' inutes. as 

well as their immense mandate. remained too much for one organization to carry. Because the 

Minutes not only seemed the ideai avenue to fulfill the Project 's goals, but atso a strong foundation 

from which to seek private investment. Project administrators began to çeek tinancid partners. After 

Canada Post, Power Corporation, and the Federal Govemment were secured as primary investors, 

the production of the Minutes continued as planned.'66 

- - 

1995): 54. 
162 Ibid., 53. 
163 The Hisrop of llre H&age Projecf states that this was four times the amount originalIy envisioned for each 
minute (3). 
164 The Hisront of The HeRlage Project, 3. 
165 Godky. 
166 A few staff members quietiy mentioned that it was diftïcult to secure muesmient for tticfroject due to the weli- 
known fomne of Broufinan However, staff maintained that corponte sponsocshLnever have any creative control 
over the content" of the îroject's initiatives (Sohanne McDonaid Interview). Yet  Cunada Posr's sponsorship is 
noticeable in The Heriruge Posr (see fmtnote 173). wbwe at leas one or two articles in each issue is devoted to new 
sets of postage stamps, holiday starnp editions, and collectors mformatioa Spokeswoman Brenda Adams states that 
the Project is "a really good way to publicize what wPre doing on cornmernorative stamps." Interestingly, she 
points out that "A lot of the topia. ..chosen as subjects of the Heritage Minutes have been the subjects of 
commemorative stamps." As cited in Randaii Scotiand, "Boosting history and sales at same tirne" The Finoncial 
Post Dailv 5.86 (July 2. 1992): 1 1. Montreal-based Power Corporarion is not as openly a part of pubiiihed 
materiak, but seerns to fit niceIy into iheProjecf's unstated venture of privatinng ûaditionally public domains- 



Minute Selection Criteria 

Drawing on an extensive staff of creative writers, historians, and educators, topics and scripts were 

created using an oficial Sto- Selection Criteria. Rather than "create the detinitive Canadian history 

book on TV," these guidelines sought to shape Minutes that would "engage people with good 

s t~ r~ l ines . " '~~  Ranked in order of importance, the six goals of the Selecrion Crireria were: Dramatic 

Value; Histoncal Significance or tmportance; Educational Use; HisturicaI Accuracy; Representation 

of Minotities: and Balance with Other Minutes in the Series. Accepted storylines had to 

communicate "a uniquely Canadian idea, philosophy, or event," considering such questions as "Has 

this a t k t e d  the way Canadians think, the way they are?' and "Does this tell us something about 

y 1 6 8  ourselves we inight otherwise not have known. In addition to the oficial regulations regarding 

plot content and construction. Thc! fieriluge Projecr sought a balance between the scories of so-called . 

'ordinary' Canadians, dong with the political and military figures of textbooks and biographies. As 

A m  Dadson States, "the Projecr always wanted to reflect the experiences. accomplishments. and 

challenges of cveryday people; we didn't want to concentrate only onpuge one political leaders. or 

people chat were well-known beyond the professional circle that they rnight have been part 

By portraying the struggle and sacrifice of everyday Canadians. theProject believed it could present 

- - 

namely, history education and heritage commemoration. Power Corporation has holdings in bmadcasting, satellite 
technology. property management and insurance. just to name a few. In his artic1e:'Siiish & Bum at the CBC: the 
reaI story behind the dismaadhg of Canada's public broadcastef (Brinrpnrch LE. 3 April 1999: 5-6.Webspirs. 
CBCA Fulltext Reference t999 database, #4537979), Roy Armand suggests that al1 recent efforts to privatize the 
CBC cm be linked to Po~wr  Corporarion and its principle owner Paul Desmarais. Desmarais is openly interested in 
the CBC's abiliry to reach such a large percenmge of the pcpulation (95%), and has a keen interest in pnvately 
acquiring the bmadcasting corporation's extensive transmission system. If one tooks at the Heritage Minutes, there 
is a perceptible theme of what Christopher Moore cal1s"corporate back-patting" (Moore 'ûur. 53), and even a 
Minute concerning mformation trammission and bmadcasting technology two main podolios ofPower 
Corporution. In the case of F e d d  Cioveniment invesanentProjecr staff provide few deniis. other than the fact 
that the Governmmt might be considered a 'major contriiutor'. 
167 Ann Dadson Intetview. Dacison and other administrators state that scripts for the Minutes came h m  internai 
staffers as well as externa1 sources. niey suggest that theprojecf receives thousands of suggestions for storylines. 
and the idea to do one topic or another is the result of cammittee consensus, and is k d  on thestoc Selection 
Criteria. 
168 This quote is triken h m  the category 'Histoncal Significance or Importance'. in Ston; Selecrion Crirdu. 



a set ~ f h i s t ~ n ~ a l  dramas that was not ody  more representative of the past, but that would set out 

certain values, beliefs, and codes of behaviour integrating past and present Canadians into 

meaningfui structures of national belonging. According to Deborah Monison. 

We just felt there wece al1 sorts of things that have happened in Canada that al1 Canadians should take 
some sense of association or identity with; they weren't going to walk away with a set or facts. To 
give history the perspective of how it was relevant to you as a Canadian, was a far more enduring 
thing that we could do.. . we figured the dates and facts of history were something people would take 
c m  of thernse~ves."'~~ 

Thus, the goal of 'enhancing Canadianism' was established as the primary framework around which 

the Project would construct the Hentage Minutes. 

Ex~osure 

With the security of a large endowment and two strong financial partners. The Herituge Pruject 

began an open-ended production carnpaign. Without a set number of Minutes in mind. staffers 

siarted producing and distributing the spots, letting popular response dictate whether or not new 

Minutes would continue to be created, as well as the form and content they would display. With 

each new Minute, The Herituge Project bought time in Cinepiex Odeon theatres in order to otXcially 

'launch' the spot, before it became part of a senes tape which was sent to both Cinepiex and to 

broadcasters to air on television. By the summer of 1998, broadcasters had a choice of over 60 

minutes to choose from; once stations and cinemas received the series, it was their choice which 

Minutes were broadcast, and for what reasons."' The Minutes are estimated to have a cumulative 

monthly airtirne of more than thirteen hours, while each year approximately twenty-three million 

Canadians view the Minutes on television or in movie theatre~. '~  This exposure bas made the 

Minutes subjects of parodies done by such popular Canadian television shows as This Heur has 22 

169 AM Dadson Interview. 
170 Deborah Morrison interview. 
lï 1 lobanne McDonaid intenriew. 
172 This inionnation is taken h m  The Fint Decaûe. 



Mimites and A i r  Farce, and produced a series of 'Sacrilege Minutes' on the cable channel The 

Comecfv ~~ehvork."~ The success of the Minutes also aiiowed The Heritage Project to use the weli- 

known vignettes to launch a number of other popuiar initiatives. These included a comic book based 

on the Heritage Minutes, distriiuted by McDonald's; an interactive Heritage Minzrte kiosk located at 

the Museum of Civilkation; a half-hour television show entitled 'Just a Minute', hosted by Pamela 

WaiIin and aired on CBC television; artist renditions of Minutes' figures and events on Canada Dry 

cans and bottles; and a series of books by Marsho Boulton, which nirned the Herifage Mintrte 

vignettes and other tales of Canadian history into short non-fiction texts."" 

Additional Initiatives 

Though the Minutes were clearly its most visible aspect, the people at The Heritugc Projecf 

contended that these dramas existed onIy to pique interest in a more detailed examination of 

Canadian history. From the outset. The Herifage Project looked to television for visibility. and to 

classroom education for ~redibi1ity.l~~ While popular media outlets provided dl-important publicity, 

'7he real influence was to be in the schools, where kids could really leam about their past; the 

Minutes could never eclipse the greater goal of classroom history ed~cation.""~ In order to facilitate 

this classroom presence, a tape of the Minutes, accompanied by teaching materials that included 1-2 

page elaborations and possible teaching ideas on each Minute, as well as a list of 5-10 books or films 

i73The 'Sacrilege Minutes' are cited by Justin SrnalIbridg,"Defiing al1 that is Canada: the latest Molson 
Canadian advertising has nailed our schizophrenic identity:' Marketing Magazine I03,17 (May 1998): 
10-Webspirs, CBCA Funtext Refmnce 1998 database, #9 I327l9. Henotes the Sacrilege Mmute 'Jacques Sûappe'. 
whecein a Ei-usated hockey player decides to invent tk male ahietic cup, dong the lines of theHericage Minute 
which sees Jacques Plante mvent the goalie mask. 
174 Most of these initiatives were either intended to k shonterm projects, or were canceIled due to lack of mterest. 
or lack of fun& The corni: books, soft dnnk campaign, and television show were shofilived, while the kiosk 
which was to be foliowed by additionai instailations across Canada seems to have becorne an outdated project The 
various books wrinen by Marsha Boufton- author of a number of Heritage ~blinute scripts - are clearly related to. 
though not expresdy endorsed as Hedage h j e c t  materk&. niese books Ïnclude the titlesJiist a Minute. hist 
.-hocher Minute, and Just a Lfimte More. 
175 While this idea is rny own, it is based on aie text of The Hisiory of The Heritage Project, which smtes that 'The 
strategy of The HeBroge Project was that it &ed national credibility and visibility before addressing cmïculum 



on each Minute topic, becarne available to educators for a nomina1 fee. Further to this, when the 

Minutes went into production in 199 1, so too did a series of "educational materials designed to link 

the Project's media elements to school curricula" through their use in history and social studies 

~lassrooms.'~ We Are Canadians and Canadians in the Global Commtrnity, respectively intended 

for intermediate and high school students were released in 1995 and 1998, while a monthly history 

magazine entitled The Heritage Post was freely disüibuted to al1 interested schools across canada."" 

This material was followed by the sponsorship of a series of Heritage Fairs - a concept based on the 

tradition of annual science fairs - which saw students create and present projects on aspects of 

Canadian history. Using the Minutes as a springboard, the faim encourage students to tell their own 

stones from the past, and even prornote the creation of their own Heritage Minute as part of their 

project; the official motto of the Fairs is 'Histoty 's whut p i i  rnake it'." From the pilot held in 

Winnipeg in 1993, the Fairs program grew into a mmrnoth element of The Herituge Projcct. with 

the involvement of over 300 communiùes in 80 regional fairs in 2000.'" The final element of the 

Project - its 1995 launch of an official website - would also be its most forward-looking one. The 

reform." (9) 
176 Ann Dadson Interview. 
177 The materials are promoted this way in the Teaching Materials. Accompmying The CRB Foundation Heri~age 
Minutes, (The Herirage Projecl. 1998) 1. 
178 The intermediate years are identified by John Fielding as grades 3.10. We Are Canadians and Cunadiuns in the 
Global Community (m French, Nos Himires du Cunuda) were created for The Heriroge Projecr by the Social 
Program Evaluation Group, mnning out OP the Faculty of Education at Queeds University. Initially, the Pmjecr 
sought to mate materials for al1 levels, but this was not ccmomically feasible. These two box sets- aiming at age 
groups identified as those most in need of Cimadian history marerials- were created at p t  expense, and took many 
years to complete. FitIy, it was it diEcult to find a publisher willing to boh produce and invest in the materiak. 
Jack Stoddm of Genenl Publishing in Toronto statcs that afm reviewing the mriterïaIs, his fm"saw no chance of 
economic viabiiity for the project" and commented that"rnterwtingly, none of the other educatiornl publishing 
companies here offered on it either" (taken h m  Val Ross and Harvey En~hin,~Viacom cuddles up to Ottawa," The 
Globe and Mail, Metro e d ,  8 June 1994, B4). AIso, their decentralïzed marketing was not conducive ro mass sales. 
and thus, they did not sen at the rate originally envisioned. ïhis initiative resulted in a loss for The Herirage 
Pmject, and thus no further materials of this n a m  will be produced (this information is taken h m  an interview 
witb John Fielding, co-creator of the educational materiais for the Project). The Heritage Posr is also no longer 
produced, cited by Projecf documents as " a  victim of its own snccess. Afier publishing 19 editions and reaching a 
circulation of 60.000 m 1996, its 100,000 dolIar an issue pricetiig becme too much for theprojecl to absorb. 
information taken h m  Zle HiSroty of The HerÏrage Projecr. 4. 
179 Patti Robson. Personal interview conducteci by author, 7 March 2000. As a judge at the ZOO0 Kingston Herïtage 
Fair, 1 encountered student Minuies based on such topiçs as Lucy Maud Montgomery. the history of Canadian 
Hockey, and the travels of immigrants h m  the West indies- 



internet was meant to offer new ways for young Canadiaas to connect to their history and to each 

other with chat opportuniCies, interactive garnes and quizzes, and basic information on the elements 

of Canadian heritage. The web also allowed The Herirage Project to market its educational 

matenals, fairs, and Minutes to both teachers and students aiike, and provideci a way to lengthen the 

shelf-life of the latter. With more in-depth information and teaching hints, the popularity of the web 

delighted Heritage Project insiders with the lcnowledge that "just when the Minutes are considered to 

have reached their mature stage, the Intemet offers new ways to repackage the product.*'''' 

Minutes: Heritage - or Historv? 

It is ctear that, of al1 of the elements of The Herituge Project. the Minutes are the pivotal component. 

As a set of Stones, they remain engaging, entertaining, and at times. thought-provoking. FoIlowing 

the niles of hentage, these dramas are nostalgie tools and emotional national cues. The statfers at the 

Project admit that they are in the business of mtiking myths; the short documentary on the making of 

the Minutes that is included wvith each videocassette of the vignettes is unabashedly entitled Mimite 

by Mimrte: the Making of u Cunudiun Mvtholog. In this promotional piece, Patrick Watson States 

that the people at The Heritage Project "are not really doing documentaries here, we are making 

rnyths, that is what movies are, they are myths, and this country needs a mythology of its history 

before it c m  get motivated and go and study its documentary hi~tory.'"~' Herïtaye Pt-oject 

promotional materials similarly draw attention to the fact that their program grew out of the belief 

that Canada "is not possessed of a strong mythology about its mots and values," and tiius their 

mandate has always involved the creation of popular stories about the heroes and proud 

achievements of Canadian h i s ~ o r ~ ! ~ ~  AS the Co-ordimator of The Heritage Project, Deborah 

180 Patti Robson Interview. 
18 1 The History of the Heritage Project. 7- 
182 As stated in Minute bÿ Minure. 
183 T;he First Decade. 14. 



M O ~ S O ~  states, 

Yes absolutely, we are making myths. That is important. It is bue that tk Heriiage Minutes are 
dramas.. .they are stories, they are not documentaries. There is, of course, a bunch of mythology that 
has to take place. There are a lot of topics that we treated where we don't realIy know for sure, ao we 
create scenarios about everyday things that probably happened to people at that time. By doing that, we 
hope to contextualize the facts of history. We are interested in creating an emotional response as welI 
aç an inte1lectuaI one.'" 

As part of a national mythology, each Heritage Minute "leaves a thousand things unexplained, 

mdiscussed, bareIy e~oked." '~~ This key limitation in the field ofhistory, becomes a great sirength 

as a heritage device. Just as we forgive dramatic movies for their implausible plots. it is possibIe to 

forgive The Heritage Project on its admission that its aim remains "to create a national mythology, 

not to be didactic."'" As Beaver columnist Christopher Moore states. "Even at 10 million dollars, the 

Minutes ought to be appreciated for themselves, just a bunch of media moments."'" 

With the Heritage Minutes to provide a narrative of popular Canadian mythology. and the Fain. 

Educational Matenals. and Website to supply the more comprehensive elements of history education. 

it seems that The Herituge Project strikes an effective balance between herïtage and history. 

According to staffers, this bifùrcation of the Project's materiais ailows Canadians to recognize the 

Minutes as a drarnatic interpretation or patriotic commemoration of Canadian history. and thus 

inspires a M e r  investigation of tht: events and figures of these narratives using outside sources and 

ideas. Yet, the distinction between Canadian mythologi. and Canadian histov is not as clear as 

Pmject administrators make it out to be. The Minutes are not just vehicles for a nobler educationa1 

task, but comrnodities begging to be consumed. The "authoritative yet authorless, unqudified picnire 

of the past"'88 offered by the Minutes is entering the classroom and the consciousness as histoq 

matenai rather than herirage nationdism. To educators and the public dike, the Minutes are 

184 Deborah Momson Interview. 
185 Moore. "Our," 54. 
186 The Firsr Decude. 17. 



marketed, and consequently can be uiterpreted, as effective educationai materiais on Canadian 

history. Tapes of the Minutes are on- available for purchase by educators, and are accompanied 

with additional notes which aim to assist teachers in their use of the Minutes as classroom 

mate~ial . '~~ On television, these mythoIogical narratives are mas-marketed to Canadians without 

explanation of origin, or contextualization of their assertions, in fact, many Canadians believe these 

vignettes are educational materials produced by the Federal Govemment. rather than a private 

fo~ndation.''~ In addition to this, the intended audience of this series of unqualified narratives is. 

both in and out of educational institutions, an age group that has not begun, or is in the initial stages 

of, formulating criticai thinking skills. nius, without explanation or qualification, young Canadians - 
not to mention, many adults - are accepting of this presentation of historical information as fact rather 

than interpretation or even propaganda. 

These mas-marketed narratives provide Canadians with a particular historical understanding of their 

nation. while at the same time neglecting to point out this vcry particularity. While infùsed with 

mythology and nationalism, there is no disclaimer preventing the Minutes from being construed as 

narratives which portray an undistorted chronicling of Canadian history. This unquaiified 

presentation mises the questions: what kind of mythology drives the Heritage Minutes presentation of 

Canadian history, and what does this tel1 Canadiam about the identity of their nation and its citizens? 

-- - - 

t 87 Moore, "Our," 55. 
188 Seixas, 69 1. 
189 n e  Heritage Project sold the video of its H h g e  ,bfimtes h m  their website (http: //www.h~tageprojeci, 
ca/defauIt.htm) until the m i t i o n  was made toHisror!cu. The tapes couid only be purchased by those mia t ed  
with an educationd institution, and were accompanied by approximately 150 pages of teaching matenals. ïhese 
mchde a 1-2 page elaboration, as well as SI O additionai sources and û few teaching ideas for most of the Minutes. 
Funhennore. the present Hktor!ca site, (like the former Hentage Pmject website) includes resources for teachers to 
use in conjunction with the Heritage Minutes. mcluding tips on how to'use the Minutes criticaliy.' as well as 
student worksheets to download (http3I\~wwJiistori.~a/engsite/~ticdylh~). 
190 This is evidenced by the short documennryMimte bÿ Minute. which precedes the Heritage Mmute?; on 
videocassene. Here. people polled on the street are asked who they hhk produced the Minutes. The m e r s  given 
fail into one of two opinions: either the respondents dodt know- or they feel they are part of a feded govemment 
campaign. While 1 have no quantitative evidence to back thkup, the various questions and opinions that i have 



Existing Critiques 

Despite the familiarity, longevity, and relative anonymity d t h e  Hentage Minute campaign, few 

scholars have looked closely at the Minutes, with only a handful attempting to answer the above 

questions. Articles by Christopher Moore, and Elspeth Cameron and Janice Dickin McGinnis, 

briefly examine the structure of The Herituge Project, and some basic elements of the Minutes. Peter 

Seixas provides a concise analysis of the educationai value of the Project's various materials, while 

Katarzyna Ruksao undertakes a more conceptual investigation of the racial limitations of the 

Minutes' theme of national unity. Finally, Robert Fulford, and Justin Smallbridge provide the only 

overt statements of disapprovai of the Minutes. While these schoiars offer interesting insights, their 

reviews are brief. and thus their investigations remain relatively shallow. These studies do not take 

the time to dissect the storylines of the Minutes themselves. with few even mentioning how Canadian 

nationalism finds its way into the narratives.'" The most advanced analyses involve grouping the 

narratives according to certain themes, such as the categorization of different types of heroism by 

Cameron and Dickin McGinnis, and Moore's classification of some Minutes according to their 

effectiveness. However, these scholars collectively provide a fèw useful criticisms of the Minutes 

and other Project materials. In order to separate the arguments of this study from those of the above 

authors, the following section will outline some ideas that borrow from the already existing critiques 

of The Herirage Project and its Minutes. 

A prominent and easy criticism of the Minutes concenis their form. By b ~ g i n g  information directly 

to the audience using the format of televised mini-dramas, it is true that the Heritage Minutes 

encountered m my work on this subject would suggest that this is a common perception among people who have 
seen the Minutes. 
19 1 Katarzyna Rukzsio very briefly discusses a couple o f  the Minutes in her aride "Op For Sale: The 
Commodification of Canadian Culture," Fuse 6fagmne 20,4 August 1997: 7-1 1. However, this mvolves only a 
k w  1-. Cameron and Dickin McGinnis &O look at the storylines of the Minutes. but rarely devote more than a 



increase the accessibility of history through th& choice of form and medium. Mark Stmwicz notes 

that to dismiss teIevision as tool for the relation of information is a mistake; Canadiam spend an 

average of three houn a day, or nine y e m  of their Life in h n t  of a tetevision settgt Speaking as the 

producer of the CBC docwnentary, A People's Hisrorv, Starowicz states that "television is the 

greatest stage, the greatest classroom in history.*T'93 Yet, the ability of the Minutes to successfully 

speak to the "flickering short-term rnerno~y"'~ of tetevision viewers effectively precludes the 

possibility of adequatety addressing the l o n g t m  record of Canadian history. Television generally 

demands. and has created a demaad for, a shallow engagement with information. It values forms of 

entertainment îhat are strïking, simplistic, sexy, and short.lg5 Television commercials are guided by 

these noms IO an exponential degree: having even less time to entice the viewer. images must be 

instant and ephemeral. and messages cm rdistically contain only a modicum of knowledge. the l e s  

expIicit the better. As Christopher Moore states. the Minutes "are history, but they are tetevision 

tint. It is hard not to mock the idea of Canadiana as a sound-bite.. .[or] to be alarmed at history being 

sold Iike comflake~,"'~~ It is impossible to explore the historical foundations of Canadian society in 

sixty seconds: just as entertainment cannot serve as a synonym for information, these Minutes cannot 

serve as critical historical references. Peter Seixas suggests that this format precludes the Minutes 

fmm king effective Iearning resowces. He states that "Like the advertisements whose structures 

they replicate, they are unlikely to help students bring a critical sensibility to the task of reading 

historicai t e ~ t s . " ' ~  By redefining the tools of histoRca1 interpretation. the Minutes are hrced to 

redefine certain events of Canadian history. As Robert FuIford notes, 

sentence to mch narrative in their smdy."Ambushed by Patriotism." 
192 S m w i n ,  
193 ibid 
194 %id- 
195 See Neil Postman, htLFing ChmeIves ro De& (New Yorkr Penguia 1986). Ch. 6. where Postman gÎves 
widence that "Encenainment is the supraihlogy of atl disco- un television" (87). 
196 Moore. "Our." 53. 



There is.. .something fundarnentaily wrongheaded in the idea that events of the past can bc described 
as one-minute bursts. In one minute, there's no time for the unsolved questions, the mixed motives, 
and the unexpected consequemes.. . Watching the Heritage Minutes, 1 have the feeling that the people 
who -te them are not serïously interested in history and have no understanding of who people aretgR 

Thus, the same format that allows the Minutes impact, denies them historical credibility. 

Another clear drawback to presenting significant subject matter within the format of a television 

commercial is the fact that the intricate interco~ection of events and individuals cannot be properly 

illustrated. The Minutes not only demand engaging images, but necessitate the fragmentation of 

historical narratives into what Robert Fulford terms "picturesque and uncomected  anecdote^."'^ 

Justin Smallbridge suggests that this trivial pursuit of using disjointed tidbits of information as a 

source of amusement does nothing to foster a meaningful sense of historical knowledge, and warns: 

-Ciive a nation its identity through trivia. and you get a trivial identity:''m Thus. while The Heriruge 

Profeci is concemed with both showing Canadians their historical ability to reach understanding 

despite their differences. and promoting those things that have bound Canadians together through 

time. rhe theme of integration does not extend to its historical vignettes. By removing events and 

personalities from a greater historical context, the Minutes create a patchwork of the past in order to 

romanticize national rnernory, and solidi@ contemporary identity. This 'disney-fication' of the 

Canadian historical expenence allows for a series of cheertùl stories that makes us feel good about 

being Canadian, and haits Our critical sensibilitiesiO' As Ken Dewar points out, this type of neatly- 

boxd history means that "habitant, voyageur, shrtnty man, farmer and labourer are described in 

isolation; nowhere do we see how they fit into the social structure of the colony, or how their labour 

197 Seixas. 69 1. 
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contniuted to the accumulation of wealth and capital b y othe~s."'~' To expose structures of 

comtption, exploitation would be to deflare the romance of the past, and collapse the narrative of a 

rosy and unified national historical record. As a meaningless succession ofevents, the Minutes are 

digestible heritage fart  

The superficial and dramatic presentation oi'Canadian history in the Minutes speaks to the 

educational value of these narratives both in and out of the classroom. In his review of history 

education materials. Peter Seixas considers the differencc between the "cekbration of people's moral 

comection to their forebears" offered by heritage commemontion, and a cntical historical approach 

which "involves acknowledgment of distance, unfamiliarity, strangenesi' and is both "more complex 

and less irnmediate than the connection established by heritage."''' While Seixas offers a very brief 

examination of the materials. he introduces a few important points worth exploring. Without 

examining the content of the Minutes thernselves, the author looks at how the Minutes and teaching 

materiais are put together historiml[v, and how this precludes their usage as tools to convey criticai 

perspectives central to historid inquiry. 

Seixas notes that The Herituge Mintries and the classroom materials that accompany their 

distribution, display a "minimum of contact wiîh the traces and documents from which historians 

~ o r k . " ' ~  Despite the restrictions of the format and medium of the Minutes, avenues are provided for 

substantiation or qualification. The Minutes' classroorn distribution is accompanied by teaching 

materiais which are meant to elabrate on the issues and themes involved. However. these materials 

do not give evidence to the accuracy of the versions presented in the Minutes, or suggest that there 

202 Ken Dewar."The Roed to Hoppines: Canadian History in Pubiic Schools." nik Magmnr Lr About &Roofs 6 
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might be competing interpretations of Canadian historical events. As Seixas points out, this 

presentation suggests that %dition is there to be leamed, not to be questioned. It cornes in the form 

of the story, not an ~iter~retation.'"~~ Seixas notes, 'the supplementary print package of 'Teaching 

Materiai.' which was an opportunity to present documentary, pictorial. and other primary sources, 

consists principally of retellings of the stories told in the series, with no attribution, fmtnotes, or 

documentary quotations."'ab The buk of the entries in the short bibliography/filmogcaphy provided 

with this package are from the 1960's and 1970's. with sources as old as 1933. The tesson plans 

pmvided for teachers at The Heritage Project website include a worksheet with the questions "What 

is the source of the factual information?" and "What is the limitation of the e~idence?"'~' White 

these questions encourage a considention of the interpretive side of history, this seerns a token 

reference. as the students clearly cannot distinguish between fact and opinion without any due  as to 

where the information in the Minutes was obtained. The sketchy substmtiation process of this 

material becornes even more suspect when it is observed that the only footnotes provided to the 

Minute synopses state that their information is excerpted from The Herirage Post - another Fierirage 

Projecr production. Incredibly, a Further investigation of this publication uncovers that it Iacks not 

oniy sources. but accredited authors for its articles?" 
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Reaction to these Critiaues 

There is no doubt that the fom and medium of the Miutes demands a superficial and disjointed 

approach to Canadian history. This is the most obvious, and most prominent critique of the Minutes 

by the above authors. A far more interesting objection, and one that must be M e r  explored before 

entering into a thematic analysis of the Minutes is the idea that these vignettes include no 

qualification of the information contained in their narratives. While Seixas points out that the 

teaching materials contain no information that qualifies or substantiates their distinctive presentation 

of Canadian history. it is necessary to explore how the Minutes thernsetves ûame their historical 

information. A lack of contextualization would mean that the themes, myths, and syrnbols of the 

Minutes - CO be discussed in the following andysis - are more likely to be endowed with cultural 

legitimacy and "largely accepted as representations of actual social relations and past happenings.'.'Og 

The following arguments will highlight some of the sentiments of Project staffers on this idea of 

qualifying the Minutes' presentation of history, and will outline a few examples frorn the Minutes to 

highlight the ofien misleading nature of the information presented. 

Projrct administrators admit that. just like any exercise in history, the information presented in the 

Minutes is not definitive. but nther is a valid deduction based on the bits and pieces of the past that 

have been recovered. Johanne McDonaId suggesr that pre-production involves making sure "we 

have got ail of the history, and that al1 the facts are proven.. .as much as p~ss ib ie . '~ '~  This is done 

through consultation with Project histonans John Thompson of Duke University, and Jean-Claude 

Roberi at Université du Québec à  ontr réal."' Staffers and historians alike suggest that while some 

events of the Minutes are welI-established, others are onlypmsible scenarios. Deborah Morrison 

States, 
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There are a lot of topics tbat we treated where we donTt d y  know for s m ,  so we are creating what 
our historians tell us is a perfectly valid deduction about everyday thing that pmbably happened to a 
majority of people ar hat time ïhere are a lot of examples of that. Suddie, making a house, we don't 
know that the Kovacs actually went to work, but we know that a lot of people did that. Same thing 
with orphans, they came over and they had to go to the church and they got assigned to fmilies a11 of 
the time. Did Catherine Rym really exist, we don't know that either. But, by doing that, we hope to 
conrertur(lize the faca of history. Our historians actuaIIy told us at the very beginning of tbis program. 
if you put al1 of the historians in the world end to end, they would still never meet. rtiere are just so 
many interpretations out thete."' 

This sentiment emphasizes that the Minutes involve one of many interpretations bxed on the 

information available about certain events and figures of Cimadian history. ln this Iight, their 

narratives offer a plausible explmation, or an educated guess at what might have happened at a 

particular tirne. in a particular place. Yet, Momson's assertion that the Projecr tries to "conte.unialize 

the facts of history" is nowhere to be found in the Minutes: fictional figures. imagined scenarios. and 

rnanufacnired conversation are used without the qualification that these dramatic devices build 

historical events out of speculation and contemporary reasoning. One might suggest that this is 

because the Minutes themselves are unable to atiribute their sources, as they are teIevised 

commercials and do not have the time or the means to substantiate their claims. This justification 

does not hold up: apart from the extra materials meant for the classroom, the Minutes themselves 

ofien corne with a voice-over nanation that provides the audience with the contextual information 

that did not make it into the script. However, like the classroom materials, this narntion is void of 

citation or qualification, and merely serves to reafirm the interpcetation of the events as presented in 

the Minute. 

SeveraI Minutes illustrate ihis lack of quaIification. One exampIe of a Minute that fails to point out 

that it is only one possible account ofan historical deveIoprnent is Naming of Canada, in which 

Cartier rit meeis with the [roquois. Here, a country receives its narne by mishap when a stubborn 

2 I 1 h o  Dadson Interview. 



and clueless translater insists that the iroquois, in their invitation of Cartier to 'Canada', are refecrhg 

to the nation, and not to the small settiement where they Iive. A Iowly and polite follower of Cartier's 

attempts to point out the misunderstanding, but is waved off by the arrogant interpreter. M i l e  the 

Iist of Minutes points out that thïs "provides one explanation of how Canada may have got its name," 

the Minute itself contains no such disciaimer, and exists to Canadians as rhe explanation of this 

~ccumence."~ 

Another spot that contains a fair bit of historical inaccuracy. not to mention eIements of modenr-day 

negative nationalisrn. is the Fronr~nuc Minute. This drama sees a handsorne young French 

gasconader cteverly entice a white-wigged b e r i c a n  lieutenant into a swordfight. whiie his 

Commander Phipps meets with Govemor Frontenac. Not onIy does this young Anglo-oRcer sean 

to speak perfect French (the minute is originally done mtirely in French, and dubbed into English), 

but 1690 Quebec City suddenly becomes a svashbuckling scene from an Errot Flynn adventure. 

John Thompson suggests that this Minute was made despite historians' assertions that there existed 

"several blow by btow accounts of the encounter between Phipps..,and Frontenac. There aren't any 

young hotheds or swordfights, and the English emissary, this young major, is certainly not going to 

engage in swashbuckling ...As fa as I know. not a single swash was buckled.*'14 Thompson States 

thai the director of the Minute responded, "it's 1690. three hundred years ago, who is going to 

remember that?"'" Furthemore, the Minute c1earIy piays upon present-day anti-Americanism by 

suggesting that this battre was fought between Canadians and Americans, when in actuality, it 

preceded the formation of these nations by decades. An earlier version of the EngIisbdubbed 

Minute celehates the failure of Sir William Phpps' navaI assault by infonning u s  that "Canada had 

212 Deborah Momson Interview. 
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beaten of€ an attack by the ~mericans~""~ Clearly mistaking New France for Canada, and the British 

colonies for America, this text was revised for the release of the 1998 tape. The new narration of the 

Minute suggests that 'The Arnericans pressed the attack, but Frontenac beat them offr' while the text 

of the teaching materials uses the tems 'Anglo-Amencan', and 'New France'. Further to this, while 

it is boasted that, after being repelled by Frontenac "Phipps weighed anchor, and never returned!" the 

Minute fails to mention that Sir William came to Quebec directly after his defeat of the 'Canadian' 

stronghold of Port-Royal - not such a glonous vignette by which to uphold oppositional identity and 

anti-Amencan vainglory." 

These and other Minutes present a particular reading of Canadian history. at times imagining events 

or fûbricating dialogue without providing the disclaimer that this presentation is one explmation or a 

specific interpretation of Canadian history. This lack of qualification O €  the information presented in 

the Minutes creates the idea that these narratives are facmal accounts, nther ihan charged 

dnmatizations. This awards the Minutes and their messages a kind of'authoritative weight that 

might not corne with an expressly 'fictional' or 'subjective' narrative. This weight makes an analysis 

of the themes and ideas presented in the Minutes al1 the more significant. 

215 hi& 
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Chapter Four 

Analysis of The Heritage Minutes 

Structure of the Analvsis 

The commercial format of the Minutes, as well as their lack of historical context and documentation 

iilustrate the combination of availability, art, and faith involved in narratives of heritage 

commemontion. Previous critiques have pointed to these structural elements as important factors in 

the establishment of the Minutes as an exercise in national mythology, rather than instruction on 

cntical history. Yet. the questions remain, what kind of mythology is it that c o ~ e c t s  these various 

narratives, and how does this mythotogy work to constnict an idea of Canadian identity and unity? [t 

is through an analysis of the events. figures. and themes of Minutes themselves that these questions 

can begin to be addressed. 

Donald Smiley suggests that "Canadians are the onIy people in the world who continuaily pull 

thernselves up by the roots to see if they are still growing.""8 Taking this metaphor literally, the 

Herituge Project uproots the stories and personalities that prove to Canadians that their nation has 

experienced, and will continue to experience, significant cultivation of its society and essentiai 

identity. As the main vehicle for this national narrative, the Hentage Minutes rely on a set of 

Canadian myths that has solidified over time to represent mainstream mernory and culture. ï h i s  

"miister narrative," as Daniel Francis points out, frames the fundamental beliefs that a nation holds 

about itseIf, whik at the same time explainhg the origins ofits culture. and its overriding sense of 

purpose.''9 The ideological tenets of this entrenched narrative provide a bedrock of cornfort, 

convenience, and famiiiarity, and thus are natural foundations for any exercise in national seiF 

de fuiition. 

718 DonaId Smiley, The Canadian Polifical Narionaliy (Toronto: Methuen. 1967), LX. 



The following anaiysis seeks to identiQ the familiar and comfoning Canadian symbols and beliefs 

presented in the situateci realities of the Heritage Minutes. Before looking at the Minutes themselves, 

it was hypothesized that these narratives of Canadian belonging would, in fact, contain direct and 

indirect references to the myths of both the negative and heritage schools of nationalism. As 

established elements of Canadian identification, anti-Americanism and traditional Canadian 

essentiaiism seemed likely to lay the foundations for this campaign of national selfidentification. 

This siudy will conduct an in-depth analysis, which will allow for the theoretical exploration of the 

images and symbois of the Minutes. To borrow from Nielsen and Jackson. the following arguments 

ultirnately attempt a "critique of the utterance through an intense ~istenin~."'~' 

Examples of the negative and heritage forms of nationalism are not only found in the events and 

dialogue of the Minutes. but in the more indirect elements of dress and derneanour. syrnbolism and 

implication. While the examination of negative nationalism begins with a basic look at how many 

Minutes contain Amencan references, the more important element is what shupe these references 

take. Important questions include. is there a consistently negative portrayal of American tigures in 

the Minutes? Do the messages of these narratives rely on, or get Iost in. the focus on Americm 

failùigs? And finally, are Canadian virtues constructed in opposition to American fi aws? The 

investigation of heritage nationalism is slightly more compiex, as it invohes the identifration of a 

series of ideas. rather than the presentation of a particular antagonist. This examination entails 

searching the Minutes' selective presentation of Canadian history for patterns of essentid Canadian 

virtue, steady national progress, and above all. achievement through unity. Questions involved in the 

exploration of these themes include the following: do the Minutes consistentty assign nobie 

2 19 Fmcis, "Myth and History." 173. 



characteristics to Canadians? 1s there a notable theme of unbroken national progress? 1s there an 

obvious avoidance of the issues and events that threaten this narrative of exceptional character and 

progressive development? Are these historical narratives used to mend the contemporary cfeavages 

of Canadian society? And, does this attention to the current concem of national unity preclude the 

inciusion of certain groups, events, or ideas in the Canadian historical record? 

Using these questions and the basic tenets of these two forms of nationaiism as a guideline. sixty 

Heritage Minute narratives were analyzed."' While this analysis was primariiy hased on the audie 

visual material of the Minutes themselves. tvritten synopses and educational materiais were also used 

to provide additional information on the characters and events of the Minutes. The historical 

accuracy of the Minutes remains an interesting and important element of their analysis. However. its 

exhaustive consideration is both beyond the scope and peripheni to the argument of this study. 

While issues of critical history are important in the identification of the mythology used in the 

r Ives. Minutes, they remain secondary to the political and sociological implications of these nant '  

Furthemore, while certain themes and tendencies c m  be distinguished within the Minutes. and 

subsequently aitributed to different discourses on Canadian nationalism. this does not carry the 

implication that these ideas were intentionally injected into the Heritage Minutes by their authors, or 

by administrators at ne Herimge Project. While the Projecr staff state that the mythology of the 

Minutes is not consciously consmcted, this does not affect the devance of this study. Whether as 

an intentional program of identity construction or an unconscious reliance on entrenched Canadian 

myths, the Minutes continue to project interesting images and ideas of Canadianism. 

220 Nielsen & Iacksoa 283. 
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Findin~s 

After a close examination ofthe different elements of the Heritage Minutes, it is clear that the 

symbols and ideas of both the negative and heritage forms of Canadian nationalism are presmt 

within the narratives. Ushg the time-honoured tniths of these nationaiist discourses. the Heritage 

Minutes are both driven by, and dictate lessons for, contemporary Canadian society. The ekments of 

these two forms of Canadian nationalism ofien overlap. The essentiai heritage characteristics chat 

seek to glorify the Canadian past and fix a continuous national identity are ofien constnicted in 

opposition to traditional 'Amencan' attniutes. For example, the benevolence and hurnility seen in 

the heroic actions of the Canadians in the Minutes c m  be direct responses to Amencan intolerance, 

implicitly oppositional or un-Arnerican ways of doing things, or simply glorified national 

characteristics emphasized by the selective history of heritage. In addition. several heritage 

narratives of national moral progress are those which focus on noble and open-minded Canadians 

surpassing backward Amencan thinking. Because of this overlap, an examination of the Minutes 

otten seeks one discourse on Canadian nationalism. and uncovers another. Uowever, there remain 

definite examples of each to be found in the Minutes. 

~Vegutive Nutionulism within the Heritage Mimites 

David Lowenthal suggests that heritage, by its very nature glamourizes narrow nationalism; he stam 

that "ln asserting our own vimtes, we harp on others' vices."- The Heritage minutes carehlly 

construct this oppositional definition of Canadian heritage, bringing our contempomry national 

nemesis to life in the Canadian past. Twelve of the sixty Mmutes contain some ceference to 

American RvaIry, whether it be the minute detail of making sure her icans  always perfonn the mie 

of opponent to Canadian sports legends, or the direct condemation of American raciai 
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into~erance.~ These Minutes display the entrenched Canadian habit "of comparing themselves with 

ArneRcans at every opportunity, and almost always judging themselves to be better-.*x4 The Minutes 

driven by anti-Americanism add national smugness to heritage distortion and television cuIture in the 

list of etements that smother critical inquiry and creative thinl~in~."~ 

Steele of the Mounties - The Fabled 'Other' 

The Minute that best highlights the myths and symbols of negative nationalism is Sreelt. of'rhe 

Motinries. This Minute plays up the moral strength of farned North-West Mounted Police 

Superintendent, Sam Steele. in opposition to a 'no-good' Amencan gunslinger travelling through to 

the Klondike. The Amencan rnaverick is a scruffy, inarticulate, ignorant figure who litenlly hoots 

and hollers about why he should have his own way. Sam Steele is the picture of restnint: rmaining 

composed and polite. he is able to quietly mock and politely deport the Yankee prospector. The 

Canadian fondness forpeacekeeping over the more American policekeepint2b cornes to the fore 

when Steele asks the American to give up his gambling gear and revolvers, as "Men don't Wear 

pistols in Canada." The Yankee, with 'typical' ignorance of Canadian society - and in this case. 

Canadian geography - responds with "Canada be damned, I'm going to the Klondike!" Unhappy 

with the Mountie's request that he retum to U.S. temtory, the Yankee pulls two revoivers from his 

holsters and, red-faced with hstration, points them at Steele and yells T m  an rlmericun, you can't 

do this to me!" With a condescending tone, Steele replies "In that case, 1 will be lenient: we'll keep 

223 In the Minutes. Blirenose,Jackie Robinson, and Rocket Richard, Americans provide the opposition. The 
Bluenose dramaticalIy edges out the American ship to remain undefeated, whïie the Rocket scores 8 points to seal a 
victory overtbe Detroit Red Wings- a Minute that might not have meant as much to Canadians(aIthough surely it 
wodd have to the Canadiens) if Monneal had defeated the Toronto Maple Le&. While Iackie Robinson's trip to 
MoncreaI W itself a comment on Arnericui racism. the opposing, (and ungracious) team in the Minute is h m  
Newark- 
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this garnbling gear and you'll be back in the United States by sundown." If this didogue did not 

Unpress enough upon our anti-American sensibilities, the retreating Amencan leaves us with 

lingering proof of his arrogance, simple-mindedness, and the tmly American inability to be a 

gracious loser. Still Ui shock that Steele "never drew no gun," he confidently States in retrospect, " I 

couid'a shot that guy right there." 

Sfeele of the Moirnties demonstrates that those attributes and symbols which are thought to be 

'typically Canadian' can be seen as part of a culture that is defined by its contempt for perceived 

Amencan values and norms. The script is filled with the most blatant of stereotypes based on the 

discrepant national mottoes 'life. liberty and the pursuit of happiness'. and 'peace. order. and good 

goverment'. The American garnbler displays an individualism out of control- akin to common 

Canadian perceptions of present-day Amencan society. Displaying ignorance. insolence. arrogance. 

and violence, the American maintains his right to firearms, to unlimited mobility, and ultimarely. to 

his own way. Canadians, represented by the strong and noble Steele. are awrded the opposirional 

vimies of civility and gwd manners, order and restraint. This vignette traces the presentday 

perception of the United States as an individualistic, gun-happy society back to turn-of-the-century 

norms, wbile contrasting a continuous and overriding Canadian cornmitment to justice and 

peacekeeping. Daniel Francis notes that this romantic and irnaginary sense of the Mountie. which 

establishes it as one of Canada's proudest national symbols, allows Canadians to "'know' that the 

absence of the Wild West in Canada was no accident of history; it was the resuIt of our moral 

superiori ty..."27 

Arnerican Racism 

Americm racial intolerance serves as the theme of at Ieast three Minutes, including ?Xe 



Underground Railroad, Jackie Robinson, and Mmrrice Ruddick, The fust two of these Minutes see 

Canadians come to the aid of disenEraachised Afro-Americans, with nearly a c e n w  separahg the 

two 'rescues'. The Undergrcnrnd Railroad shows a group of kind and courageous Canadians fieiping 

Black Americans secretly cross the border during the antebelium period in the United States. The 

Iucky faiher and daughter that make it to safety stowed in church pews exclaim to each 0ther"We're 

free!"- "Yes Paw, we're in Canada." The Jackie Robinson Minute is a 20'"entuq version of the 

Underground Ruilrouà's 'Canadian emancipation' of victims of the American colour barrier. [n this 

Minute. the Montreal crowd supports Robinson when the opposing pitcher - from Neivurk - 

intentionaily hits him with a pitch. This idea of Canadian teamwork is made possible by a 

threatening American presence, and cornes through in both the Minute's narrative - "cheering 

Montreaiers helprd lackie Robinson break the colour bar" - and Charles Bronfman's recognition that 

this Minute showed that Canadians "would take a stranger into our m s  and Say, 'hey, you are one 

',f us.."*2'Y 

The idea ofaccepting, open-hearted Canadians - in contrast with the intolerance of the United States 

- is ischoed in the Maurice Rtrddick Minute. Here, an older AGo-Canadian recounts his days at the 

Springhill mine in Nova Scotia, and details the story ofhow he and several white ceworkers 

survived a mining disaster by 'sticking together', and singing hymns. Then. Ruddick throws in a 

seemingIy Uisignificant and surpnsingly gracious detail that "somegood folh in the CU. gave dl us 

survivors a free holiday in the south," Yet, this news becomes the focal point of the Minute when he 

goes on to Say that these generous Amencans "said 1 couldn't stay with the others because of my 

colour." From here on in, the disaster at the mine becomes second seat to Amencan racism. which is 

shown by the Minute to still flourish in the late 1950's - the same time that BIack and White 
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Canadians were seemingly working and living side by side. This discrepancy is driven home when 

Ruddick goes on to mention that his Canadian co-workers were going to refuse this vacation due to 

the shameful treatment of their Black tiiend. However, in the dignified and considerate Canadian 

way, Ruddick insists that the boys go "have a holiday, and then we will be together again.. .and we 

were." The final thoughts lefl with the audience are those which hint at the essential moral 

superiority of Canadians; even the weight of death and destruction did not result in the Canadians 

tuming on one another the way Americans seemed to do under normal circumstances. Ruddick 

insists that he and his fellow Canadians had a hard Iife around the Springhill mines, "but my, didn't 

we sing those hymns together." 

A ~ ~ r o ~ r i a t i o n  of U.S. Svmbols 

Tom kxworthy, the Executive Director of The Hericagr Project hints that an objective of the 

Minutes is to re-Canadianize the historical imagination of the nation by rescuing the stories of our 

past from the clutches of American cultural domination. He suggests that even though the weight of 

Our neighbour to the south means "We have trouble telling our own story in our own land having 

access to our own imagination," Canadians do not have to settle for stories which are "pale imitations 

of Davy ~rockett,""~ Recognizing that Canadians are bombarded with Amencan historical images 

and foik heroes, a few of the Heritage Minutes seek to undermine fundamental American symbols by 

revealing their Canadian origins. This defensive and powerful tactic weakens the weight of these 

Amencan icons by implying that they were stolen h m  Canadian hands and subsequently 

misrepresented as genuine Amencan inventions. It aiso provides a lesson to Canadians: while we 

often create the kinds of symboIs and activities that are embraced throughout the worId, these 

domestic inventions do not receive enough nationai recognition and support to be accredited as 

228 ïh is Bconfman quotation is taken fromMinure by Minute. 
229 Thomas Axworthy, speaking inMinute by Minttte. 



Canadian ideas. This is why îwo of these creations - represented in the Minutes BaketbuCl and 

Superman - are readily accepted as having American authorship. These Minutes carry the implicit 

message that Canadian traditions, products, and personalities rnight have a better shot at international 

familiarity and success if they received srronger support at home. 

In the Minute entitled Bmkerball, it is revealed that one of the world's most popular sports - one 

which is ofien thought of as quintessentially American- was acnially invented by a Canadim. ne 

teaching materials for this Minute declare that 'The phenomenal feats of Michael Jordan or Magic 

Johnson wouId have amazed Dr. James Naismith. the modest Canadim who invented the g m e  LOO 

years aga when he hung a peach basket on a gyrn wa11.''~ Busketbull shows an unassuming physical 

education instructor experiment with a new game while reaching at a school in Massachusetts. This 

Minute combines many of the un-American themes of the Minutes, including evolution. unsung 

heroism, and self-conscious humour. In BaskerbaK we are met with the absurd scene orplayers 

running around aying to figure out how to play this curious game, while the old janitor cIimbs up a 

ladder to poke balfs out ofpeach baskets. fnevitably, this triai and error is met with the 

sanctimonious skepticism of the Americrin players, who snicker at the peculiar des .  and ask whether 

this is "sorne kind of  Canadian joke." The conscientiuus Naismith takes the ideas of the players and 

cven the old janitor into crinsideration, and we watch as he adjusts the d e s  of the game, and cornes 

up with the idea of cutting holes in the boaom of the baskets. At the end ofthe Minute the namator 

reminds us tbat this Canadian 'liîtle guy' made it big: "a hundred years fier James Naismith h m  

Almonte. Ontario invented it, basketball is being played by hundreds of millions of people around the 

world." 

Joe Shuster is another 'never heard of him' innovator who becme known to many Canadians 



through a Heritage ~inute-SI Iais enteqxising young Canadian takes the credit for one of the major 

symbols ofAmerican popular c u l m  - the comic book hero, Superman. The minute shows the 

young cartoonist descnbing the character to a skepticaf Arnerican relative, who is as disklieving as 

the American players on Naismith's basketbal1 court. Shuster's simple-minded enthusiasm is met 

with the assurance that his idea of a strongman in tights '%dl never fly." Again, the American figure 

in Sirpermo~ equates Shuster's seeming foolishness with a national disposition, remarking "honestly, 

you Canadian kids." 

American Medium. Anti-American Message 

These popular Minutes are g o d  examples of the Projecr's ability to sidestep blatant anti- 

hericanisrn in favour of a more subtle manipulation of images and themes. Both Minutes 

subliminally promote a set of myths and patterns espoused by Canadians in response to the American 

presence. Naismith and Shuster are awkward, unheroic figures who humbly uphold their ideas in the 

face of self-assured American cynicisrn. Each of these IWO Minutes is set in the United States, and is 

carefuiil to assign tacit self-importance to an American character who inevitably makes reference to 

the absurdity of 'Canadian' ideas. What is interesthg about these and other Minutes. is the fact that 

the anti-Amencan - i.e. Canadian - themes ofthe Minutes are being effectively conveyed using the 

smoothly-fashioned entertainment values of the United States. While the Pmject strengthens its 

heritage ndonalisrn on the beck of anci-Amencan sentiment, it uwes iis ootoriety to the "slick 

techniques associated with .herÏcan high-tech production values," and is granteri emotional impact 

through its assertive effort to "reach out and grab us by our patriotic throats," a goai 0th associated 

730 Teaching Materiais, 78. 
23 1 'Never heard of Them - Must be Canadian' was the titie of a snidy ofsaident awmess  conducted by Me1 
Hurtig in 1975 (Befi. 5). Thomas Axwortfry m a r k s  that cornedian Frank Shuster, 106s nephew. was gmieful to the 
h j e c t  for LinaUy awaniing credit to Joe Shuster for his contnlmtion ta popuiar culture. and for lettiig miIIions of 
Canadians know that a young Tomntoaian mvented one of the wortds most famous comic book chancters. Taken 
h m  Axworihy, "History." 



with shameless American propaganda.'3' Not one of the Heritage Minutes could be equated with the 

more 'authentic' Canadian productions of the Beachcombers, North of 60, or the Red Green Show. 

Even a highiy anaiogous projet - CBC's highquaiity historical docudrama, Canada: A Peoples 

History - camot compare to giossy finish and dramatic execution of the Minutes. Contrary to 

theoreticai musings of Marshall McLuhan in his own Heritage Miute, in the case of the Minutes, the 

message is not inextricably linked to the medium. 

O~wsitional Canadian Characteristics 

While some of the Minutes d i t l y  address comparative American shortcomings, others promote the 

Fundamentai Canadian attributes that have been developed in reaction to Amencan bravado and 

excessive love of country. Yet. these patriotic heritage tools have to work within a contradiction: 

while they suggest that Canada, in fact. might be something to be proud of, this national self 

confidence undermines the popular Canadian attitudes of modesty and cynicism. and threatens the 

strong foundations of negative nationalism. Afraid of making Canadians suspicious through an overt 

demonstration of patriotism. the Minutes soften their narratives of Canadian pnde by including some 

quintessentiaily Canadian anchors. Self-deprecatory humour is used to sofien some of the showcased 

accomplishrnents. Also, the heroes and heroines of Canadian history are not allowed flashy 

celebrity; they are everyday individuais and groups thrust into heroism by chance, misadventure, or 

by their efforts to conquer incredible obstacles. 

Many minutes point out that modest Canadian accomplishrnents - even ones that could be constmed 

as taies of defeat - are just as heroic as the illusmous and celebrated taies of American heroism. This 

theme is cenainly emphasized in the Minutes, Chronologicaily, it is inmduced in the Minute, 



~Vicollet, which t e k  the story of the navigatois Mie search for the Asian Sea. There is sometbiag 

absurd, and perhaps 'rypicalty Canadian' about an histoncal vignette choosing as its focus a dud of 

an explorer whose failure to mach the Asian sea gave him the glorious distinction of adding Lake 

Michigan to Europm maps?33 Somebow, the Minute tums this laughable figure - who at one point 

holds up a red silk robe in the mirror, and exclaims " m e n  1 reach China, t stiaII greet hem wearing 

this!" - into a visionary who would have "others follow his dream ... and map most of North America 

fiom the Rockies to the  GUI^ o€'~exico."~ It seems as if the makers of this Minute were looking 

for an antithetical image to the heroic American explorer Christopher Columbus. 

Another exmple of this curious desire to celebrate Canadian disappointments cornes in the Minute. 

Avro ..lrrotv. Despite the fact that the Armw remains a well-known symbol of national failure and 

hstnt ion to many Canadians, its design and successfbl testing are celebrated in this Minute. 

Created from film clips of the CBC television drama which documented the story of the Arrow, the 

Minute is hl1 of celebratory images and swelling music. Hinging on the heroE narrative of a team of 

engineers fighting against those who Say it can't be done. the Minute triurnphsuitly concludes with a 

successtiil test flight ofthe jet fighter. However. afier this emotional hi@, the narrator States that 

'Although the govemrnent cancelled theproject and destroyd the prutoypes the Avro h o w  

remains for Canada a world benchmark in aerospace acbievement." This Minute is an exarnple of 

the lengths gone to by the Project to retreat Gom the grandeur of American hero-worship, and to 

simultaneously ernpbasize tbat while many Canadian accomplishments might look like defeats in the 

face of ceIebrated US. achievement, this does not wipe them oKihe rnap as important national 

milestones. 

233 ln .Wnure by Mnure. l o b  ïhompson notes that histoRans "don't d I y  know if Nicollet mched Lakt 
MicIiiga~" 
234 This text is spoken by the narrator- who happeris to k moiher typical Canadian h m ,  Peter Gzowski- at the 
end of the Minute. 



Several other Minutes use a sort of self-conscious national humour to sel1 their images. In fact, three 

rather weighty national symbols- the country's name, its anthern, and its system of responsible 

government - are presented in a flippant, comical way, and are used to stress the quintessentially 

Canadian ability to laugh at ourselves. As mentioned above, the very naming of Canada is displayed 

as a mistuke. This momentous blunder seems unlikely to be vaunted as a proud piece of national 

history for, Say, the United States. There are similar undertones to the Minute portnying a rehearsal 

for the first public performance of what would become the Canadian national anthem. Here, the 

French Canadian regiment. Les Voltigeurs de Québec intentionally bungle O Canadu! - a butchery 

which amuses great laughter from the band, as well as the amusement of the conductor trying to keep 

them in line. Finally. the most outrageous bit of comedy in the Minutes comes in Vicforiu, which 

'imagines a discussion benveen the Queen and Lord Melbourne on the question of responsible 

govemment in g ana da,''^' The most memorable element of this Minute is its hokey reference to a 

tea commercial. When the Queen giddily States that responsible govenunent is "a Canadian idea," 

her attendant answers with "pity ma'am" - seemingly pointing out that responsible govemment, iike 

Red Rose tea, disappointingly is only to be found in 

The heritage idea of using precedence to evoke national pride is a dominant theme of the Minutes. 

As David Lowenthal notes, '70 be first in a place wamnts possession; to antedate others' origins or 

exploits shows ~u~eriority.'?'~~ Along with Naismith and Shuster, Canadian innovators like Joseph 

Casavant, Sir Sandford Flemmg, Joseph-Armand Bombardier. and Dr. Wilder Penfield are used to 

shock Canadians into appreciating their national accomplishments, and provide the surprising 

235 Taken h m  List of Minute Syaopses: see Appendi't 1. 
236 mile this paralle1 jumps out at the viewer when watching the Minute, this idea is contained in both Moore, 
"ûur." 53; and Cameron and D i c h  McGinnis, 14. 
237 Lowentbal, 174. 



information that such monumental acbievements are, in fact, of Canadian origin. Yet these Canadian 

characters are not porûayed as people who transformed the world in an instant; ratber, their pmgress 

is slow but steady, important but unglamourous. This theme seems to highlight the subtle anti- 

Arnencan idea that evoltition is preferable to revolrrtion. 

Sir Sandford Fleming, surprisingly the only Minute celebrating the building ofthe Canadian railway 

 stem,?^' is presented as a vocal and confident individual. When an assistant points out that 

Fleming's idea of standard time will never achieve the support of al1 of the different cities who set 

their own time by the Sun, Fleming boldly asserts. "We will have to make them understand. even if it 

takes years." Sure enough. while Fleming might have appeared to be a man to have greamess t h t  

upon him. the ivIinute points out that it was tifteen years before his efforts were rewarded. 'Rie 

closing scene of the Minute shows Fleming being honoured in Washington - a small detail to show 

that this invention was wonhy of Amencan recognition - where he is introduced as "Mr. Sandford 

Fleming ofcanada, to whom the world owes standard time." The Casavant and Bombardier Minutes 

similarly show two Canadian legends a long time in the making. At the age of twenty-seven, Joseph 

Casavant leaves a successhl blacksrnith business to pursue a formal education in music. Discoverhg 

his love for organ-building, Casavant smdied this tedious and diffrcult cratt, and constnrcted his fmt 

instrument seven years after entering school. Working for a poor parish, Casavant received little pay 

and lirnited recognition for what would become the first of thousands of world-renowned 

instniments, Joseph-Amand Bombardier has the same smalltown mots as Casavant, and evenmaily, 

the same great success. This Minute shows a young Bombardier working as  an Altar Boy, eaming 

money to buy tools and equipment to make models of engines. Ten years Iater we a given a gtirnpse 

738 While this Minute's main idea is the invention of Standard Tune. Flemmg is shown working on the railwayand 
at one point exclaims "We are not just building a railroad gentlemen, we are buiIding a country: There is one other 
Minute which shows the building of the railway- Nitro. However, it dws not celebnte this landmark but shows 
the negative side ofits construction. This Minute is discussed in later arguments. 



into his workshop where the same childhood mode1 sits as a life-sized construction; we are reminded 

of this evolutionary process by the concIudmg narrative, "fiom his fmt experimental snowmobile to 

jet air&, Joseph-Armand Bombardier's vision would eventually circle the ~ o r l d . " ~ ~  

Herituge Nationulisrn within the Heritage Mimites 

Though a dominant one. hti-Arnericanism is not the only theme mnning throughout the Heritage 

Minutes. Core myths of heritage nationalism make themselves apparent in the essential Canadian 

characteristics that provide the basis for acts of heroism. and achievement through unity. Because 

people are inclined to embrace myths that establish a socially-supported identity,''' the Canadian 

qualities that are promoted by the Minutes are praiseworihy and dignified. ForwarcLthinking. 

selflessness. loyalty. and teamwork are established as fundamental Canadian qualities, suggesting 

that those who embrace the Canadian nation are embracing a noble enterprise. The various virtues of 

Canadianism settle into unchallenged truisms, foming the 'offrcial' narrative of Canadian belonging. 

As Daniel Francis States, 

These are the images and stories that seem to express the fundamental beliefs that Canadians hold 
about themselves. They are the "core mytbsy* which settle out h m  the welter of historical detait like 
silt at the bottom of a river. With repetition they come to ionn the mainstream memory of the culture, 
our national dreams., .This is the story of Canada.. .This is who we are."" 

In choosing to beiieve the historical mythoIogy that estabIishes Canadians as progressive, 

benevolent, coungeous, and neighbourly, contemporary citizens implicitly choose these same 

identities for themselves, and provide continuity, common purpose, and ultimately, unity to the 

Canadian experience. 

239 This Minute is noi effective at conveying Bombardieis cornmiment to leaming, and trial and ermr invention 
style. The teaching materiah accompanying the Minute paint a bener pictuce, seting that while Bombardier starteci 
deveioping his mechanical gadgets at the age o f  thirteen. it wasdt until age th* that he was granted exclusive 
patent rights for the commerciaI use of the snowrnobile. 
240 Murray Edelrnan, Polirics us amboiic Action (New Y o k  Academic k. 197 1)- 54. 
241 Francis National. 10. 



The Theme of National Proaress - Women as the Voice of Moral Imurovement 

The women in the Minutes make up their owu category of 'heroes', and are invariably strong, 

progressive figures. Women are definitety underrepresented in the Minutes: only twelve of the sixty 

narratives focus on female figures, while thirty-seven highlight the accomplishments of men- This 

seems a significant underrepresentdion considering the fact that the Minutes are consciously 

interested in telling the stories those Canadians traditionally omitted fiom 'page one' political and 

military history.?" 

WhiIe male heroes are modest, unassuming figures. the women in the Minutes are, for the most part, 

strong, obstinate figures. Recognizing that Canadians see themselves as 'generally irnposed upon" 

by American crlebrity and pomposity. the good deeds of the male figures in the Minutes are 

downplayed, creating reserved, selfless, 'un-American' her~es . '~~ In contrast. fernale figures are 

generally spunky, self assured leaders who are unapoiogetic about their assertions and intrusions. 

One reason why wornen dispiay a kind of self-possession denied to the male protagonists of the 

Minutes is the fact that the narratives involving female protagonists shoulder the Minutes' stress of 

national mord improvement, while the men are responsible for technological advancement. At least 

thirty of the sixty Minutes involve the theme of national progress, as driven by Canadian ctizens and 

groups. These thirty Minutes can be further broken d o m  into narratives involving exploration (4), 

social justice ( 1 9 ,  technology and enterprise ( 1 I), and prominent thinkers (3). Of these categories, 

-- - - 

242 These twelve Minutes include Victoriu, who is not a Canadian heromeperse, but is depicted as fighting for 
responsibie government in Canada, and thus is inciuded in the tally. There are alma handful of other Minutes. 
includiig Orphans, Underground Railroud. and Soddie. which show kind or smng women. but do so in the contest 
of more prominent characters or storylines. Of the thrttyseven minutes which fanire men. twentynine showcase 
ùidividuaIs, while the remaniing eight show -mups of men. The r e m m g  Minutes in the series highlight either 
groups or events, and are not gender spetific. 
243 See the above arguments concerning figures like Maurice Ruddick, Sam SteeIe, James Naismith, andoe 
Shuster. Other examples ùiclude heroes ofcircumstance. inciuding geologist Joseph Burr Tyrrell, and train 
dispatcher Vice  Coleman: and heroes of character. nich as Officers Walsh and McLeod. who gave their word to 
Sitting Bull, and John Humphrey, Htio penned the Dedaration of Human Rights. 
244 By Social Justice, 1 mean attention to human ri&&, or a d e p  of societal compassion. .4iso, while many of 



women are only present in one: social justice. And they dominate this category. Of the fifieen 

Minutes, ten feature women, while three involve men, and two - M y m m  Hospital and Juche 

Robinson - show the compassion of a group of people~JS 

One theme of these Minutes can be termed 'fmts for women'. and involves the struggle for the 

inclusion of women in various political and educational institutions. These Minutes include Jennie 

Trout battling to become the first female doctor, Nellie McClung and Emily Murphy fighhg for 

political rights. and Marion Orr planning to become the first female flight school operator. These 

Minutes perform the double task of highlighting the tnie 'Canadian' characteristic of tighting against 

the odds. while at the same time charting the moral progress of Canadian Society in its defeat of 

sexist policies. 

Jennie Trout is a fantastically dramatic heroine who literally stands up to her sexist anatomy 

professor. Against the pleadings of her fellow fernale student, Jennie rises hom her seat and 

approaches the shocked lecturer, providing the clever and daring warning: "if you do not bnng this 

classroom under control. 1 am going to repeat every word of this disgusting lecture to your charming 

wife." She then rips down a piece of paper used to shield her fiom a diagram of the maie anatomy, 

and throws it at the suddenly silenced male medical students, The audience is then informed that 

Jemie Trout became the first woman Iicensed to practice medicine in Canada. Aiellie McChng and 

Em& Mirrp- are just as effective in the portrayal of a strong woman tighting for, and achieving, an 

unbelievable goal. McClung uses humour and spunk to attract people to the cause of universal 

suffrage. Peter Gzowski narrates an amusing Minute which shows McCIung hold a mock parliament 

the Minutes involve 'prominent thinken', this category is expressly for those Minutes which d u e  ideasfor 
themeives. These include Etienne Parent. BorJuaî. and Marshaif McLuhan. Sorne might add the categories of 
sport and art. but 1 consider these to be less specifically aboutprogress than the areas mentioaed here. 
245 Undergroiind Ruilroad implies a p u p  effort, but iis protagonist is a White woman. 



discussing the dangers of giving votes to men, seeing her eventuaIly gain the upper hand on an 

oppressive premier. Emi& Mitrphy uses an entirely different means to capture the attention and 

support of the audience. Speaking directly to the camera, Murphy details how she and a group of 

women fought to be 'persons' under the law. 

These Minutes tell the stories of strong women. They also teIl the story of a nation's progress in the 

treaunent of its female citizens. n i e  'firsts for women' Micutes, and the other narratives which 

feature wornen tighting on behalf of the larger community. show female figures to be the clear 

conscience of Canadian society. Lhdergrorrnd Ruilroud, Rtrrul Teucher. Agnes iM~cPh~i1, and 

Pmrline Vunier draw our attention to how far we have come as a nation. and how compassionate and 

virtuous Canadians are. The nanatives of these Minutes are not portrayed as continuously 

developing stories, but completed projects. Thereis no hint of progress still to be made in the areas 

of women's rights. ncism, education or basic human dignities. Unlike the male heroes, who are 

required to demonstrate evoluticrnary thinking in their technological developments. the heroines of 

the Minutes are given much mier  paths in their dealings with much weightier issues. With long and 

arduous battles seemhgly reduced to a single meeting or speech, and enemies who are more amusing 

than they are threatening, it is easy to focus on the happy resitlrs of these Minutes, nther than the 

intricate and enuenched power structures they implicitly represent:Jb These Minutes seek to evoke 

the sentiment 'thank G d  things aren't like that anymore', displaying the transition h m  a p e n d  of 

injustice to one of justice. These accornplishments inextricably comect contemporary Canadians - 

especially Canadian women - with those who have worked to secure their rights and t'reedoms, and 

shape a better society. [t is ironic that some of the objectives of the femde figures in the Minutes - 

such as the improvement of the pend system, the wrestling of educational cunicula h m  detached 

216 For more on the continuou suuggIe of wornen for poIiticaI md s o d  eguaiiry in Canada- something which 
the Minutes establish as a compIeied pmject - see arguments of Sylvia Basha-kin, JanineBmdie, Heather MacIvor, 



bureaucrats, and the relaxation of immigration laws - are porûayed as achieving definitive 

advancement, while existing as c u m t  points of controversy in Canadian society. 

Essential Canadian Characteristics and the Use of Hiehlv Selective History 

While the Hentage Minutes present a progressive nationaL inclination and an unbroken narrative of 

moral improvement, they aIso inform Canadians that they are kind people. At Ieast twenty of the 

sixty Minutes feature the benevolent acts of Canadians. while many others inciude indirect references 

to this national virtue. There are many examples of Canadians offering help to those facing 

persecution in other countries. As rnentioned above, Canadians combat Amencan racism by offering 

freedom and friendship to African-Amcricans on more than one occasion. Canadians are aiso shown 

to provide refuge to groups such as Sitting Bull ruid his Sioux people. 1qh century Irish orphans, and 

World War II refùgees. Other minutes portnying Canada on the international stage feature John 

Humphrey as the Canadian rnind behind the UN Declaration of Human Rights; Canadian 

Peacekeepers working as part of the United Nations tearn: and a Canadian engineered waterpump 

designed to contribute to sustainable development in the third world, The presentation of these stories 

makes Canadian nationalism easy and natud: these Minutes dignifi Canadian citizenship, and give 

us many reasons to feel good about. and embnce o u  natioaality. In this way, The Heritage Project 

has achieved its goal of heritage nationalism. 

60th Brian Osborne and Jack Granabtein maintain that the Heritage Minutes are full of histoncal 

err~rs . '~~  Osborne tells an interesting story of a colleague - Donald Swainson, a former Canadian 

history professor at Queen's University - being asked for his opinion on a number of the Minutes. 

Commenting on the Lotris Riel Minute, Osborne mails Swainson commenting, "nurnber one, it is 

and Jiu Vickers. 
247 This sentiment was e..pressed in persond interviews conducted with both xholars. 



inaccurate as Louis Riel bad a h d  over his head and they didn't see a lovely handsome curly-haired 

fellow; and, number two, the speech you thought up for him was presented by the oficiating priest, 

not ~ie~." ' '~ For this story, it is certain that there are many others. The factual errors of the Minutes 

are dear to most Canadian historiam. and remain an interesting topic for an historical investigation. 

However. what are most interesting from apoliricul point of view are not the scanered erroneous 

details, but the ideas intenrionai(v omirred fiom the narratives of the Heritage Minutes. The Heritage 

Minutes point to a national inclination toward international humanitarianism and justice; there are 

certainly many historical examptes of Canadians who have displayed rernarkable altntism. Yet, the 

Minutes usai to affirm tbis predisposition carry paraIlel - and well-hidden - namtives of Canadian 

cruelty. The following section will discuss sorne of the strategic omissions of the Minutes, in their 

attempt to construct ri proud narrative of Canadian accomplishment. This analysis is not intended as 

a comment on the factual errors of the Minutes. or an attempt to condemo them as 'wrong'. It 

instead aims to show the pattern of omission and distortion thai allows for the promotion of an 

embraceable national identity, and to highlight the difference between the idealistic images of this 

pedagogicai narrative, and the dificult reality of the events they seek to represent. 

Silting Bi111 is another example of the Canadian tendency to highlight Amencan injustice in an 

attempt to draw a positive national contrast. In this Minute. a group of Ametican officers travels to 

the Canadian West to inform the Sioux Chiefthat he wiil be received kindiy by the President upon his 

people's retum to the United States. AAer accusing the her icans  of lying, Sitting Bult States that a 

select group of Northwest Mounted Police officers "*are the f i t  men wbo have never l i e r  to his 

Sioux people. He tells the American oficers, "this country [Canada] d o s  not belong to yod* and 

informs them of his choice to remain in Canada rather than retum to the United States. Sitting Bull's 



decision once again assures Canadians of their moral superiority to the United States. A vague 

ending to the Minute only confms this vïrtuosity, suggesting that, to the regret of the Canadian 

officers that tned to ensure his protection, the Chief was beuayed and rnurdered afier being "starved 

out of Canada." Yet, while this conclusion suggests unfortunate circumstances beyond anyone's 

control. Sitting BuIl's return to the United States was not merely due to the disappearance of the 

buffalo. This Minute would Iikely not serve to solidify comparative national superiority if it were 

included that Sir John A. Macdonald's governent viewed the Sitting Bull and his Sioux as 

Americun Indians, and literally pushed the tribe out of Canada by refusing to help provide land or 

food in 

The choice to highlight the efforts of Pauline and Georges Vanier for their efforts in aiding refugees 

during Worid War II is similarly misleading. While the Minute alludes to the bureaucratic barriers 

faced by the Vaniers as advocates of displaced persons. the focus on the compassion of one couple 

allows the Minute to sidestep the appalling context within which the Vaniers had to work. 

Administrative obikation. political inaction. and blatant anti-Semitism combined to producr 

restrictionist Canadian immigration policies at the time of the ~ a r ? "  in fact. the nurnbers suggest 

that Canada was one of, if not the worst of the refugee-receiving States, accepting less than the 

thousand Jews between 1933 and 1945.~' The teaching materials, while including reference to the 

negligence of the nation during the War, still attmpt to soften the situation through such 

justifications as "Canadians could not grasp the seriousness of events over there..' and "Canadians 

were stiIl recovering tiom the hardships of the Great ~e~ression."~~'  Anti-Semitism is mentioned 

249 This information is outlined in the teachgig materiais accompanynig the minute. However. the iaû that the 
Canadian govemment did not act to help the Sioux occupies only h e e  sentences of a page and a haif of noies: the 
main f m  is clearly Sitting Bulïs discrepant levels of tnist regarding the Amencan and Canadian aurhorities. 
250 This unsettlmg time m Canadian history is detailed in Inring AbelIa and Hmld Troper.None ir too mu@: 
Canada and the Jem of Europe. lSW-fW8 (Toronto: Lester and û r p e ~ ~  Dennys. 1983). 
25 1 ibid.. mii. 
252 Teaching Materials. 130. 



rather than discussed, and the entire set of events is basically boiled d o m  to "that regrettable chapter 

of our immigration h i ~ t o r ~ t ' ~ ~  While the efforts of the Vaniers are cornendable, they are certainly 

not representative of views of the Canadian public at the tirne, and are more appropn'ately viewd as 

the exception to the rule. 

One hrther attempt of fie Heritage Projecf to avoid national controversy must be mentioned. 

However. this example is not about the omission of historicai intonnation. but the retraction of an 

entire Heritage Minute from the series of sixty. Eariier tapes and lists of the Minutes include one 

entitled Peacekeepers. which features Canadian soldiers working as part of the United Nations Peace 

Forces in  rus,-'^ This Minute recognizes Lester B. Pearson for his role in creating the UN 

Peacekeepers. and States that "for his dream that soldiers could make peace instead of war. he 

received the Nobel peace prize." However. the Peucekeeprrs Minute was not included on the 1998 

commemorative cassette of the Minutes. and was rernoved from the Projecr's websitr in late 1999.'~~ 

When contacted about the removal of the Minute. staffers at the newly fomed Hisror!cu stated that 

the Minute ha& in fact, been taken out of circulation. but did not provide any reason [or its 

rernova~.''~ Peacrkeepers was created sometime before 199 1. as it was featured that year on a CBC 

television special entitled f i e  Herirage @tir. It was shoniy afîer this date that Canada's 

Peacekeeping Forces made headines with the death of civilians in Somalia and charges of corruption 

in the Balkans. Rwanda and Haiti. In addition to a number of high-protile investigations into these 

missions, the Canadian military suffered slashed budgets, dilapidated equipment. and increased 

numbers of ailing soldiers who placed the btame on a hi&-levei cover-up of the effects of depleted 

253 nid.. 13 1. 
254 The Minute is included in the videocassette series of tbe fust 40 Heritage Minutes. released m 1995. 
255 WhiIe the Peacekeqers Minute was present when the website was accessed in August of 1999. it had been 
removed by my next recordeci visit in Ianuary 2000. This Minute is a h  absent h m  the tmching materiah- th is  Îs 
evident h m  the bIank space m the bibliographyi fihography listings where the Minutés information would have 
been. 
756 This information was pmvided by Susan Schroder ofriiîror!ca. 



uranium, used as ammunition in several peacekeeping missions. It can oniy be assurned that, in light 

of these developments, The Heritage Project chose to pull this Minute to avoid the controversy 

associateci with Canadian Peacekeepers in the 1990's. In their hasty retreat from the topic. it seems 

plausible Chat the Project was alarmeci by the possibility that this simplistic, happy-ending narrative 

would be exposed as laughingly idealistic, and al1 but irreconcilable to the lived conflicts and 

questions of contemporary Canadian society. 

The Presence of 'Unfavourable' Canadian Uistorv 

Amazingly, only hw of sixty Minutes recall the 'negative' events of Canadian history, Lorris Riel 

und Mrro. While Lotlis Riel features a dark and disputed pan of Canadian history. Riel's noble 

martyrdom makes this Minute more about the honour of heroic sacrifice. than the disgrace of 

oppression and assimilation. Riel's role as a kind ohIl-purpose hrr~.""~ detracts from the painhl . 

and stark nature of the ~inute? '  While not evoking the feel-good ptide of a national athlete or 

innovator, Riel flourishes as a hero by being completely protean. Adopted by First Nations, 

Francophones. Westemers, and even EnglishCanadians. Riel "manages to be different things to 

different people. depending on what they want him to be.'''59 Thus, while Riel represents a dark 

period of history, he exists less as a casualty of injustice than as a remarkable and versatile hero. 

257 Francis. Nu~ionul. 1 14. 
258 In this black and white Minute, there is a closeup of Riei's face, as he stares blankly. and stmight ahead. A 
voice over gives a speech by Riel. statïng"1 forgive hem with al1 my heart..but let them remember that 1 stniggled 
for the Métis, for the people of Manitoba and the Northwest..I have smiggled not only for myself but for the tights 
of my people, the Métis." At the end of his speech, the face suddedy drops from the screen to reveal the taught rope 
ofRiei's hanpan's noose. 
259 Francis, Narional, 1 14. Project historian John Thompson. suggests that this Minute is meant to give Louis Riel 
bock to the Métis. and set the record straight about who he was actuaily fighthg for (though RieIs speech mentions 
his cornmitment touthe people of Manitoba and the nonhwesi'). However. Thompson's comments aiiude IO the 
versatile nature of Riei's hemism: "We took Louis Riel away h m  French Canadians, and we took him away kom 
Western Canadians. But they say 'Louis Riel stood up to those c e n d  Canadiaas inOntario and Quebec for the 
West'. And in Quebec they say,'Ah, Louis, pendu pour Ies Anglophones, pour les Protestants'. And in fact Louis 
was a Métis leader. He was not a Ieader of westem Cana& or a leader of Quebec. What he tas fighting for in the 



It can thus be argued that the only example of truly negative Canadian history is Nitro, a critical 

account of the expIoitation of Chinese labour on 1 9 ' ~  Century CPR construction sites. Nitro features 

young Chinese workers being asked to set dangerous nitroglycerin charges in retum for boat fàre for 

their relatives. Construction administrators are presented as mthiess and racist figures; a fata1 

explosion is followed by the callous remark, "Dammit, that's the third one we Iost this month.. .get 

another volunteer." The same young worker that survives an explosion trying to set a charge appears 

at the end of the Minute as an elderly Chinese man recounting the story to his grandchildren, He 

states that that "there is one dead Chinese man for every mile of the track."'* This stark narrative of 

racism makes Nitro the most anomalous Minute of the sixty. The narneless figures ofNitro are not 

only casualties of appalling racism, but leave an imprint of injustice on one of Canada's most notable 

national symbols. Unfortunately, the message of this Minute is diluted. Firstly. the fact that iVim 

remains only one giny and diffïcult Minute in the series of sixty means that its message is a whisper 

within the Minutes' loud national narrative of self-congratulation. Also, the fact that an elderly 

Chinese Canadian is relaying this story from 'long ago' to an intrigued and surprised group of 

Chinese chiIdren again highlights the theme of moral progress. Like the rrstrlts seen in the Minutes 

featuring female crusaders, Nitro implies the completion of the transition to racial tolerancr and 

acceptance in   ana da.'‘" 

West was the rights of the Métis. So, it was exciting to have an oppomuiity..to show that there are al1 these 
different kinds of perspectives that most of us  never thought about' (Minrite by hIiniitr). 
260 Projrct Histotian John Thompson states,'There was this western Canadian expression 1 Ieamed h m  my 
grandfatber who worked on the Canadian Pacific Railway, and he would actually say:there is a dead pietail for 
every mile of that railway ihrough the mounmim, Johnnf, so we wrote it, 'there is a dead Chimman for every mile 
of railway', and eventually it had to be 'there is a dead Chinese man for every mile', so there are thmgs that can't be 
said" (Mirmte by Minute) 
26 1 Th% 'bufferïng' aspect of Nitro is ailuded to by Deborah Motrison, who suggests that he Minute is one of the 
best of the series. Morrison states that Nitro "gives history a connectednd and aflows "-4sians who are coming 
over no< to situate themseIves within the history of Canada. This sentiment hints at the fact that this Minute is 
prünarïiy intended to relay 'how far Canada has come' to new Canadians. rather than solely emphasize the ncism of 
the Canadian past Morrïson also states that while adminstrators sought the approval of the Chinese community in 
Vancouver before releasing the Minute, they have had a lot of negative feedback h m  Canadians of British descent 



SubnationaI ColIectivities and the Mvthologv of Unity within the Minutes 

The heroism of the Heritage Minutes bas been shown to be Iargely unobüusive, Based on the 

oppositional traits of hurnility, quiet resourcefulness, and courageous benevolence, beautifid 

Canadian losers have made their mark on the nation, and the world. The Minutes have made sure to 

shy away fiom those figures that display rabid heroism, realizing that Canadians distrust the 

imposition of vociferous and self-assured 'American' galIantry. There is also an obvious celebration 

of collective accompIishment in the Minutes, in opposition to the legendary 'rabid individualism' of 

the United States. Various Minutes highlight groups working together toward a common goa1. This 

collective courage includes families overcoming hardship, as in the Minutes Sugrienuy Fire and 

Soddiitc: groups fighting for justice, such as the Quakers in Undergrutind Ruilrocrd and Winnipeg 

soldiers in Vulorrr Rou4 and individuals representing a larger community of contributors, in Minutes 

like Rrrral Teucher, and Midvife. 

While this collective achievement is an important part of the Minutes. the ultimate theme of unity 

rneans that the more significant element is the inferaction depicted between collectivities, especially 

those that have experienced protracted antagonim. Daniel Francis suggests that, while many 

counmes celebrate heroes as symbols of nationalism and unity, "in Canada, a country with a weak 

national culture, strong regional grievances, and an ethnically diverse population, they are more oRen 

than not flashpoints for di~unity..''~' Picking up on the fact that heroism is a contested terrain in 

Canada, and that "heroic figures have tended to emerge from the regions or from rninority struggles 

against the status the Project stresses the importance of cwperation and compromise to the 

nation's development The two main partnerships seen in the Minutes are associations between 

who feel tiieir ancestors are king portnyed in a negative l i g h ~  Information taken h m  Debomh Morrison 
Interview. 
262 Francis, Narional, 1 13. 
263 Ibid 



Aboriginal and European communities, as weII as English and French speaking Canadians. 

Chmnologicaily, the first pairing appears in the fmt few Minutes, from the early origins of the 

Iroquois Confederacy to the f i t  few decades of the lqh cwtury. The French-English partnership is 

presented in the Minutes of the following Cime period, which consists of the pre-Confederation 

decades of the 1830's to the 1850's. After these ertrly histoncal narratives, FrencbCanadians are 

presented in isolation, while First Nations Peopies al1 but disappear from the Minutes. 

First Nations Re~resentation - Tokenism and Hornoaenization 

After the Peacemaker Minute - which itself explains the origin of the Iroquois Confedency through 

rnystical. intangible images, creating a simpiistic and mythical rather than a real and complex sense 

of 'the Indian' - the Minutes nrely speci@ the particutar First Nations culture being represented. 

They instead use a kind of an 'Aboriginal Presence'. which alIows for the avoidance of an 

articulation of an intricate and particu1arÏstic delineation of Canada's First ~ a t i o n s , ? ~  The only other 

Minute which makes a point of defining a specific First Nations culture comes in Riel. whose story 

obviously demands an articulation of his Métis heritage. This mythical amalgamation is not the only 

thing that prevents Abonginai figures from having their own histotical narratives. First Nations 

Peoples are consistently presented in coalition with European settlers, whether they be French or 

English, and the narratives of these Minutes are consistently toid from the point of view of the 

European characters, and do not alIow Aboriginal figures to tell their own st~ries. '~~ 

Of the eight Minutes in which Abonginai Peoples appear, six involve them working together with 

264 The Minutes seem to promote what Ojibway p lamght  Drew Hayden Taylor callsWThe myth o f  pan- 
Indianism". which puts fonh a common Indian identity. Taylor states that it is always easier for nonAbonginals to 
lump together the distinct langages and cultures into one.He States that "To us. [First Nations peopiesj there is only 
the Cree. the Ojibway. the Salish, the Innu. the Shuswap-* Drew Hayden Taylor. "Seeing red over myths." The 
Globe and Mai17 8 March 200 1, A 1 5. 
265 The possible exception to this nile is Sitting Bull. wha gets to tell his own story within the Minute. However. 
the voice-over at the end of the Minute, as shown m above arguments. misrepresenrs the experiences of the Sioux 



European settlers, al1 of which are told h m  the perspective of the latter.'66 Afler Peacernaker, 

Louis Riel is the only tigure able to tell his own story, breakhg from the theme of easy fnendship 

between European settlers and First Nations Peoples. The Naming of Canada shows Cartier's fmt 

meeting with the where he is welcomed into their village by an elder, while the following 

Minute, Nicollet, shows a group of Aboriginal men paddling the explorer to what he thinks is the 

China Sea, and pointing out areas that might lead to his desired de~tination.'~' The Minutes Sirop 

and Lmrra Secord again emphasize an easy friendship between these two groups. Sirop shows an 

Indian fmily drawing synrp from a maple tree. When a farnily of FrenchCanadians observes the 

practice fmm afar, they are invited to join in the harvest. Eventually the two families are s h o w  

sitting around the fire, srniling and laughing, with an Indian woman trying to teach the French guests 

the Aboriginal tenn for syrup. The end of the Minute hem the French matriasch Say, "thanks to orir 

Inrlian friends. we have produced 30.000 pounds of this sweet giR-" A'boriginal figures provide a 

similar 'obliging' presence in Lrnrru Secord. When the Minute sees Secorcf run to wam of the 

impending American attack, she faints h m  exhaustion and is kindly helped up by a concerned group 

of Aboriginal men. She asks hem to cake her to the Lieutenant, and they do so without hesitation. 

After this, we are informed that the message was delivered, and that these Mohawks worked on 

behalf of British North Americans to repel the American invasion. 

The rernaining Minutes featuring Aboriginal tigures are Sitring Bitll. showing the Chief s decision to 

remain in Canada and the Inttknrk Minute which uses the interaction between an RCMP ofiicer and 

a group of Inuit to explain the meaning of the Inuksuk structures. The tirst Minute UivoIves Sitting 

Chie t 
266 These eight Minutes do not include Vikings, where it is imptied that the Norse eqdorers batt1ed native 
inhabitants, or Emilv Cam* which includes allusion to the Native presence in Canada These two Mmutes do no give 
an on-screen rule to Aboriginal figures, and thus are not included here. 
267 Here, the delineation of specific Aborigmal cultures is possible due to the information provided by the teachmg 
materiais, not the Minutes themselves. 
268 The teaching materiais on this Minute, like many o f  the Minutes, are quite unclear. Even after sevenl readings. 



Bull's choice of wbich temtory and body of laws would be kinder to his people - Canadian or 

AmerÏcan - and seems to be included in the series of Minutes mostly for its ability to ernphasize the 

tolerance of the Canadian authorhies in cornparison to their American coun~er~arts. '~~ The second 

Minute involves an explanation of the Inuksuk - an Inuit marking involving a particular arrangement 

of stones - which cornes in the form of a justification provided to a disbelieving RCMP oficer. This 

oficer seems to act as a representative figure of the general non-Inuit population, and in doing so 

provides a skeptical narrative for the Minute. Obviously suffenng frorn some sort of leg injury, the 

oficer sits at the campsite of a group of Inuit that are helping him regain his health. As he watches 

the Inuit build an inuksuk, we hear him think to hirnself. "I'm in trouble, and they are building an 

Inuksuk!" Unable to stand alone in the Minute, the Inuit musc answer to the oficer's disbelief; the 

[nuit mother asks her son to translate into English the justification. "Now. the people will know we 

were here." 

Of the eight minutes featuring Aboriginal Peoples. only one - the Peacemuker Minute - presents the 

Indian culture independently of European settlers. The remaining First Nations Minutes. of which 

only one extends beyond the mid-19Ih century, are al1 concemed with the role of Aboriginal Peoples 

in the context of white ~ociet~.'~' Indigenous figures are present to assist in exploration, provide men 

for battle, or io generally emphasize the neighbourly relationship between Aboriginals and European 

settlers. To tmst these Minutes as an accurate account of the historical association between these nvo 

groups would be to believe that there never existed points of conflict, and that the two cultures were 

not only tolerant of one another, but willingly and harmoniously intermingled. Furtbennore, rather 

than presenting the idea that European settlers invaded the land and culture of the First Nations 

it is unclear whether the Indians poraayed m the Minute are Algonquin or Winnebago. 
269 See above arguments, which demonstrate that a misleadhg voiceover narntive leads the audience to conclude 
that Canadians were vimally biameless in the mistreatment and ultirnae death of Sitting Bull and his people. It is 
uniikeIy that a Minute with Sioux authorship would contain the same presentation of information. 



PeopIes, the Minutes portray a society that seems CO naturaily belong to the newcomers. Aboriginal 

figures constantly seem out of place, an miposition or an aflerthought. In Sitting Bull there does not 

seem to be a place for the Sioux people, with both Canada and the United States being reticent to 

accept the tribe. The Inuit of lntrknrk are questioned for pu thg  their culture in tiont of an outsider's 

needs, while Nicollet, Sirop, and Laura Secord ail present First Nations Peoples who accommodate 

the needs of European settlers. While this assisting role assigns First Nations a peripheral presence 

in the Minutes, the fact that most of these stories are set in the 16Ih and 17Ih centuries also keeps 

Aboriginal Canadians prisoners of the past. The evolution of tbeir place within Canadian society is 

not charted like the progress of Canadian women. and they do not hold a place in the national 

narratives of accomplishrnent and heroism occupied by Canadians of European origin. 

The DisalIowance of French-Canadian Distinctiveness 

The second pairing of the Minutes involves the relationship between French and Englishspeaking 

Canadians. Of the sixty Minutes, twenty-one involve French-speâking Canadians or ~uebeckers."' 

Of these Minutes, there exist three main groupings. The first are those Minutes in which French- 

speaking Canadians are presented in tandem with English or Aboriginal figures. While there are few 

of these Minutes, their message is unmistakable. They portray a nation built on the historical 

foundations of tolerance and CO-operation. and imply that a gIance back to these founding ideals 

might be a step toward a common future. This themc cornes out most notably in the Minutes. 

Etienne Parent, Baldwin and Lafontcline, and Orphuns, which use different settings to stress the 

message of Canadian unity. In the Minute featuring Parent writing editoriaIs h m  his 1838 jail cell, 

this devotecipatriote is toned dowu to a reasoned mediator, cdling for tolerance between French and 

270 The Minute feannhg huit building an Irmknik takes place in 193 1. 
27 1 WhiIe twenwne Minutes present French-Canadians or Quebeckers. oniy 14 were produced in French (each 
Minute is produced in either French or hgiish none in both). Surprisingly. a number of Minutes with French 
qeaking characters are produced in English, incIudingHm and Papineuu, C'avant, Puuline Vunier. and Borduas. 



English Canadians, and mggesting that "our two races cm live side by side without one enslaving the 

other.""" Balhvin and Lafontaine, a predictable Heritage Minute topic, obviously stresses the 

potentiai for French-English teamwork. The injustice of Lafontaine being denied political power in 

Lower Canada is quickly overshadowed by an invitation fiom Robert Baldwin to run in a Toronto 

riding. Lafontaine wins, works together with Baldwin to forge the bais of responsible govenunent, 

and together they provide the most legendary example of French and English Canadians working 

together to solve their political problems. Orphans is a similarly inspiring story of ceoperation. 

Here, the Irish children orphaned on their voyage to the new world (who, incidentally, lack Irish 

accents but manage to converse with their prospective parents in French), beg to keep their sumames 

on the wishes of their dying mother. The adoptive French families are sympathetic to this request, 

and agree that the children can keep their names. Again. we witness compromise between 

individuals of French and English cultures, and see the origins of Frenchspeaking Quebeckers of 

Irish descent. 

The second and largest main grouping ofLFrench' Minutes are those which happen to feature figures 

or events of French or Quebec ongin, but do so only in fwusing on another aspect of the narrative? 

The Frenchness of the people and situations is aimost non-existent; the characters could be of any 

culturai origin, the location could be any spot in English Canada. Their French connection is usuaily 

mentioned, but in no way elaborated. These Minutes shy away from any hint of cultural 

distinctiveness. choosing instead to focus on the essentiai Canadian quaiities of the characters and 

events. This is the case for the Minutes involwig Cartier and Nicollet, whose main therne is nation 

Ofien the characters in these Minutes speak m EngIisb. but carry notable French accents. 
272 The teaching materiais for Etienne Pareni, which p o m y  a nationaiist that fought for the culture and language 
of his people, paint a far different p i c m  than the text of the Minute- Far h m  actively pmmoting a coalition of the 
two linguistic communities, The Act of Union forced Parent to convert his French nationalism into a plea to his 
people to "make the best they could of this'political mamage'" (28). 
273 At least 13 of the 21 FrenchlQuebec Heritage Minutes either make quick reference to this connection, or do not 
mention it at ail within the text of the Minute. 



and exploration, as weU as those feanirtog the creations of Casavant and Bombardier, which stress 

innovation and enterprise. There are also a number of Montreal Minutes - seemiagiy natural for a 

project whose primary patron is fiom Montreal himselE These range 6om those Minutes taking 

place in the city, sucb as Jackie Robinson and Erpo '67, to those showcasing figures like John 

Humphrey and Paufine Vanier. who lived and worked in Montreal. 

The final grouping consists of those Minutes which highlight events and figures specific to Frenck 

Canadian culture. and whicb clearly hold greater meaning h r  French-Canadians. This collection of 

Minutes includes, at the most. five narratives. and ranges corn prdonquest baales. to ideas ofthe 

Quiet Revolution. However, while the cultural distinctiveness of tiiese narratives is much stronger 

than in the Minutes of the above categories. it rernains understated, The Projecr uses carehl imagery 

and layered themes to keep Quebec nationalism far from these Minutes. Mile Frontenac displays 

the fortinide of New France, its dominant theme of mti-Amencanism detracts from the pre-Conquest 

independence shown in the Minute. This negative nationalist theme works to evoke an 'us versus 

!hemT response h m  the television audience, resulting in the quick and natural mental conversion of 

Neiv Frunce defeating the Ang10-Amencan invasion, to Canada trouncing the United ~rares.'~' The 

Minutes Lotlis Riel and Rocket Richard aIso can be seen to ccirry special meaning for French 

Canadians. However. both of these Minutes aIso speak to other Canadians. There is no doubt that 

Maurice Richard is a celebrated Francophone hero. However. the Minute that honours his 

accompliçhments shows the hockey Iegend moving his family into a new home the same day that he 

scores eight points in a game against the Detroit Red Wings- His identity in this Minute is attached 

to professional sport and not specifically IO Quebec; as an NHL hockey legend. his following 

remains as much national and even international, as Québécois. Riel, despite the controversial 

circurnstances of his narrative? carries the same type of multifaceted heroism as Richard. In tbis 



Minute, Riel himseifstates that he "struggled for the Métis, for the people of Manitoba and the 

northwest." Thus, while the Riel Minute might carry special meaning for Francophones, they again 

have to share this icon with other Canadians. 

The Minutes which contain the strongest and most independent ceferences to French culture are La 

Bolduc and Bordm. These Minutes are distinctively Québécois, and contain individuah and 

movements that are recognizable to Quebeckers, while presumably remaining comparatively 

unfamiliar to English-Canadians. La Bolltrc features a Francophone songstress whose music reached 

out to Quebeckers during the Depression of the 1 9 3 0 ' ~ ~  while Bordzias shows the Quebec painter 

whose ideas are Iinked to the Quiet Revolution. While these two Minutes are the most overt in their 

celebration of distinctive elements of French-Canadian history, this celebration remains muted. 

making no reference to the collective identity and stmggles of the Quebec people."5 

While the listing of Minutes suggests that La Bolduc is about the famed singer 'Whose songs cheered 

les Québécois during the bitter Depression of the 1930's," the Minute itself does little to convey a 

sense of French community, and doesn't even mention Quebec in the narrative of the Minute. me 

teaching materiais insist that Travers-Bolduc was the voice of courage for Francophones during the 

depression, stating that "she spoke directly to the audience with whom she identified.''276 Yet, the 

singer remains detached fiom her beloved Québécois during the entire Minute: the ctosest that the 

singer comes to interacting with her community is when she plays her records out the window of her 

274 See earlier arguments, which discuss the revised text of this Mnute. 
275 Johanne iblacdonald was the only staff member to venture a personai opinion about Quebec nationalism m the 
Minutes, mting that "1 think that they have shied away h m  thaC She suggests that the Project, m an attempt io 
gain positive exposure. stayed away h m  conmversy and fragmentation and%ied to stay neutrai? The Minutes 
analyzed here represent the work done by the Project before the implementation of a specifidIyFrench cornponent 
m 1998, wiih Macdonald appointed as the cwrdinator. She states that "if you chose to start with au aImost aü 
Engiish team, you don't want to deai with the conmversy in Quebec. Bu& 2 '/1 years ago. they decided. ok we do 
want a French team on board. And the day that they bring in an aboriginal team,then you üuly win have Canadian 
history--' 



apartment while the people gather around below. This absence of a seuse of French community is 

compounded by the fact that the images and message of the Minute do nothhg to convey a distinct 

sense of the Quebec People. The voice-over rit the end of the Minute makes no mention of French- 

Canadians, and even contains an unspeci fic reference to TraversBolduc's audience, statbg that 'Yu 

her fum, she would always be La Bolduc-" In fact, if it weren't for the French music îhat the 

audience hem the singer play out her window, as welI as the basic fact tbat this Minute was 

produced in French. Lu Bolduc could just as easily have taken place in an Anglophone community. 

Bordms is another Minute whicb does linle to convey the cultural particularhy of Quebeckers. The 

Minute is as colourIess as it is complex. rnimicking the black and white surrealist painting created by 

the artist during the narrative. PauLEmile Borduas is sho*.vn in bis Paris studio reflecting on his 

philosophical views. Yet. while the Iist of Minutes describes Bordr~as as "Québec's renowned voice 

of the Quiet Revolution," tbe images and words of the Minute do nothing to convey the fact that this 

Minute, in fact, concems Quebec. The ariist's commentary makes only theoretical allusion to the 

ideas that would propel the watershed events of the Quiet Revolution. Furthemore. the involved and 

inaccessible monologue ofBorduas makes this Minute the outlier to a series dnven by simple, 

emotional issues and diaiogue that avoid "'the temptation to be too informative.'"" A comparable 

Minute featuring Marshall McLuhan involves the ideas of an equally complex and infi uential thinker, 

but also gives the audience a context within which to situate the scholar, showing a back-and-forth 

between McLuhan and his fascinated students. Bordms provides us with only two images - Borduas 

himself. and his paint - and the following text: 

276 Teaching Materials. 1 12. 
277 Pamck Watson. as cited in Boone, D5. 



Refus Globale, c'mon that was in '43. Fear of prejudice, fear of public opinion, total condemation, 
fear o l  finding yourself without God. It's enough to rnake you sick to your stomach when you see ai1 
of the rewards given to appalling cruelîy, to threats, to rnindless excesses, to the manufacture or  
mountains of useless goods. Life goes on. The important thing is to be able to create, isn't it? Refw 
Globale, this piece of paper cost me a lot. Forced to fuiish his days in exiIe, thepoor d s t .  

WhiIe this text is certainly dramatic, its ideas are quite sophisticated, and are beyond the 

comprehension of the Projecr's targeted audience of young Canadians. as well as a good portion of 

the genenl population, Further to this, the context of these ideas is virtually non-existent, and it is 

not until the concluding voice-over that the audience can attempt to situate these concepts within the 

information that Rejis Gtobale was a "manifesto decrying the stifling conditions oCQuebec society 

in the forcies ... written by a group of artists led by Borduas." Not only does it seem curious that an 

event as important as the Quiet Revolution is portrayed in such an indirect and inaccessibte way, but 

also that Borduas speaks English rather than French in this Minute. 



Conclusion 

Even though The Heritage Project stresses knowledge about Canada's past, the Minutes and the 

various educational materials growing out them are gik for studying the myths and anxieties of 

contemporary Canadian identity. The Hentage Minutes are not scattered stories of Canadian history, 

but mythological narratives of nationalist belonging. Whde the topics of the Minutes are diverse, the 

storylines demonstrate a suategic pattern of distortion and omission. The underlying task of 

constructing a shared sense of Canadian belonging, combined with a popular medium that dernands 

arthl packaging, provide us with a "national fantasy Iife" that effectively disables Our ability to 

comprehend the renlity of contcmporary elements of difference and disagreement."' 

Canadians carry fragmented and multiple identities. Linguistic, ethnic. regional, and political 

divisions leave Canadians feeling skeptical and nihilistic about common national foundations and 

tnditi~ns."~ The high level of anxiety that is seen to accompany this instability of the Canadian 

union lends credence to wishfül national rnyths, The Heritage Project responds to this national 

concem by presenting a comfoning hentage Iesson on who we are as Canadians, and why we should 

love Our country. The Project's message is that the fiindanienta[ elements of the master narrative of 

Canadianism can be found in the essential characteristics and accomplishrnents of those Canadians 

who have worked to shape our country; losing the historical footing of the nation and its ancestors 

means losing touch with our Canadian identity and jeopardinng the hiture of our country. Yet, as 

Daniel Francis points out, There is consolation in nostalgia, but there is aiso danger-"230 The 

idealistic narrative of a unified collective memory and identity sidesteps the debilitating fractures of 

Canadian society. and dangeroudy misrepresents our cornplex and changing nation. The stoties of 

278 Francis. tVationaL 28. 
279 Sekas, 698. 
280 Francis, iVùtionai. I76. 



both negative and heritage nationalism are literally too good to be true; the mots, connections, and 

virntes they revere are Oawless fantasy. Al1 ancestors are noble, courageous figures, ail landscapes 

are sprawling and windswept, and al1 chronicled events "strew tales of heroism and sacrifice dong a 

tapestry of steady progress.'*2s' The Canadian nation forges on, in aa unbroken and harmonious 

rhythm of moni and technological development. 

Denial of Difference 

Brian Osborne states that the Minutes should be praised for their inclusive reconfiguntion of the 

Canadim historical record. He states that "no one region, class, ethnic group or gender is privileged 

in a representation of heritage that attempts to advance an integrative fùnction by ceIebrating the 

participation of many of the diversities in the record of nation-building."' In one way, Osborne is 

right. The stories of the Minutes do. in fact. present diverse moments of crisis, and vanous points of 

identity. ln order to keep this popular national narrative intemally persuasive - which entails 

maintaining its relevance to a substantial number of Canadians - the Minutes must embody a certain 

level of difference and intersection. However, thegeneric and essenriul Canadianism which acts as 

the 'integrative ftnction' in the Minutes means that the theoretical concept of d~%fereence is never 

allowed to approach the practical reality ofdivision. This nation-building theme necessitates the 

omission and misrepresentation of those particularities that fragment the unified vision of the 

Canadian nation by demanding or merely exhibiting their own narrative of subnational belonging. 

Various groups are denied their own histories, swailowed by the ultimate goal of a unified and proud 

national narrative. WhiIe White Canadians are awarded a heroic story of emancipation ihrough the 

emphasis of Canadian (un-Amencan) racial tolerance, Ah-Canadians are denied their own stones, 

28 t Lowenthal, 88. 
282 Brian Osborne. -Figwïng," 38. 



existing as props in the nationai biography. Women nirrhire the country's narrative of moral 

progress, but are rehsed misery, hstration, and oppression - namely, reality - as they lay outside 

the story of a just society. FrenckCanadians, whiIe having a wide presence in the Minutes, do not 

have a collective one. Again, this group, which produces the most serious counter-narrative to the 

myth of Canadian unity, holds a superficial and largely strategic role in the narrative of pancanadian 

identity. The First Nations of Canada are hsed into a mythical Aboriginal 'presence' which is 

ultimately used to highlight the easy interaction between these original inhabitants and the European 

newcomers. Labour. a traditional voice of protest. is absent frorn the Minutes while innovation and 

enterprise are at the heart of nationaI glory and progress.'s3 2 0 ' ~  century immigrants, remarkably, 

receive no voice, 20Ih century Aboriginals do not exist. and the cracks in the Canadian identity chat 

both develop and expand in the 2dh century are somehow al1 addressed and corrected with the 

agreement and compromise of the distant Canadian past. These examples show that the ultimate goal 

of unity and national belonging within the Minutes mandates a reduction of the fragmentation of 

Canadian society. to a neutral. disengaged, and largely hollow personification of pluraiity. To bring 

the actual lived concept of identity difference into the fold, and award subnational groups a self 

defined historical narrative, is to collapse the dominant idea of the Canada. 

Historv Dis~laved as set of Results 

The Herirage Project insists that iis Minutes wiI1 inspire a genention of Canadians to investigate the 

nation's past through more thorough sources such as books, documentaries and museums. Because 

these vignettes only polish the surface of Canadian history, people will be lefi unsatisfied, and strive 

to know the deeper details of the events and personalities Uivolved. However, the comforting 

283 While space limitations did not allow a discussion of ihe themes of labour and business. there is a clear 
imbalance between the two. Enterprise is celebnted in at least seven Minutes. mcludingBombardier. Le Rerau, and 
Nat Taylor. in conarist, labour is Wnialty norrexistenc irs sirongesr presence is in the Minute.iVim (although this 
Mhute is as much or more about race than labour). Labour is also ailuded to mMmrice Ruddick 



narratives of progress and virtue provided by these easily digestible dramas are not likely to make 

them springboards to fiirther historical examination. Driven by the contemporary needs of Canadian 

unity, The Heritage Minzrtes collapse together past and presentday Canada. They emphasize the 

continuity of noble Canadian characteristics such as courage, benevolence, and ingenuity, and use 

historical stories to address contemporary concems and divisions. WhiIe the essential attniutes of 

Canadians are continlrotts. history is convenely displayed as a set ofresirits. In the Minutes. ncism. 

sexism. exploitation. and oppression have been neatly tied up and thrown away. In this sense, the 

Minutes can be likened to half-hour television sitcoms: white the plot must involve an entenaining 

and sometimes informative Lesson for the audience. every problem must be solved by the end of the 

show. In the Minutes. complications have been solved. hardships have been overcome. and mistakes 

have been repaired, Most importanily. a sense of national self-satisfaction has been tapped. In this 

way, the Projeci fulfils a goal set out by Laurier LaPierre in his assertion: "It's not a question of 

teaching history. it's a question of feeling it."*'" Much like Remembrance Day ceremonies which 

seem to "train children's rnemorial sensibilities rather than to foster a criticai disciplinary 

investigation of the past."'a5 the Minutes evoke the detached emotions of appreciation and 

indifference toward past struggles that are clearly over. 

The Search for Canadian Unitv - An Exercise in Futilitv 

This study began as an atternpt io identie ïhe Herituge Project as one of the most successfid 

national 'identity campaigns' in the history of Canada. Looking at its scope and impact. it is 

impossible not to recognize the Projeci's contniution to the conternporary narration of the nation. 

The Heritage Project has worked to redefine the roster of the 'consciousness industry,' and its 

Minutes have reshaped the avenues of national self-knowledge. Yet, whiIe the novelty of the 

784 Taken h m  promotionai video A Simple Irlen. Heritage Projeet Promotional MateriaIs. videocassette 
recording. 



Project's contniution and the unconventional format of the Minutes point to an original and forward- 

looking initiative, the ideas and themes driving the Heritage Minutes remain grounded in the agesld 

myths of Canadian unity. The myth of comparative nationid superiority is used to unite Canadians in 

a congratulatory feeling of proud nationality. This contrast helps to paper over the intemal 

figmentation of Canadian society, and obscure examples of injustice and intolerance by drawing 

attention to a contemptible extemal foil. The myth of a noble and unifjing national memory is 

equally useful in drawing out a sense of national purpose and common bclonging. When built on a 

set of stories that outlines a nationai essence of strength, compassion. and CO-operation, Canadian 

nationalism is effonless. stable. and embracrable. Ilcontemponry Canadians are tired of working 

toward common points of understanding. the past provides a distant and mythical space where 

problems can be tranquilized. loose bonds can be tightened. and above dl. a sense of national unity 

can be constructed. 

These conventional unity narratives provide many Canadians with widence that their ancestors were 

involved in an important national undertaking. For others. the mythology of national unity has 

necessitated the exclusion of their story, or an imaginary sense of their histoncal presence. Like any 

pedagogical delineation of the nation. this narrative will be accepted by some, and rejected by others. 

However, an unqualified m a s  media presence means that io many. the Heritage Minutes provide an 

'officiai' account of national belonging. Using the Minutes' neat and tidy delineation of the nation to 

formulate contemporary avenues oFCanadian understanding "is Iike packing a suitcase with objects 

that persist in overfiowing or undefilIing the ~pace-'-"~ 

Organizing these pedagogical narratives around the desire for nationai unity means that the Minutes 

285 Sekas, 689. 
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avoid the hard variance of Canadian identity - perhaps the ody  m e  element of the Canada. A 

symbolic communication of the nation budt out of the famiIiar myths of heritage and negative 

nationalism is distant fiom and incompatile with the lived diversity and difficulty of Canadian 

society. W l e  these myth might give Canadians a certain level of comfort, they blind us to the 

cornplexity of identity in Canada, and actually work to block avenues of understanding. To build 

new and meaningful structures of understanding and awareness, Canadians need national narratives 

that resist the temptation to establish a unified national identity as the fundamental national 

enterprise. The search for the answer to 'whut Cunudu is.. . ' has given Canadians a hollow 

mythology. The subsequent task of identifiing 'rvhut Cunudu isn 2.. .* has only resulted in an 

imagined cornparison to our national arch nemesis. Perhaps Canadians would be better off 

recognizing that these ellipsis points only lead the nation into obtivion. As poet Robert Finch 

suggests, "Sure. Canadians are. Canada is./All the suspension points are in the fu~l-sto~"'~' 

287 Robert Finch, "For The Land's Sake," in Siivmhom Bush and Othrr P o m  (Toronto: Macmillan of Canada, 
1966), 64. 



Appendix 1 
The Heritage h j e c r  6 0 ~  Minute Cornmernorative Video List of Minute Synapses 

(ChfonoIogicaI Order) 

Peacemaker dramatizes the iroquois legend of the Tree of Great Peace which explains the ûïiguis of the 
Iroquois Confederacy- 

Vikings depicts the destruction and thp zdiscovery - nine centuries later- of a Norse senlement at L'Anse au. 
Meadows. Newfoundland. (980 A.D.) 

John Cabot Voyaghg h m  England to North America in 1497, Caplain John Cabot and his sailors encounter 
the Grand Banks off Newfoundland and encounter cod f ~ h  sothick they siow the ship. 

Naming of Canada provides one explanation of how Canada may have got [sic] its narnc during Jacques 
Cartier's first meeting with Iroquoian peoples. (1534) 

Nicollet explores Jean Nicollet's b i l e  search for the Asian Sea whiçh iistead added Lake Michigan to 
European maps. ( 1634) 

Sirop A family of Attikamek Indians show a FrenchCanadian family how to hûrvest the synip of the sugar 
maple. 

Frontenac poraays the fomtude of Govemor Frontenac and the people of New France âs thqr repel an Angle 
American invasion in 1690. 

Laura Secord dramatizes Secord's joumey to warn of an Amencan anack dunng the War of 18 12, and portnys 
the role of the Kahnawake Mowhawks in repelling the invasion. 

Hart and Papineau remces the path towxd religious tolennce laws in Québec and the Commonwealth. 
( 1832) 

10. Etienne Parent looks into the young jounialist's prison cell in 1838. where the future politicai economist writes 
an rditorial calling for munial tolerance between French and English Canadans. 

I 1. Baldwin and Lafontaine two politicians h m  Upper and Lower Canada demonstnte FrenchiEnglish 
cooperation when Lafontaine seeks election in Toronto and goes on to help shape democraric refonns for al1 of 
Canada. ( 1 84 1 ) 

12, Victoria imagines a discussion between the Queen and Lord Melbourne on the question of Responsible 
Govertunent in Canada. ( 1 84 1) 

13. Orphrns shows one of the many FmchCanadian families which adopted Irish children orphaned during their 
voyage to Canada in the 1850's. 

14. The Underground Railroad itlustmtes the escape of African h e n c a n s  fiom slaveq to freedom in Canada 
during the 1850's. 

15. Casavant looks at young Joseph Casavant, as he builds the fmt of what would be thousands of world renowned 
musical organs. ( 1834 L879) 

16. Paris Crew recaptures the day in July, 1867 when four unheralded oarsmen fiom Saint John. New Brunswick. 
eIectrified Canadians with their victory in the world rowing championship m Paris. 

17. Saguenay Fiue recounts the tenactty of one family as they Save themselves andtheir farm anirnals h m  the 
devastating f?re of 1870. 

18. Trout pomays Jemie Trout's stniggie agaïnst prejudice to become the fmt woman licensed IO practice 
medicme in Canada. (1871) 

19. Sitting Buii Confident that the Nof iWest  Mounted Police will respect him md his people. the great Sioux 
Chief chooses to rernain in Western Canada rather than return to the United Shtes. ( f 877) 



20. Les Voltigeurs de Quebec watches the band of this famous FrencbCanadian regirnent rehearse Calixa 
Lavallée's O Canada! For its h t  public performance at the St. Jean Baptiste celebrations of 1880. 

21. Nitro takes viewers to a CPR consmiction site in 1880's British Columbia, as a young Chinese worker 
voliinteers to set a dangernus nitroglycerine charge in r e m  for a bonus whichwill pay his wife's boat fair to 
Canada. 

22. Tyrreii reenacts the Canadian geofogist's astounding discovery of dinosaur bones in the Alberta Badlands in 
1884. 

23. Su Sandford Beming follows the mcredibte career of the nineteentttcentury engineer who planned hree 
raiiways and played a pivotal rote in the adoption of Standard Time. ( 1885) 

34. Louis Riei joins the Métis leader on the galbws. as Rie! recalls his smiggle for his people in the moments 
before his execution in November. 1885. 

25. Rural Teacher brïngs to Iife the famous Robert Hamis painting, as a P.E.I. teacher confronts her school board. 
( 1885) 

26. Soddie depicts prairie settlers building their first home fiom the same sod they break to grow their crops. 
( 1890's) 

37. Midwife dramatizes the importance of a skiiled midwife in a Canadian rural community in the late nineteenth 
century. 

28, Basketball revisits the sport's inventor. James Naismith of Almonte. Ontario during one of the tirst 
aperimental games. ( 189 1 ) 

29. Steele of the Mounties looks in on a chastened Amencan gmbler as he recalls his cviction from the Yukon by 
Superintendent Sam Steele dunng ihe Klondike Gold Rush of 1898. 

30. Marconi revisits Signal1 Hill in St. John's. Newfoundland. on December 12. 190 1. as ltalian inventor 
Guglielrno Marconi receives the fint transatlantic radio message. 

3 1. Valour Road becasne the name of Winnipeg's Pinc Street after three of its young men won the Victoria Cross 
during the First World War. 

32. \Vinnie recounts the m e  story of a Canadian soldiets bear - the object of adontion and inspiration for a young 
boy and his father. A.A. Milne. ( 19 15) 

33. Flanders Outside a field hospital in Belgium, Canadian Amy surgeon John McCrae solemnly pens the 
country's most ofien recited poem. (19 15) 

W. McClung depicts Nellie McClung's confrontation with Premier R.P. Robiin to win the right to vote for 
Manitoban women. ( 19 16) 

35. Halilas Explosion dramatizes one man's heroism during this 19 17 disaster in Halifax Harbour which killed or 
injured thousands of people. 

36. Joseph-Armand Bombardier glimpses the boyhood beginnings of Josephhand's career as innovator and 
entrepreneur. ( 1920) 

37. Erniïy Murphy recounts the circumstances under which she, and a group of Canadian women secured the 
rights of women as persons throughout the Commonwealth. (1929) 

38. Superman Iooks at Toronto cartoonist Jae Shuster explaitüng the comic book hem he created. ( 193 1) 

39. Myrnam Hospihi the sauggle of one mail Alberta community to care for its residents during the 1930s 
marks a tïny step m the evolution of Canada*s universal health c m  system. 

40. La Bolduc depicts the h t  recording session of Mary Tmven, the young woman whose songs cheered 
Québécois during the bitter Depression of the 1930's. 



41. Inuksuk joins an RCMP officer in 193 1 as he watches a group of [nuit build one ofthese remarkable Nortbem 
landmarks. 

42. Penfiild illustrates the Montreai neumsurgeon's path-breakmg advances in the mtment of seizure disardws. 
( 1934) 

43. Apes MacPhaü recdIs Canada's tint female MP through a depiction ofher conmiution to the rtform of the 
Caaadian pend system. ( 1935) 

44. Bluenose a 17 year old Nova Scotian schooner- the undefeated champion of the International Fihermads 
Tmphy - is pitted against an American ship in the last and most dramatic sailing race of her glorious career 
(1939) 

45. Emily Carr pomays the anistic evolution of the British Columbia painter and her life long commiunent to her 
muse. (Died in 1945) 

46. Pauline Vanier features one of Canada's most remarkable families. their efforts to aid diplaced persons and 
rehgees during World War il and their life long conmbutions to charitable endeavours. ( 1940s) 

47. Marion Orr The ferry command pilot delivers fighters to Btitain during World War II. and plans her post war 
career as Canada's first female flight school operatm. (1942) 

48. Rocket Richard Legendary hockey star. Maurice Richard. having worked 8 hours moving his family from one 
end of Montreal to the other. scores 8 points (5 goals and 3 assists) towards a 9 1 victory against the Detroit Red 
Wings. ( 1944) 

49. Jackie Robinson In 1946. Montreal Royals players and fans welcorne the tint AfricanAmerican player in the 
modern history oforganized baseball. 

50. John Humphrey A Montreal Iawyer dnfts and wins support for the United Natiod Declantion of Human 
Rights. 

5 1. Avro Arrow Canadian aerospace scientists design and test the worlds fwtest and most advanced intercepter 
aircrafi (1953). 

52. Borduas In his studio in Paris in 1957. PauCEmile Borduas. Québec's renowned voice of the Quiet Revolution 
reflects on the impact of his writing and his art. 

53. Le Resau recalls the vision of Bell Canaaa's Thomas Eadie, whose detennination led to the innscanadian 
microwave network which kgan  CO carry television broadcasts and telephone calls across the country on JuIy 1. 
1958. 

54. Maurice Ruddiek provides an AhCanadian collier the opportunity to describe how he and his feilow 
workm survived eight days uapped underground during the 1958 Springhill. Nova Scotia mining disaster. 

55. Jacques Plante poraays the goalie's chaIIenge to hockey's conventions by wearing his invention, the hockey 
mask during an MIL grune. (1959) 

56. ~MarshaH iMcLuhan peks into a 1960's University of Toronto classroom as the worl&renowned 
communkations theorist fascinates students with his insights about mas  media 

57. Bags John Matheson, MP a member of the 1965 parliamentary cornmittee to choose a national flag survrys the 
maay designs proposed for considention 

58- Expo '67 Montreai's Expo l i t d l y  rises h m  the depths of the SL Lawrence River to give Canada a dazziing 
one hundredth birthday Party. ( 1967) 

59. Nat Taylor An enterprising Canadian cmerna operator invents the modem multiscreen movie theatre. 

60. Water Pump Mennonite communities in Southwestern Ontario sente as the inspiration in the design oftools 
and practïces of sustainable deveiopment for developing counmes. 
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